Revealed in Makkah

ِ ِْ ِ اّ ِ ا ْ َـ ِ ا
In the Name of Allah, the Most Gracious, the Most
Merciful.

ِ ُِ ْ ا
ِ ت اْ َِـ
ُ َ ءای
َ ِْ ا
12:1 Alif-Lam-Ra. These are the verses of the Book
that is clear.

ن
َ (ُ)ِ ْ*َ ُْ *َ  +ِ َ ,
َ ً#.ُْ ُ َ!ْ"َ ْ# َأ%#ِإ
12:2 Verily, We have sent it down as an Arabic
Qur'an in order that you may understand.

َا/ هَـ
َ َْ ِإ%َ!ْ
َ ْ َأو%َ ِ 2
ِ 3
َ )َ ْ َ ا
َ ْ َأ
َ َْ,
َ 2
4 )ُ #َ ُ ْ5#َ
َ ِ9ِ َـ:ْ ِﻡ َِْ ِ َ ِ َ ا7
َ !ُن َوإِن آ
َ اْ ُ)ْءَا
12:3 We relate unto you the best of stories through
Our revelations unto you, of this Qur'an. And before
this, you were among those who knew nothing
about it.
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Qualities of the Qur'an
Allah says:

...ا
Alif-Lam-Ra.
In the beginning of Surah Al-Baqarah we talked about
the separate letters,
Allah said,

... ب
ِ َِ ْت ا
ُ َی. 
َ ِْ ...
These are the verses of the Book.
in reference to the Clear Qur'an that is plain and
apparent, and explains, clarifies and makes
known the unclear matters.

?١= ِ ُِ ْ ا...
that is clear.
Allah said next,

?٢= ن
َ (ُ)ِ ْ*َ ُْ *َ  +ِ َ ,
َ ً#.ُْ ُ َ!ْ"َ #َ أ#ِإ
Verily, We have sent it down as an Arabic Qur'an in order
that you may understand.
The Arabic language is the most eloquent, plain,
deep and expressive of the meanings that might
arise in one's mind. Therefore, the most
honorable Book, was revealed in the most
honorable language, to the most honorable
Prophet and Messenger, delivered by the most
honorable angel, in the most honorable land on
earth, and its revelation started during the most
honorable month of the year, Ramadan.
Therefore, the Qur'an is perfect in every respect.
So Allah said,
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7
َ !ُن َوإِن آ
َ .ْ)ُ َْا ا/ هَـ
َ َْْ!َ ِإ
َ ْ ِ َ َأو2
ِ 3
َ )َ ْ َ ا
َ ْ َأ
َ َْ,
َ 2
4 )ُ #َ ُ ْ5#َ
?٣= َ ِAِ َ:ِْﻡ َِْ ِ َ ِ َ ا
We relate unto you the best of stories through Our
revelations unto you, of this Qur'an.And before this, you
were among those who knew nothing about it.

Reason behind revealing Ayah
On the reason behind revealing Ayah (12:3), Ibn Jarir At-Tabari
recorded that Abdullah bin Abbas said,
"They said, `O, Allah's Messenger! Why not narrate to us
stories?'

َ
َ ْ َأ
َ ْ ََ
ُ َ 
ُ َْ
Later on, this Ayah was revealed, 
ِ 
َ َ ْ( اﻝWe relate unto you the best of stories...).''
There is a Hadith that is relevant upon mentioning this
honorable Ayah, which praises the Qur'an and demonstrates
that it is sufficient from needing all books besides it.
Imam Ahmad recorded a narration from Jabir bin Abdullah that;
Umar bin Al-Khattab came to the Prophet with a book
that he took from some of the People of the Book. Umar
began reading it to the Prophet who became angry. He
said,

بِ؟FG
َ َْ یَ اْ َ اDAِ ن
َ (ُ(آC Dَ َ َأ ُﻡ
ْ ٍءIJ
َ ْ,
َ ُْ( ُهKََْ َ ،ًM )ِ #َ َ َءNَْ َDِ ُْ ُْOP
ِ ْQ)َ َ ،ِ Qِ َ ِ Iِْ9#َ ِي/وَا
،ُ#َ (ُQC 3
َ ُ Aَ S
ٍT
ِ َِ ْ َأو،ُ#َ (ُ/C َ ُAَ َU5
َ ِ ْْ ُِو ُآGُ Aَ
Iِ!*َ ِ  ﺱ َ* ُ ِإ َأنْ َی
ِ  ﻡَ َو+
َ ن
َ َ آVَن ﻡُ(ﺱ
  َ(ْ َأ،ِ Qِ َ ِ Iِْ9#َ ِي/وَا
Are you uncertain about it Ibn Al-Khattab?
By the One in Whose Hand is my soul! I have come to
you with it white and pure. Do not ask them about
anything, for they might tell you something true and you
reject it, or they might tell you something false and you
believe it.
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By the One in Whose Hand is my soul! If Musa were
living, he would have no choice but to follow me.
Imam Ahmad also recorded a narration from Abdullah bin
Thabit who said,
"Umar came to Allah's Messenger and said; `O
Messenger of Allah! I passed by a brother of mine from
(the tribe of) Qurayzah, so he wrote some
comprehensive statements from the Tawrah for me,
should I read them to you?'
The face of Allah's Messenger changed (with anger). So I
said to him, `Don't you see the face of Allah's
Messenger?''
Umar said, `We are pleased with Allah as our Lord,
Islam as our religion, and Muhammad as our Messenger.'
So the anger of the Prophet subsided, and he said,

ُ (ُ ُ ْ*َ    اYُ Vَِ ُْ ﻡُ(ﺱA Z
َ َ ْ َ(ْ َأﺹ،ِ Qِ َ ِ Qٍ  5
َ  ُﻡX
ُ ْ9#َ ِي/وَا
َ \ ُْ ِﻡ
4
َ َ# َوَأ،ِ َﻡKُْ ِﻡ َ اIC\
َ ُْ #  ِإ،ُْ َْN
َ َ Iِ#(ُ َُْو َ َآ
Cِ ! ا
By the One in Whose Hand is Muhammad's soul,
if Musa appeared among you and you were to
follow him, abandoning me, then you would have
strayed. Indeed you are my share of the nations,
and I am your share of the Prophets.''

ً] َ َآ(ْ َآ
َ,
َ Qَ 
َ  َأ7
ُ ْ َرَأیVC# ِإ7
ِ َK_ِ ِ ی
+ `
ُ ﺱ
ُ (ُل ی
َ َ ِْإذ
َ ِیQP
ِ َ ﺱVِ ْDُ ُ ْ وَاْ َ) َ َ َرَأیX
َ ْ]
 وَا
12:4 (Remember) when Yusuf said to his father: "O
my father! Verily, I saw (in a dream) eleven stars
and the sun and the moon - I saw them prostrating
themselves to me.''
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Yusuf's Dream
Allah says,

َ َ )َ ْ وَاX
َ ْ]
 ] َ َآ(ْ َآً وَا
َ,
َ Qَ 
َ  َأ7
ُ ْ َرَأیIC# ِإ7
ِ َِ ِ یَ أKَِ `
ُ ﺱ
ُ (ُل ی
َ َ ِْإذ
?٤= َ ِیQP
ِ َ ﺱIِ ْDُ ُ َْرَأی
(Remember) when Yusuf said to his father: "O my
father! Verily, I saw (in a dream) eleven stars and the
sun and the moon - I saw them prostrating themselves
to me.''
Allah says, `Mention to your people, O
Muhammad, among the stories that you narrate
to them, the story of Yusuf.'
Prophet Yusuf (Joseph) mentioned his dream to
his father, Prophet Yaqub (Jacob), son of Prophet
Ishaq (Isaac), son of Prophet Ibrahim (Abraham),
peace be upon them all.
Abdullah bin Abbas stated that the dreams of Prophets
are revelations from Allah.
Scholars of Tafsir explained that;
in Yusuf's dream the eleven stars represent his
brothers, who were eleven, and the sun and the
moon represent his father and mother.
This explanation was collected from Ibn Abbas,
Ad-Dahhak, Qatadah, Sufyan Ath-Thawri and
Abdur-Rahman bin Zayd bin Aslam.
Yusuf's vision became a reality forty years later, or as
some say, eighty years, when Yusuf raised his parents to
the throne while his brothers were before him,

ْQَ S
ُ َْ ي ِﻡ
َ َ ُرؤْیS
ُ ْوِیKَ َا/ هَـ7
ِ َ ل یَ َأ
َ ًَا َوQe
ﺱ
ُ ُ َ ْوا4ﺥ
َ َو
+)
َ ICَ َرDَ*َ P
َ
and they fell down before him prostrate. And he
said: "O my father! This is the interpretation of
my dream aforetime! My Lord has made it come
true!'' (12:100)
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َ َ ُْواQَِ Aَ 
َ ِ (َ ْ ِإﺥVَ,
َ ك
َ َْ ُرءْی23
ُ ْ)َ _
َ V
 !َ ُ ل ی
َ َ
ٌ ِﻡ4 وi Qُ ,
َ ِ َْـ#j
ِ ِ َ َـFْ]
 ن ا
 ًا ِإQَْآ
12:5 He (the father) said: "O my son! Relate not
your vision to your brothers, lest they should
arrange a plot against you. Verily, Shaytan is to
man an open enemy!''

Yaqub orders Yusuf to hide His Vision to avoid Shaytan's
Plots
Allah tells:

ن
َ َFْ]
 ن ا
 ًا ِإQْ َآ
َ َ ُْواQَِ Aَ 
َ ِ (َ ْ ِإﺥVَ,
َ ك
َ َْ ُرؤْی23
ُ ْ)َ _
َ I
 !َ ُ َل ی
َ َ
?٥= ٌ ِﻡ4 وi Qُ ,
َ ن
ِ َ#ِjِ
He (the father) said: "O my son! Relate not your vision
to your brothers, lest they should arrange a plot against
you. Verily, Shaytan is to man an open enemy!''
Allah narrates the reply Yaqub gave his son Yusuf
when he narrated to him the vision that he saw,
which indicated that his brothers would be under
his authority. They would be subjugated to
Yusuf's authority to such an extent that they
would prostrate before him in respect, honor and
appreciation. Yaqub feared that if Yusuf narrated
his vision to any of his brothers, they would envy
him and conspire evil plots against him. This is
َ ِ َ ْك َ َ ِإ
َ َ ْ ُرؤْی
ُ َْ َ
why Yaqub said to Yusuf, 
 َآ ْ"ًا
َ  "ُواْ َﻝ%ِ َ &َ (Relate not your vision to your
brothers, lest they should arrange a plot against
you).
This Ayah means,
"They might arrange a plot against you
that causes your demise.''
In the Sunnah, there is a confirmed Hadith that states,
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ُ َ ْ َوِإذَا َرأَى ﻡَ َی،ِِ ْثQC 5
َ ُ ْAَ 
4 5
ِ  ُآْ ﻡَ ُیQُ 
َ ِإذَا َرأَى َأ
n
ِ ِ ْ/*ِ َ َْ ْ َو،ًYَYَ ِ  ْ َیَ ِر,
َ ْS9ُ َْ ْ َو،ِﺥ
َ %ْ!ْ ِ ِ اP
َ Vَ (لْ ِإ5
َ َ َ ْAَ
 N
ُ َ ْ َ َD# oِAَ ًاQ
َ َ َأDِ ْثQC 5
َ  َوَ ُی،َهC J
َ ْ ِﻡ
If any of you saw a vision that he likes, let him
narrate it. If he saw a dream that he dislikes, let
him turn on his other side, blow to his left thrice,
seek refuge with Allah from its evil and not tell it
to anyone. Verily, it will not harm him in this
case.
In another Hadith that Imam Ahmad and collectors of
the Sunan collected, Mu`awiyah bin Haydah Al-Qushayri
said that the Messenger of Allah said,

7َ*َ  ِ َتْ َو,
ُ ذَاoِAَ ،َْ ْ*ُ َْ ََ ِﺉ ٍ ﻡT S
ِ ْP ِرVَ,
َ َؤْی4 ا
The dream is tied to a bird's leg, as long as it is
not interpreted. If it is interpreted, it comes true.
Therefore, one should hide the prospects or the
coming of a bounty until it comes into existence
and becomes known.
The Prophet said,

Mٍ َ ْ*#ِ  ذِيS
 ن ُآ
 oِAَ ،َD#ِ َ ِْ ِ q
ِ (َا ِﺉ5
َ َْ ِء اNَ Vَ,
َ اﺱْ َ*ِ!ُ(ا
ُْ(د5َﻡ
Earn help for fulfilling needs by being discrete, for
every owner of a blessing is envied.

4 ِ  َو ُیs
ِ _َدِی
iاS
ِ ْوِیKَ  ِﻡ
َ ُ C*َ  َو ُی
َ 4  َر
َ َِ ْe َی
َ ِ/ََوآ

َ ْ َأ َ َ(یVَ,
َ %َD َ  َأ%َ ب َآ
َ (ُ)ْ*ل َی
ِ  ءاVَ,
َ  َو
َ َْ,
َ ُ َ َ ْ*#ِ
U
َ َـ5ْ ِإْ َهِ َ َوِإﺱS
ُ َْ ِﻡ
12:6 "Thus will your Lord choose you and teach you
the interpretation of dreams (and other things) and
perfect His favor on you and on the offspring of
Yaqub, as He perfected it on your fathers, Ibrahim
and Ishaq aforetime!
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ٌِ
َ ٌِ,
َ 
َ  ن َر
 ِإ
Verily, your Lord is All-Knowing, All-Wise.''

Interpretation of Yusuf's Vision
Allah says that Yaqub said to his son Yusuf, `Just as Allah chose
you to see the eleven stars, the sun and the moon prostrate
before you in a vision,

... 
َ 4 َر
َ َِ ْe َی
َ ِ/َ َو َآ
Thus will your Lord choose you,
designate and assign you to be a Prophet from
Him,

... s
ِ َدِیt
َ اS
ِ ْوِیKَ  ِﻡ
َ ُ C*َ  َو ُی...
and teach you the interpretation of Ahadith.'
Mujahid and several other scholars said that;
this part of the Ayah is in reference to the
interpreting of dreams.
He said next,

... 
َ َْ,
َ ُ َ َ ْ*#ِ 4 ِ  َو ُی...
and perfect His favor on you,
`by His Message and revelation to you.'

... ب
َ (ُ)ْ*ل َی
ِ . Vَ,
َ  َو...
and on the offspring of Yaqub,
This is why Yaqub said afterwards,

... َ ِ ِإَْاهS
ُ َْ  ِﻡ
َ ْ َأ َ َ(یVَ,
َ َD َ  َآ َ َأ...
as He perfected it aforetime on your fathers, Ibrahim...,
Allah's intimate friend,
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... U
َ5
َ ْ َوِإﺱ...
and Ishaq, (Ibrahim's son),

?٦= ٌِ
َ ٌِ,
َ 
َ  ن َر
  ِإ...
Verily, your Lord is All-Knowing, All-Wise.
Allah knows best whom to chose for His Messages.

َ ِ ِﺉ%C ٌ7` َوِإﺥْ َ( ِ ِ ءایَـ
َ ﺱ
ُ (ُ یVِA ن
َ َْ آQ)َ 
12:7 Verily, in Yusuf and his brethren there were
Ayat for those who ask.

ُ ْ5#َ  َأِ!َ ِﻡ! َوVَ ِإ
4 
َ ` َوَأﺥُ( ُ َأ
ُ ُِإذْ َُ(اْ َُ(ﺱ
ٌMَ ْ3,
ُ
12:8 When they said: "Truly, Yusuf and his brother
are dearer to our father than we, while we are
`Usbah (a group).

ٍ ِﻡ4 S
ٍ َﺽ
َ Vِ9َ َ#َن َأ
 ِإ
Really, our father is in a plain error.''

ُْ ِْ ُ َأP َ ُْ َوS
ُ ْGْ َُ( ُ َأرْﺽً َیT` َأ ِو ا
َ ﺱ
ُ (ُاْ ُُ(اْ ی
َ ِ5ِ ِ َ(ْﻡً ﺹَـQِ ْ*َ ُ(اْ ِﻡ#(َُ َو
12:9 "Kill Yusuf or cast him out to some (other)
land, so that the favor of your father may be given
to you alone, and after that you will be righteous
folk.''


C e
ُ ْ اMِ َ َw
َ VِA ُ (ُ)ْ` َوَأ
َ ﺱ
ُ (ُ_ َ)ْ ُُ(اْ ی
َ ْDُ ْ!ﻡC ٌS ِﺉ%َ ل
َ َ
َ ِ*ِ َـA ُْ !ُ َر ِة إِن آ
  اy
ُ ْ*َ ُ ْF)ِ َ َْی
12:10 One from among them said: "Kill not Yusuf,
but if you must do something, throw him down to
the bottom of a well; he will be picked up by some
caravan of travelers.''
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There are Lessons to draw from the Story of Yusuf
Allah says;

?٧= َ ِ ِﺉC ٌیَت. ِ ِ (َ ْ` َوِإﺥ
َ ﺱ
ُ (ُ یIِA ن
َ َْ آQ)َ 
Verily, in Yusuf and his brethren there were Ayat for
those who ask.
Allah says that there are Ayat, lessons and
wisdom to learn from the story of Yusuf and his
brothers, for those who ask about their story and
seek its knowledge. Surely, their story is unique
and is worthy of being narrated.

...! َأِ!َ ِﻡVَ ِإ
4 
َ ` َوَأﺥُ( ُ َأ
ُ ﺱ
ُ (َُ ِْإذْ َُ(ا
When they said: "Truly, Yusuf and his brother are dearer
to our father than we...''
They swore, according to their false thoughts,
that Yusuf and his brother Binyamin (Benjamin),
Yusuf's full brother,

... ٌMَ ْ3,
ُ ُ ْ5#َ  َأِ!َ ِﻡ! َوVَ ِإ
4 
َ  َأ...
dearer to our father than we, while we are `Usbah.
meaning, a group.
Therefore, they thought, how can he love these
two more than the group,

?٨= ٍ ِﻡ4 ل
ٍ{
َ ﺽ
َ Iِ9َ َ#َن َأ
  ِإ...
Really, our father is in a plain error.
because he preferred them and loved them more
than us.

... ُْ ِْ ُ َأP َ ُْ َوS
ُ ْGْ َُ( ُ َأرْﺽً َیT` َأ ِو ا
َ ﺱ
ُ (ُاْ ُُ(اْ ی
Kill Yusuf or cast him out to some (other) land, so that
the favor of your father may be given to you alone,
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They said, `Remove Yusuf, who competes with
you for your father's love, from in front of your
father's face so that his favor is yours alone.
Either kill Yusuf or banish him to a distant land so
that you are rid of his trouble and you alone
enjoy the love of your father.'

?٩= َ ِ5َِ ِ َ(ْﻡً ﺹQِ ْ*َ ُ(اْ ِﻡ#(َُ  َو...
and after that you will be righteous folk.
thus intending repentance before committing the
sin,

... 
C e
ُ ْ اMِ َ َw
َ IِA ُ (ُ)ْ` َوَأ
َ ﺱ
ُ (ُ_ َ)ْ ُُ(اْ ی
َ ْDُ ْ!ٌ ﻡS ِﺉ%َ ل
َ َ
One from among them said: "Kill not Yusuf, but if you
must do something, throw him down to the bottom of a
well;

... ْDُ ْ!ٌ ﻡS ِﺉ%َ ل
َ َ
One from among them said...
Qatadah and Muhammad bin Ishaq said that;
he was the oldest among them and his name was
Rubil (Reuben).
As-Suddi said that;
his name was Yahudha (Judah).
Mujahid said that;
it was Sham`un (Simeon) who said,
(Kill not Yusuf),

'
َ ﺱ
ُ َُ َْ ُ)ُاْ ی

do not let your enmity and hatred towards him
reach this level, of murder.
However, their plot to kill Yusuf would not have
succeeded, because Allah the Exalted willed that Yusuf
fulfill a mission that must be fulfilled and complete; he
would receive Allah's revelation and become His Prophet.
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Allah willed Yusuf to be a powerful man in Egypt and
govern it.
Consequently, Allah did not allow them to persist in their
intent against Yusuf, through Rubil's words and his
advice to them that if they must do something, they
should throw him down to the bottom of a well,

...  َر ِة
  اy
ُ ْ*َ ُ ْF)ِ َ ْ َی...
he will be picked up by some caravan,
of travelers passing by. This way, he said, you
will rid yourselves of this bother without having to
kill him,

?١٠= َ ِ,
ِ َA ُْ !ُ إِن آ...
if you must do something,
meaning, if you still insist on getting rid of him.
Muhammad bin Ishaq bin Yasar said,
"They agreed to a particularly vicious crime that
involved cutting the relation of the womb,
undutiful treatment of parents, and harshness
towards the young, helpless and sinless.
It was also harsh towards the old and weak who
have the rights of being respected, honored and
appreciated, as well as, being honored with Allah
and having parental rights on their offspring.
They sought to separate the beloved father, who
had reached old age and his bones became weak,
yet had a high status with Allah, from his beloved
young son, in spite of his weakness, tender age
and his need of his father's compassion and
kindness.
May Allah forgive them, and indeed, He is the
Most Merciful among those who have mercy, for
they intended to carry out a "grave error.''
Ibn Abi Hatim collected this statement, from the
route of Salamah bin Al-Fadl from Muhammad bin
Ishaq.
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ُ َ #` َوِإ
َ ﺱ
ُ (ُ یVَ,
َ !ْ َﻡKَ _
َ 
َ َ ََ ﻡ#َKََُ(اْ یَـ
ن
َ (ُ53
ِ َ!َـ
12:11 They said: "O our father! Why do you not
trust us with Yusuf though we are indeed his wellwishers''

ن
َ (ُ\9ِ ـ5
َ َ ُ َ #ًا َیْ َْ َو َیْ َ*ْ َوِإQَw َ!*َ ﺱْ ُ َﻡ
ِ َْأر
12:12 "Send him with us tomorrow to enjoy himself
and play, and verily, we will take care of him.''

Yusuf's Brothers ask for Their Father's Permission to take
Yusuf with Them
Allah tells;

... 
َ َ ََ ﻡ#ََُ(اْ یَ َأ
They said: "O our father! Why,
When Yusuf's brothers agreed to take him and
throw him down the well, taking the advice of
their elder brother Rubil, they went to their father
Yaqub, peace be upon him. They said to him,
"Why is it that you,

?١١= ن
َ (ُ5ﺹ
ِ َ!َ ُ َ #` َوِإ
َ ﺱ
ُ (ُ یVَ,
َ !ْ َﻡKَ _
َ ...
do not trust us with Yusuf though we are indeed his wellwishers.''
They started executing their plan by this
introductory statement, even though they really
intended its opposite, out of envy towards Yusuf
for being loved by his father.
They said,

... ْ*َ ًْا َیْ َْ َو َیQw
َ َ!*َ ﺱْ ُ َﻡ
ِ َْأر
"Send him with us tomorrow to enjoy himself and play,
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i.e. so that we all enjoy ourselves and play.
Qatadah, Ad-Dahhak and As-Suddi said similarly.
Yusuf's brothers said next,

?١٢= ن
َ (ُ\Aِ َ5َ ُ َ # َوِإ...
and verily, we will take care of him.
we will protect him and ensure his safety for you.


ُ ْﺉ/C ْ ُآَ ُ اKف أَن َی
ُ َْ َهُ(اْ ِ ِ َوَأﺥ/َ  أَنVِ!#ُ "ُ ْ5َ َ VC#ل ِإ
َ َ
ن
َ (ُ9ِ َـw ُ ْ!,
َ ُْ ْ#َوَأ
12:13 He (Yaqub) said: "Truly, it saddens me that
you should take him away. I fear lest a wolf should
devour him, while you are careless of him.''

ن
َ ُو
ِ َـG  ِإذَا%#ٌ ِإMَ ْ3,
ُ ُ ْ5#َ  َو
ُ ْﺉ/C  ْ َأ َآَ ُ اOِ َ َُْ(ا
12:14 They said: "If a wolf devours him, while we
are `Usbah (a group), then surely, we are the
losers.''

Ya`qub's Answer to Their Request
Allah narrates to us that His Prophet Yaqub said to his children,
in response to their request that he send Yusuf with them to the
desert to tend their cattle,

... ِ ِ ْْ َهُ(ا/َ  أَنIِ!#ُ"ُ ْ5َ َ IC#ل ِإ
َ َ
He (Yaqub) said: "Truly, it saddens me that you should
take him away.
He said that it was hard on him that he be
separated from Yusuf for the duration of their
trip, until they came back.
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This demonstrates the deep love that Yaqub had
for his son, because he saw in Yusuf great
goodness and exalted qualities with regards to
conduct and physical attractiveness associated
with the rank of Prophethood. May Allah's peace
and blessings be on him.
Prophet Yaqub's statement next,

?١٣= ن
َ (ُAِ َw ُ ْ!,
َ ُْ #َ َوأ
ُ ْﺉ/C ْ ُآَ ُ اKف أَن َی
ُ َ َوَأﺥ...
I fear lest a wolf should devour him, while you are
careless of him.
He said to them, `I fear that you might be
careless with him while you are tending the cattle
and shooting, then a wolf might come and eat
him while you are unaware.'
They heard these words from his mouth and used them
in their response for what they did afterwards. They also
gave a spontaneous reply for their father's statement,
saying,

?١٤= ن
َ ﺱُو
ِ َG  ِإذًا#ٌ ِإMَ ْ3,
ُ ُ ْ5#َ  َو
ُ ْﺉ/C  ْ َأ َآَ ُ اOِ َ َُْ(ا
They said: "If a wolf devours him, while we are an
`Usbah, then surely, we are the losers.
They said, `If a wolf should attack and devour
him while we are all around him in a strong
group, then indeed we are the losers and weak.'


C e
ُ ْ اMِ َ َw
َ VِA ُ (ُ*َ ْeْ َ*ُ(اْ أَن َیPَ  َذ َهُ(اْ ِ ِ وََأAَ
ن
َ _ َی]ْ ُ*ُو
َ َْا َو ُه/ﻡْ ِ ِهْ هَـKَِ ْDُ ! Oَ C!َ ُ َ ِ َْ ِإ%َ!ْ
َ َْوَأو
12:15 So, when they took him away, they all agreed
to throw him down to the bottom of the well, and
We revealed to him: "Indeed, you shall (one day)
inform them of this their affair, when they know
(you) not.''
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Yusuf is thrown in a Well
Allah tells:

... ِ ِ َْ  َذ َهُ(اAَ
when they took him away,
Allah says that when Yusuf's brothers took him
from his father, after they requested him to
permit that,

... 
C e
ُ ْ اMِ َ َw
َ IِA ُ (ُ*َ ْeْ َ*ُ(اْ أَن َیP وََأ...
they all agreed to throw him down to the bottom of the
well,
This part of the Ayah magnifies their crime, in
that it mentions that they all agreed to throw him
to the bottom of the well. This was their intent,
yet when they took him from his father, they
pretended otherwise, so that his father sends him
with a good heart and feeling at ease and
comfortable with his decision.
It was reported that Yaqub, peace be upon him,
embraced Yusuf, kissed him and supplicated to Allah for
him when he sent him with his brothers.
As-Suddi said that;
the time spent between pretending to be wellwishers and harming Yusuf was no longer than
their straying far from their father's eyes.
They then started abusing Yusuf verbally, by cursing,
and harming him by beating. When they reached the
well that they agreed to throw him in, they tied him with
rope and lowered him down. When Yusuf would beg one
of them, he would smack and curse him. When he tried
to hold to the sides of the well, they struck his hand and
then cut the rope when he was only half the distance
from the bottom of the well. He fell into the water and
was submerged. However, he was able to ascend a stone
that was in the well and stood on it.
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Allah said next,

?١٥= ن
َ _ َی]ْ ُ*ُو
َ َْا َو ُه/ﻡْ ِ ِهْ هَـKَِ ُD!Oَ C !َ ُ َ ِ َْ ِإ%َ!ْ
َ ْ َوَأو...
and We revealed to him: "Indeed, you shall (one day)
inform them of this their affair, when they know (you)
not.''
In this Ayah, Allah mentions His mercy and
compassion and His compensation and relief that
He sends in times of distress. Allah revealed to
Yusuf, during that distressful time, in order to
comfort his heart and strengthen his resolve, `Do
not be saddened by what you have suffered.
Surely, you will have a way out of this distress
and a good end, for Allah will aid you against
them, elevate your rank and raise your grade.
Later on, you will remind them of what they did
to you.'

ن
َ _ َی]ْ ُ*ُو
َ ْ َو ُه...
when they know not.
Ibn Abbas commented on this Ayah,
"You will remind them of this evil action against
you, while they are unaware of your identity and
unable to recognize you.''

ن
َ (ُْ ًء َی%َ],
ِ ْءُوا َأَ ُه%َPَو
12:16 And they came to their father in the early
part of the night weeping.

َ!*ِ  َﻡَـQَ !ِ, `
َ ﺱ
ُ (ُ َو َ َآْ!َ یU
ُ ِ َ ْ#َ َ!ْ َذ َه#َ ِإ#َKََُ(اْ یَـ
َ ِQِ  ِ ُْ ِﻡ ٍ !َ َوَ(ْ ُآ! ﺹَـ7
َ #َ أ%َ َوﻡ
ُ ْﺉ/C  َآَ ُ اKَAَ
12:17 They said: "O our father! We went racing with
one another, and left Yusuf by our belongings and a
wolf devoured him; but you will never believe us
even when we speak the truth.''
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ب
ٍ /ِ  ٍم َآQَ ِ ِ 3
ِ ِ َ Vَ,
َ ءُوا%َPَو
12:18 And they brought his shirt stained with false
blood.

ُ ٌ وَاSِ P
َ ٌْ3
َ Aَ  ُْ َأﻡًْا
ُ 9ُ #َْ َ ُْ أ7َ( ﺱ
َ ْSَ ل
َ َ
ن
َ (ُ93
ِ َ َ ﻡVَ,
َ ن
ُ َ*َ ُْ ْا
He said: "Nay, but your own selves have made up a
tale. So (for me) patience is most fitting. And it is
Allah (Alone) Whose help can be sought against
that (lie) which you describe.''

Yusuf's Brothers try to deceive Their Father
Allah tells;

?١٦= ن
َ (ُْ]َء َی,
ِ َْؤُواْ َأَ ُهPَو

... َ#ََُ(اْ یَ َأ
And they came to their father in the early part of the
night weeping. They said: "O our father!
Allah narrates to us the deceit that Yusuf's
brothers resorted to, after they threw him to the
bottom of the well. They went back to their
father, during the darkness of the night, crying
and showing sorrow and grief for losing Yusuf.
They started giving excuses to their father for
what happened to Yusuf, falsely claiming that,

... U
ُ ِ َ ْ#َ َ!ْ َذ َه# ِإ...
We went racing with one another,
or had a shooting competition,

... َ!,
ِ َ َﻡQَ !ِ, `
َ ﺱ
ُ (ُ َو َ َآْ!َ ی...
and left Yusuf by our belongings,
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guarding our clothes and luggage,

... 
ُ ْﺉ/C  َآَ ُ اKَAَ ...
and a wolf devoured him,
which is exactly what their father told them he
feared for Yusuf and warned against.
They said next,

?١٧= َ ِ!َ َوَ(ْ ُآ! ﺹَ ِدC ٍ  ِ ُْ ِﻡ7
َ #َ وَﻡَ أ...
but you will never believe us even when we speak the
truth.
They tried to lessen the impact of the grave news
they were delivering.
They said, `We know that you will not believe this
news, even if you consider us truthful. So what
about when you suspect that we are not truthful,
especially since you feared that the wolf might
devour Yusuf and that is what happened.'
Therefore, they said, `You have reason not to
believe us because of the strange coincidence and
the amazing occurrence that happened to us.'

... ب
ٍ /ِ  ٍم َآQَ ِ ِ 3
ِ ِ َ Vَ,
َ ؤُوا%َPَو
And they brought his shirt stained with false blood.
on it, to help prove plot that they all agreed on.
According
scholars,

to

Mujahid,

As-Suddi

and

several

other

they slaughtered a sheep, and stained Yusuf's
shirt with its blood.
They claimed that this was the shirt Yusuf was wearing
when the wolf devoured him, being stained with his
blood. But, they forgot to tear the shirt, and this is why
Allah's Prophet Yaqub did not believe them. Rather, he
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told them what he felt about what they said to him, thus
refusing their false claim,

... ٌSِ P
َ ٌْ3
َ Aَ  ُْ َأﻡًْا
ُ 9ُ #َْ َ ُْ أ7َ( ﺱ
َ ْSَ ل
َ َ ...
He said: "Nay, but your own selves have made up a tale.
So (for me) patience is most fitting.
Yaqub said, `I will firmly observe patience for this
plot on which you agreed, until Allah relieves the
distress with His aid and compassion,

?١٨= ن
َ (ُ93
ِ َ َ ﻡVَ,
َ ن
ُ َ*َ ُْ ْ وَاّ ُ ا...
And it is Allah (alone) Whose help can be sought against
that which you describe.
against the lies and unbelievable incident that you
said had occurred.'

ُ (َ ْ َدVَْدKَAَ ْﺱُ(اْ وَا ِر َد ُه
َ ْرKَAَ ٌﺱ َرة
َ َْ َءتPَو
12:19 And there came a caravan of travelers and
they sent their water-drawer, and he let down his
bucket (into the well).

ٌ{م
َw
ُ َا/ل ی ُ]َْى هَـ
َ َ
He said: "What good news! Here is a boy.''

ن
َ (َُ ْ*ٌِ ِ َ َی,
َ ُ  وَاMً *َ َـNِ ُ و4ﺱ
َ َوَأ
So they hid him as merchandise (a slave). And Allah
was the All-Knower of what they did.

َ ِ ِ ِﻡA ُْ(ا#َُو َد ٍة َوآQْ* َد َر ِه َ َﻡX
ٍ ْGَ ٍ َ َ ِ ُ ْ َوJ
َ َو
َ ِیQا َ" ِه
12:20 And they sold him for a Bakhs price, - for a
few Dirhams. And they were of those who regarded
him insignificant.
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Yusuf is Rescued from the Well and sold as a Slave
Allah tells:

... ٌ{م
َ w
ُ َا/ل یَ ُ]َْى هَـ
َ َ ُ (َ ْ َدVَْدKَAَ ْﺱُ(اْ وَا ِر َد ُه
َ َْرKAَ ٌﺱ َرة
َ َْءتPَو
And there came a caravan of travelers and they sent
their water-drawer, and he let down his bucket (into the
well). He said: "What good news! Here is a boy.''
Allah narrates what happened to Yusuf, peace be
upon him, after his brothers threw him down the
well and left him in it, alone, where he remained
for three days, according to Abu Bakr bin Ayyash.
Muhammad bin Ishaq said,
"After Yusuf's brothers threw him down the well,
they remained around the well for the rest of the
day to see what he might do and what would
happen to him. Allah sent a caravan of travelers
that camped near that well, and they sent to it
the man responsible for drawing water for them.
When he approached the well, he lowered his
bucket down into it, Yusuf held on to it and the
َُ َا.َى هَـ2ْ34ُ
man rescued him and felt happy, ٌم,
(What good news! Here is a boy).''
Allah's statement,

... Mً ,
َ َNِ ُ و4ﺱ
َ  َوَأ...
So they hid him as merchandise,
Al-Awfi reported that Ibn Abbas commented,
"is in reference to Yusuf's brothers, who hid the
news that he was their brother.
Yusuf hid this news for fear that his brothers
might kill him and preferred to be sold instead.
Consequently, Yusuf's brothers told the water
drawer about him and that man said to his
companions, ٌم,
َُ َا.َى هَـ2ْ34ُ ("What good news!
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Here is a boy"), a slave whom we can sell.
Therefore, Yusuf's own brothers sold him.''
Allah's statement,

?١٩= ن
َ (َُ ْ*ٌِ ِ َ َی,
َ ُ ّ وَا...
And Allah was the All-Knower of what they did.
states that Allah knew what Yusuf's brothers, and
those who bought him, did. He was able to stop
them and prevent them from committing their
actions, but out of His perfect wisdom He decreed
otherwise. He let them do what they did, so that
His decision prevails and His appointed destiny
rules,

َ ِ َب اْ*َـ
4 ك ا ُ َر
َ _ﻡْ ُ ََ َر
i  وَاU
ُ َْGْ_ َ ُ ا
َ َأ
Surely, His is the creation and commandment.
Blessed is Allah, the Lord of the all that exists!
(7:54)
This reminds Allah's Messenger Muhammad, that Allah
has perfect knowledge in the persecution that his people
committed against him and that He is able to stop them.
However, He decided to give them respite, then give
Muhammad the victory and make him prevail over them,
just as He gave Yusuf victory and made him prevail over
his brothers.
Allah said next,

... ُو َد ٍةQْ* َدرَا ِه َ َﻡX
ٍ ْGَ ٍ َ َ ِ ُ ْ َوJ
َ َو
And they sold him for a Bakhs price, - for a few Dirhams
in reference to Yusuf's brothers selling him for a
little price, according to Mujahid and Ikrimah.
Bakhs' means decreased, just as Allah the
Exalted said in another Ayah,

ً)َ_ َره
َ ًْ َوGَ ف
ُ َG{ َی
َ Aَ
shall have no fear, either of a Bakhs (a
decrease in the reward of his good deeds)
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or a Rahaq (an increase
punishment for his sins). (72:13)

in

the

meaning that Yusuf's brothers exchanged him for
a miserably low price. Yet, he was so insignificant
to them that had the caravan people wanted him
for free, they would have given him for free to
them!
Ibn Abbas, Mujahid and Ad-Dahhak said that,

5ُ ْو2َ ﺵ
َ ( َوAnd they sold him), is in reference to
Yusuf's brothers. They sold Yusuf for the lowest
price, as indicated by Allah's statement next,

ْ"ُو َد ٍة:;َ <َ ( َدرَا ِهfor a few Dirhams),
twenty Dirhams, according to Abdullah bin
Mas`ud.
Similar was said by Ibn Abbas, Nawf Al-Bikali, AsSuddi, Qatadah and Atiyah Al-Awfi, who added
that they divided the Dirhams among themselves,
each getting two Dirhams.

?٢٠= َ ِیQه
ِ ِ ِ ِﻡ َ ا"اA ُْ(ا#َ َوآ...
And they were of those who regarded him insignificant.
Ad-Dahhak commented on Allah's statement,
"Because they had no knowledge of his
Prophethood and glorious rank with Allah, the
Exalted and Most Honored.''

ُ  َﻡْ(َاVِ_ﻡْ ََأ ِ ِ َأآْ ِﻡ
ِ َ ْ3ﻡC ََْا ُ ِﻡJِى ا/ل ا
َ ََو
ًاQَ ُ َو/َ G
ِ  #َ ْ َأو%َ!*َ 9َ !َ أَن یVَ,
َ
12:21 And he (the man) from Egypt who bought
him, said to his wife: "Make his stay comfortable,
maybe he will profit us or we shall adopt him as a
son.''
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S
ِ ْوِیKَ  َ ُ ِﻡC*َ !ُ ِض َو
ِ ْ_ر
i  اVِA `
َ ﺱ
ُ (ُِ !  َﻡ
َ ِ/ََوآ
s
ِ _َدِی
iا
Thus did We establish Yusuf in the land, that We
might teach him the interpretation of events.

ن
َ (ُ َْ*_ َی
َ س
ِ ! َأﻡْ ِ ِ َوَـ ِ  َأآْ َ َ اVَ,
َ ٌَِw ُ وَا
And Allah has full power and control over His
affairs, but most of men know not.

ْ"ِىe#َ 
َ ِ/َْ ً َوآ,
ِ ْ ً َو
ُ ُ َ!َْ . ُ Q J
ُ َوَ  ََ َ َأ
َ ِ!
ِ ْ5ُ ْا
12:22 And when he (Yusuf) attained his full
manhood, We gave him wisdom and knowledge (the
Prophethood), thus We reward the doers of good.

Yusuf in Egypt
Allah tells:

... ِ ِ _ﻡْ ََأ
ِ َ ْ3ﻡC ْ ََا ُ ِﻡJِي ا/ل ا
َ ََو
And he (the man) from Egypt who bought him, said to
his wife:
Allah mentions the favors that He granted Yusuf,
peace be on him, by which He made the man
from Egypt who bought him, take care of him and
provide him with a comfortable life. He also
ordered his wife to be kind to Yusuf and had good
hopes for his future, because of his firm righteous
behavior.
He said to his wife,

... ًاQَ ُ َو/َ G
ِ #َ ْ َ*!َ َأو9َ !َ أَن یVَ,
َ ُ  َﻡْ(َاIِ َأآْ ِﻡ...
Make his stay comfortable, maybe he will profit us or we
shall adopt him as a son.
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The man who bought Yusuf was the minister of
Egypt at the time, and his title was Aziz.
Abu Ishaq narrated that Abu Ubaydah said that Abdullah
bin Mas`ud said,
"Three had the most insight:
•

the Aziz of Egypt, who said to his wife,
5ُ ;ِ> َ;=َْا2ِ ْ( َأآMake his stay comfortable...),

•

ِ 4َ یَ َأ
the woman who said to her father, ?
5ُ ْ2@
ِ ْA)َ ْ( اﺱO my father! Hire him...), (28:26)

•

Abu Bakr As-Siddiq when he appointed
Umar bin Al-Khattab to be the Khalifah
after him, may Allah be pleased with them
both.''

Allah said next that just as He saved Yusuf from his
brothers,

... ض
ِ ْرt
َ  اIِA `
َ ﺱ
ُ (ُِ C!  َﻡ
َ ِ/َ  َو َآ...
Thus did We establish Yusuf in the land,
in reference to Egypt,

... s
ِ َدِیt
َ اS
ِ ْوِیKَ  َ ُ ِﻡC*َ !ُ ِ َو...
that We might teach him the interpretation of events.
the interpretation of
Mujahid and As-Suddi.

dreams,

according

to

Allah said next,

... ِ ِ ْ َأﻡVَ,
َ ٌَِw ُ ّ وَا...
And Allah has full power and control over His affairs,
if He wills something, then there is no averting
His decision, nor can it ever be stopped or
contradicted. Rather, Allah has full power over
everything and everyone else.
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Sa`id bin Jubayr said while commenting on Allah's
statement,
"He does what ever He wills.''
Allah said,

?٢١= ن
َ (ُ َْ*_ َی
َ س
ِ ! َوَـ ِ  َأآْ َ َ ا...
but most of men know not.
meaning, have no knowledge of Allah's wisdom
with regards to His creation, compassion and
doing what He wills.
Allah said next,

... َ ََ  ََو
And when he attained,
in reference to Prophet Yusuf, peace be upon him,

... ُ Q J
ُ  َأ...
his full manhood,
sound in mind and perfect in body,

... ً ْ,
ِ ْ ً َو
ُ ُ َ!َْ . ...
We gave him wisdom and knowledge,
which is the Prophethood that Allah sent him with
for the people he lived among,

?٢٢= َ ِ!
ِ ْ5ُ ْْ"ِي اe#َ 
َ ِ/َ  َو َآ...
thus We reward the doers of good.
because Yusuf used to do good in the obedience
of Allah the Exalted.
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ب
َ _ْ(َا
i ا7
ِ )َ w
َ  ِ َو
ِ ْ9# ,
َ َDِ َْ VِA َ( ُهVَِورَا َو َدْ ُ ا

َ َ 7
َ ْْ َه7َََو
12:23 And she, in whose house he was, sought to
seduce him (to do an evil act), and she closed the
doors and said: "Come on, O you.''

Z
ُ ِْ9_ ُی
َ ُ # ى ِإ
  َ َﻡْ(َا
َ ْ َأVC ُ َر# ل َﻡ*َ َذ ا ِ ِإ
َ َ
ن
َ (ُ ِا\ـ
He said: "I seek refuge in Allah! Truly, he is my
Rabb! He made my living in a great comfort! Verily,
the wrongdoers will never be successful.''

Wife of the `Aziz loves Yusuf and plots against Him
Allah tells:

... ب
َ ْ(َاt
َ ا7
ِ )َ w
َ  ِ َو
ِ ْ9# ,
َ َDِ َْ IِA (َ  ُهIِوَرَا َو َدْ ُ ا
And she, in whose house he was, sought to seduce him
(to do an evil act), and she closed the doors,
Allah states that the wife of the Aziz of Egypt, in
whose house Yusuf resided and whose husband
recommended that she takes care of him and be
generous to him, tried to seduce Yusuf! She
called him to do an evil act with her, because she
loved him very much. Yusuf was very handsome,
filled with manhood and beauty. She beautified
herself for him, closed the doors and called him,

... 
َ َ 7
َ ْْ َه7ََ َو...
and (she) said: "Come on, O you.''
But he categorically refused her call,

... ي
َ  َ َﻡْ(َا
َ ْ َأIC ُ َر# ل َﻡ*َ َذ اّ ِ ِإ
َ َ ...
He said: "I seek refuge in Allah! Truly, he is my Rabb!
He made my living in a great comfort!''
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as they used to call the chief and master a
`Rabb', Yusuf said to her, `your husband is my
master who provided me with comfortable living
and was kind to me, so I will never betray him by
committing immoral sins with his wife,'

?٢٣= ن
َ (ُ ِ\ اZ
ُ ِْ9_ ُی
َ ُ #  ِإ...
Verily, the wrongdoers will never be successful.
This was said by Mujahid, As-Suddi, Muhammad
bin Ishaq and several others.
The scholars differ in their recitation of, 
َ ? َﻝ
َ ْ ( َهHayta
Laka), whereby Ibn Abbas, Mujahid and several other
scholars said that it means that;
she was calling him to herself.
Al-Bukhari said; "Ikrimah said that,
Laka') means,


َ ? َﻝ
َ ْ ( َهHayta

`come on, O you', in the Aramaic language.''
Al-Bukhari collected this statement from Ikrimah
without a chain of narration.
Other scholars read it with the meaning,
`I am ready for you'.
Ibn Abbas, Abu Abdur-Rahman As-Sulami, Abu
Wa'il, Ikrimah and Qatadah were reported to have
read this part of the Ayah this way and explained
it in the manner we mentioned, as `I am ready
for you'.

ِ C ن َر
َ ََ َ(ْ_ أَن رأَى ُْهDِ  ْ ِ ِ َو َه7 ْ َهQ)َ ََو
12:24 And indeed she did desire him, and he would
have inclined to her desire, had he not seen the
evidence of his Lord.
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َ#َ ِد,
ِ ْ  ُ ِﻡ#  َء ِإ%َ]ْ59َ ْ( َء وَا4!ْ ُ ا,
َ ف
َ ِ ْ3!َ ِ 
َ ِ/َ َآ
َ ِ3َْGُ ْا
Thus it was, that We might turn away from him evil
and immoval sins. Surely, he was one of Our
Mukhlasin servants.
Allah tells:

... ِ C ن َر
َ ََ َ(ْ_ أَن رأَى ُْهDِ  ْ ِ ِ َو َه7 ْ َهQ)َ ََو
And indeed she did desire him, and he would have
inclined to her desire, had he not seen the evidence of
his Lord.
This is about the thoughts that cross the mind, according
to Al-Baghawi who mentioned this opinion from some of
the analysts.
Al-Baghawi next mentioned here a Hadith that he
narrated from Abdur Razzaq, from Ma`mar, from
Hammam, from Abu Hurayrah, from the Messenger of
Allah,

:Vََ*َ n
ُ لا
ُ (ُ)َی
ُ َ ََآُُْ(هA َDَِ ,
َ ْنoِAَ ،ًM!َ 
َ
َ ُ َ ََآْ ُُ(هA Mٍ !َ 
َ5
َ ِ ِيQْ,
َ  ِإذَا َه
ِ ْ]*َ ِ
َD َ َ َ َآ#oِAَ ،ًM!َ 
َ
َ ََآُُْ(هA َDَْ ْ*َْ َیAَ Mٍ Oَ C
َ ِ   َوِإنْ َه،َDََِْأﻡ
َDِِْ ِ ََآْ ُُ(هA َDَِ ,
َ ْنoِAَ ،IِّاﺉP
َ ْ ِﻡ
Allah the Exalted said,
`If my slave intends to perform a good deed,
then record it for him as one good deed; if he
performs it, then record it for him multiplied ten
folds.
If he intends to commit an evil act but did not
commit it, then record it for him as one good
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deed, if he left it for My sake. But if he commits
it, then write it as one evil deed.'
This Hadith was also collected in the Two Sahihs
using various wording, this is one of them.
It was also reported that the Ayah means that;
Yusuf was about to beat her.
As for the evidence that Yusuf saw at that moment,
there are conflicting opinions to what it was.
Ibn Jarir At-Tabari said,
"The correct opinion is that we should say that he
saw an Ayah from among Allah's Ayat that
repelled the thought that crossed his mind. This
evidence might have been the image of Yaqub, or
the image of an angel, or a divine statement that
forbade him from doing that evil sin, etc.There
are no clear proofs to support any of these
statements in specific, so it should be left vague,
as Allah left it.
Allah's statement next,

... ْ]َء59َ ْ( َء وَا4!ْ ُ ا,
َ ف
َ ِ ْ3!َ ِ 
َ ِ/َ  َآ...
Thus it was, that We might turn away from him evil and
immoral sins.
means, `Just as We showed him the evidence
that turned him away from that sin, We save him
from all types of evil and illegal sexual activity in
all his affairs,'
because,

?٢٤= َ ِ3َْGُ َْ ا#َ ِد,
ِ ْ  ُ ِﻡ#  ِإ...
Surely, he was one of Our Mukhlasin servants.
meaning, chosen, purified, designated, appointed
and righteous. May Allah's peace and blessings be
on him.''
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َىQَ َهQَ C ﺱ
َ َ9َ ْ ُ ِﻡ ُد ُ ٍ َوَأ3
َ ِ َ ْتQ َ ب َو
َ َْﺱ َ َ)َ ا
ُ وَا
ب
ِ َْا
12:25. So they raced with one another to the door,
and she tore his shirt from the back. They both
found her master (i.e. her husband) at the door.

ْ َ َأوe
َ ْ_ أَن ُی
َ  ﺱُ(ءًا ِإ
َ ِْهKَِ  ُء َﻡ ْ َأرَا َد.َ"P
َ َْ ﻡ7ََ
ٌَِابٌ َأ/,
َ
She said: "What is the recompense (punishment)
for him who intended an evil design against your
wife, except that he be put in prison or a painful
torment!''

Vِْ9# ,
َ Vِ!ْ رَا َو َدV
َ ل ِه
َ َ
12:26 He (Yusuf) said: "It was she that sought to
seduce me;''

S
ٍ ُ ُ  ِﻡQ ُ ُ 3
ُ ِ َ ن
َ َ إِن آ%َDِْﻡ ْ َأهC ٌQَ ِهJ Qَ Dِ J
َ َو
َ ِ/ِ ْ َو ُه َ( ِﻡ َ اَـ7َ Qَ 3
َ Aَ
and a witness of her household bore witness
(saying): "If it be that his shirt is torn from the
front, then her tale is true and he is a liar!''

َ ِQِ ـ3ْ َو ُه َ( ِﻡ ا7َ /َ َ Aَ ٍ ُ  ِﻡ ُدQ ُ ُ 3
ُ ِ َ ن
َ ََوِإنْ آ
12:27 "But if it be that his shirt is torn from the
back, then she has told a lie and he is speaking the
truth!''

  ُآQِ ْ ُ ِﻡ َآ# ل ِإ
َ َ ٍ ُ  ِﻡ ُدQ ُ ُ 3
َ ِ َ َ  َرأَىAَ
12:28 So when he (her husband) saw his (Yusuf's)
shirt torn at the back, he (her husband) said:
"Surely, it is a plot of you women!
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ٌِ\,
َ   ُآQَ ْن َآ
 ِإ
Certainly mighty is your plot!''

َا/ ْ هَـ,
َ ْْ ِض,` َأ
ُ ﺱ
ُ (ُی
12:29 "O Yusuf ! Turn away from this!

َ ِOF
ِ َـGْ ِﻡ َ ا7
ِ !ُ آ
ِ #  ِإ
ِ ِ #َ/ِ ِى9ِ ْ:َ ْوَاﺱ
(O woman!) Ask forgiveness for your sin, verily, you
were of the sinful.''

Allah tells:

... ب
ِ ََْى اQَ َهQَ C ﺱ
َ َ9َ ْ ُ ِﻡ ُد ُ ٍ َوَأ3
َ ِ َ ْتQ َ ب َو
َ َ ْﺱ َ َ)َ ا
ُ وَا
So they raced with one another to the door, and she tore
his shirt from the back. They both found her master (i.e.
her husband) at the door.
Allah says that Yusuf and the wife of the Aziz
raced to the door, Yusuf running away from her
and her running after him to bring him back to
the room. She caught up with him and held on to
his shirt from the back, tearing it so terribly that
it fell off Yusuf's back. Yusuf continued running
from her, with her in pursuit. However, they
found her master, her husband, at the front door.
This is when she responded by deceit and evil
plots, trying to exonerate herself and implicate
him,

... ﺱ َ(ءًا
ُ 
َ ِْهKَِ "َاء َﻡ ْ َأرَا َدP
َ َْ ﻡ7ََ ...
She said: "What is the recompense (punishment) for him
who intended an evil design against your wife...,
in reference to illegal sexual intercourse,

... َ e
َ ْ_ أَن ُی
  ِإ...
except that he be put in prison,
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?٢٥= ٌَِابٌ َأ/,
َ ْ َأو...
or a painful torment.
tormented severely with painful beating.
Yusuf did not stand idle, but he declared the truth and
exonerated himself from the betrayal she accused him
of,

... ل
َ َ
He (Yusuf) said, (in truth and honesty),

... Iِْ9# ,
َ Iِ!ْ رَا َو َدI
َ  ِه...
It was she that sought to seduce me,
and mentioned that she pursued him and pulled
him towards her until she tore his shirt.

... S
ٍ ُ ُ  ِﻡQ ُ ُ 3
ُ ِ َ ن
َ ََ إِن آDِْﻡ ْ َأهC ٌQَ ِهJ Qَ Dِ J
َ  َو...
And a witness of her household bore witness (saying):
"If it be that his shirt is torn from the front...'',
not from the back,

... ْ7َ Qَ 3
َ Aَ ...
then her tale is true,
that he tried to commit an illegal sexual act with
her.
Had he called her to have sex with him and she
refused, she would have pushed him away from
her and tore his shirt from the front,

?٢٦= َ ِه َ( ِﻡ َ اَ ِذ
ُ  َو...
and he is a liar!

?٢٧= َ ِ ِد3ه َ( ِﻡ ا
ُ ْ َو7َ /َ َ Aَ ٍ ُ  ِﻡ ُدQ ُ ُ 3
ُ ِ َ ن
َ ََوِإنْ آ
But if it be that his shirt is torn from the back, then she
has told a lie and he is speaking the truth!
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Had Yusuf run away from her, and this is what
truly happened, and she set in his pursuit, she
would have held to his shirt from the back to
bring him back to her, thus tearing his shirt from
the back.
There is a difference of opinion over the age and gender
of the witness mentioned here.

ِﺵ
َ َو
Abdur-Razzaq recorded that Ibn Abbas said that, "َ B
َBِْ;ْ َأهC ٌ"( ﺵَ ِهand a witness of her household bore
witness),
"was a bearded man,'' meaning an adult male.
Ath-Thawri reported that Jabir said
Mulaykah said that Ibn Abbas said,

that

Ibn

Abi

"He was from the king's entourage.''
Mujahid,
Ikrimah,
Al-Hasan,
Qatadah,
As-Suddi,
Muhammad bin Ishaq and others also said that;
the witness was an adult male.
Al-Awfi reported that Ibn Abbas said about Allah's
ِ َ َ" ﺵBِ ﺵ
َ ( َوand a witness of her
statement, َBِ ْ;ْ َأهC ٌ"ه
household bore witness),
"He was a babe in the cradle.''
Similar was reported from Abu Hurayrah, Hilal bin Yasaf,
Al-Hasan, Sa`id bin Jubayr and Ad-Dahhak bin Muzahim,
that;
the witness was a young boy who lived in the
Aziz's house.
Ibn Jarir At-Tabari preferred this view.
Allah's statement,

... ٍ ُ  ِﻡ ُدQ ُ ُ 3
َ ِ َ َ  َرأَىAَ
So when he saw his (Yusuf's) shirt torn at the back,
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indicates that when her husband became certain
that Yusuf was telling the truth and that his wife
was lying when she heralded the accusation of
betrayal at Yusuf,

...   ُآQِ ْ ُ ِﻡ َآ# ل ِإ
َ َ ...
he said: "Surely, it is a plot of you women!...''
He said, `This false accusation and staining the
young man's reputation is but a plot of many that
you, women, have,'

?٢٨= ٌِ\,
َ   ُآQَ ْن َآ
  ِإ...
Certainly mighty is your plot!
The Aziz ordered Yusuf, peace be upon him, to be
discrete about what happened,

... َا/ ْ هَـ,
َ ْْ ِض,` َأ
ُ ﺱ
ُ (ُی
O Yusuf ! Turn away from this!
do not mention to anyone what has happened,

... 
ِ ِ #َ/ِ ِي9ِ ْ:َ ْ وَاﺱ...
And ask forgiveness for your sin,
addressing his wife.
The Aziz was an easy man, or gave excuse to his
wife because she saw in Yusuf an appeal she
could not resist. He said to her, `Ask forgiveness
for your sin, the evil desire that you wanted to
satisfy with this young man, and then inventing
false accusations about him,'

?٢٩= َ ِOT
ِ َGْ ِﻡ َ ا7
ِ !ُ آ
ِ #  ِإ...
verily, you were of the sinful.
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,
َ َDَـAَ ت اْ َ*"ِی ِ" َُا ِو ُد
ُ  اﻡْ ََأMِ !َ ِیQَ ْ اVِA ٌْ َ(ة#ِ ل
َ ََو
ٍ ِﻡ4 S
ٍ ﺽَـ
َ VِA َ َ َ!َاه# ِإ+
ُ َD9َ :َ J
َ ْQَ ِ 
ِ ْ9#
12:30 And women in the city said: "The wife of the
Aziz is seeking to seduce her (slave) young man,
indeed she loves him violently; verily, we see her in
plain error.''

ًOَ    ُﻡDُ َ ْتQَ َ ْ,  َوَأDِ َْْ ِإ7َﺱ
َ ْْ ِ َْ ِ ِه  أَر7*َ ِ ﺱ
َ  َAَ
12:31 So when she heard of their accusation, she
sent for them and prepared a banquet for them;

 Dِ َْ,
َ ْ اﺥْ ُج7
ِ ََ!ً َوCﺱ
ِ  Dُ ْ!َ ٍة ﻡQ
ِ  وَاS
 ْ ُآ7َ َوءَا
she gave each one of them a knife, and she said (to
Yusuf): "Come out before them.''

 Dُ  َیQِ ْ*ْ َ َأیF
 َ  ُ َو#َ َْ َْ  َرَأیْ َ! ُ َأآAَ
Then, when they saw him, they exalted him (at his
beauty) and (in their astonishment) cut their hands.

ٌ_ َﻡٌَ َآِی
  ِإ.َ/]ًا ِإنْ هَـ
َ َ َا/ش  ِ ﻡَ هَـ
َ َ َ ُْ َو
They said: "How perfect is Allah! No man is this!
This is none other than a noble angel!''

ِ 
ِ ْ9# ,
َ ُ 4 ْ رَاوَدQ)َ َِ ِ َوA Vِ!!ُ ْ ُ ِى/ِ ُ  ا/َA ْ7ََ
َ 3
َ ْ*َ ﺱ
َ َA
12:32 She said: "This is he (the young man) about
whom you did blame me, and I did seek to seduce
him, but he refused.

َ ِی:ِ ـ3ﻡ اC ً#(َُ َ َ!  َوe
َ ُْ َ ُ ُ  ءَا ُﻡ%َْ ﻡS*َ ْ9 ْ َیOِ ََو
And now if he refuses to obey my order, he shall
certainly be cast into prison, and will be one of
those who are disgraced.''
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ِ َْ ِإVِ!#َ (ُ,ْQ ِﻡ  َیV
 َ ِإ
4 
َ ْ ُ َأe
C ب ا
C ل َر
َ َ
12:33 He said: "O my Lord! Prison is dearer to me
than that to which they invite me.

َ   َوَأ ُآ ﻡDِ َْ ِإ
ُ ْ ُه  َأﺹQَ ْ َآVC!,
َ ِْْف3َ _
 َوِإ
َ ِDِ َـeْا
Unless You turn away their plot from me, I will feel
inclined towards them and be one of the ignorant.''

  ُهQَ ْ!ْ ُ َآ,
َ ف
َ َ 3
َ Aَ ُ 4 ب َ ُ َر
َ َeَ َْﺱA
12:34 So his Lord answered his invocation and
turned away from him their plot.

ُ ِ*َ ْ ِ ُ ا
  ُ ُه َ( ا# ِإ
Verily, He is the All-Hearer, the All-Knower.

The News reaches Women in the City, Who also plot against
Yusuf
Allah states that the news of what happened between the wife
of the `Aziz and Yusuf spread in the city, that is, Egypt, and
people talked about it,

... Mِ !َ ِیQَ ْ اIِA ٌْ َ(ة#ِ ل
َ ََو
And women in the city said...,
such as women of chiefs and princes said, while
admonishing and criticizing the wife of the Aziz,

... ِ 
ِ ْ9# ,
َ ََهAَ  اﻡْ ََأ ُة اْ َ*"ِی ِ" َُا ِو ُد...
The wife of the Aziz is seeking to seduce her (slave)
young man,
she is luring her servant to have sex with her,
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... +
ُ َD9َ :َ J
َ ْQَ ...
indeed she loves him violently;
her love for him filled her heart and engulfed it,

?٣٠= ٍ ِﻡ4 ل
ٍ{
َ ﺽ
َ IِA َ َ َ!َاه# ِإ...
verily, we see her in plain error.
by loving him and trying to seduce him.

...  ْ ِ َْ ِ ِه7*َ ِ ﺱ
َ  َAَ
(So when she heard of their accusation,) especially their
statement, "indeed she loves him violently.'' Muhammad
bin Ishaq commented, "They heard of Yusuf's beauty and
wanted to see him, so they said these words in order to
get a look at him. '' This is when,

...  Dِ َْْ ِإ7َﺱ
َ ْ َأر...
she sent for them,
invited them to her house,

... Kًَ   ُﻡDُ َ ْتQَ َ ْ, َوَأ...
and prepared a banquet for them.
Ibn Abbas, Sa'id bin Jubayr, Mujahid, Al-Hasan, As-Suddi
and several others commented that;
she prepared a sitting room which had couches,
pillows (to recline on) and food that requires
knives to cut, such as citron.
This is why Allah said next,

... ً!Cﺱ
ِ  Dُ ْ!ﻡC  ٍةQَ 
ِ  وَاS
 ْ ُآ7َ .َ و...
and she gave each one of them a knife,
as a part of her plan of revenge for their plot to
see Yusuf,
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...  Dِ َْ,
َ ْ اﺥْ ُج7
ِ ََ َو...
and she said (to Yusuf): "Come out before them.''
for she had asked him to stay somewhere else in
the house,

...  َAَ ...
Then, when,
he went out and,

... ُ #َ َْ ْ َرَأیْ َ! ُ َأآ...
they saw him, they exalted him,
they thought highly of him and were astonished
at what they saw.

...  Dُ  َیQِ ْ*ْ َ َأیF
 َ  َو...
and (in their astonishment) cut their hands.
They started cutting their hands in amazement at
his beauty, while thinking that they were cutting
the citron with their knives.
Therefore, they injured their hands with the
knives they were holding, according to several
reports of Tafsir.
Others said that;
after they ate and felt comfortable, and after
having placed citron in front of them, giving each
one of them a knife, the wife of the Aziz asked
them, "Would you like to see Yusuf?''
They said, "Yes.''
So she sent for him to come in front of them and
when they saw him, they started cutting their
hands.
She ordered him to keep coming and going, so
that they saw him from all sides, and he went
back in while they were still cutting their hands.
When they felt the pain, they started screaming
and she said to them, "You did all this from one
look at him, so how can I be blamed?
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?٣١= ٌ_ َﻡٌَ َآِی
 َا ِإ/]ًا ِإنْ هَـ
َ َ َا/ش ِّ ِ ﻡَ هَـ
َ َ َ ُْ  َو...
They said: "How perfect is Allah! No man is this! This is
none other than a noble angel!''
They said to her, "We do not blame you anymore
after the sight that we saw.''
They never saw anyone like Yusuf before, for he,
peace be upon him, was given half of all beauty.
An authentic Hadith stated that the Messenger of Allah
passed by Prophet Yusuf, during the Night of Isra' in the
third heaven and commented,

ْ5
ُ ْْ َ اFJ
َ I
َF
ِ ْ,ْ ُأQَ (َ ذَا ُهoِAَ
He was given a half of all beauty.
Mujahid and others said (they said):
"We seek refuge from Allah,
this!)"

ًا23
َ 4َ َا.( ;َ هَـNo man is

They said next,

?٣١= ٌ_ َﻡٌَ َآِی
 َا ِإ/ِإنْ هَـ

... ِ ِA Iِ!!ُ ْ ُ ِي/ِ ُ  ا/َ Aَ ْ7ََ
"This is none other than a noble angel!''
She said: "This is he (the young man) about whom you
did blame me...''
She said these words to them so that they excuse
her behavior, for a man who looks this beautiful
and perfect, is worthy of being loved, she
thought.
She said,

... َ 3
َ ْ*َ ﺱ
َ َA ِ 
ِ ْ9# ,
َ ُ 4 ْ رَاوَدQ)َ َ َو...
and I did seek to seduce him, but he refused, (to obey
me).
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Some scholars said that;
when
them
know
inside

the women saw Yusuf's beauty, she told
about his inner beauty that they did not
of, being chaste and beautiful from the
and outside.

She then threatened him,

?٣٢= َ ِیw
ِ 3ﻡ َ اC ً#(َُ َ َ!  َوe
َ َُْ ُ ُ  ُﻡ. َْ ﻡS*َ ْ9 ْ َیOِ َ َو...
And now if he refuses to obey my order, he shall
certainly be cast into prison, and will be one of those
who are disgraced.
This is when Prophet Yusuf sought refuge with Allah from
their evil and wicked plots,

... ِ َْ ِإIِ!#َ (ُ,ْQ ِﻡ  َیI
 َ ِإ
4 
َ ْ ُ َأe
C ب ا
C ل َر
َ َ
He said: "O my Lord! Prison is dearer to me than that to
which they invite me...'' (illegal sexual acts),

...  Dِ َْ ِإ
ُ ْ ُه  َأﺹQَ ْ َآIC!,
َ ْْ ِف3َ _
  َوِإ...
Unless You turn away their plot from me, I will feel
inclined towards them,
Yusuf invoked Allah: If You abandon me and I am
reliant on myself, then I have no power over
myself, nor can I bring harm or benefit to myself,
except with Your power and will. Verily, You are
sought for each and everything, and our total
reliance is on You Alone for each and everything.
Please, do not abandon me and leave me to rely
on myself, for then,

?٣٣= َ ِه
ِ َeْﻡ َ اC   َوَأ ُآDِ َْ ِإ
ُ َْأﺹ...

... ُ 4 ب َ ُ َر
َ َeَ َْﺱA
"I will feel inclined towards them and be one of the
ignorant.''
So his Lord answered his invocation.
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Yusuf, peace be upon him, was immune from
error by Allah's will, and He saved him from
accepting the advances of the wife of the Aziz. He
preferred prison, rather than accept her illicit call.
This indicates the best and most perfect grade in
this case, for Yusuf was youthful, beautiful and
full of manhood. His master's wife was calling him
to herself, and she was the wife of the Aziz of
Egypt. She was also very beautiful and wealthy,
as well as having a great social rank. He refused
all this and preferred prison, for he feared Allah
and hoped to earn His reward.

?٣٤= ُ ِ*َ ْ ا
ُ ِ 
  ُ ُه َ( ا#  ُه  ِإQَ ْ!ْ ُ َآ,
َ ف
َ َ 3
َ Aَ ...
and turned away from him their plot. Verily, He is the
All-Hearer, the All-Knower.
It is recorded in the Two Sahihs that the Messenger of
Allah said,

:ُ 4
ِ  ِإS

ِ َ  ِ َی(ْ َمC
ِ IِA n
ُ  ُ اDُ 4\
ِ ٌ ُیM*َ ْﺱ
َ
،ٌَ ِدل, ٌ• ِإﻡَم
،ِnَ َد ِة ا,
ِ IِA Kَ]
َ #َ ب
i َJ• َو
 َی*ُ( َدV
َ ُ ْ!ج ِﻡ
َ َ ﺥ
َ  ِإذَاQِ e
ِ َْ ِْ ٌU*َ ٌ َْ ُ ُ ُﻡSP
ُ • َو َر
،َِِْإ
،َِْ,
َ َ 9َ َ َْ ِ َو,
َ َ*َ َ ْP ا،ِn اIِA َ5َ ن
ِ َP
ُ • َو َر
َ َُ ُ ﻡJ
ِ َ َْ*َ َ V
َ ََه9ْﺥKَAَ Mٍ َ Qَ 3
َ ِ ق
َ Q 3
َ َ ٌSP
ُ • َو َر
،ُ!ُ ِ ْ َی7)َ 9َ ْ#َأ
IC# ِإ:ل
َ َ)Aَ ل
ٍ َ P
َ  َو
ٍ 3
ِ ْ!ت َﻡ
ُ ْ ُ اﻡَْأةٌ ذَا,
َ ٌ َدSP
ُ • َو َر
،َnف ا
ُ ََأﺥ
َ!ْ,
َ ْ7ﺽ
َ َ9Aَ ًَِ ﺥn
َ ٌ َذ َآ َ اSP
ُ • َو َر
Allah will give shade to seven, on the Day when
there will be no shade but His:
•

A just ruler,
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•

a youth who has been brought up in the
worship of Allah,

•

a man whose heart is attached to the
Masjid, from the time he goes out of the
Masjid until he gets back to it,

•

two persons who love each other only for
Allah's sake and they meet and part in
Allah's cause only,

•

a man who gives charitable gifts so
secretly that his left hand does not know
what his right hand has given,

•

a man who refuses the call of a charming
woman of noble birth for illicit intercourse
with her and says: "I am afraid of Allah,
and

•

a person who remembers Allah in
seclusion and his eyes are then flooded
with tears.''

ٍ ِ V
َ ُ ! !ُe
ُ َْ َ 7
ِ  ﻡَ َرَأ ُواْ ایَـQِ ْ*َ ﻡC ْDُ َ َاQَ  Yُ
12:35 Then it occurred to them, after they had seen
the proofs (of his innocence), to imprison him for a
time.

Yusuf is imprisoned without Justification
Allah tells,

?٣٥= ٍ ِ V
َ ُ ! !ُe
ُ َْ َ ت
ِ َ ﻡَ َرَأ ُواْ ایQِ ْ*َ ﻡC ُDَ َاQَ  Yُ
Then it occurred to them, after they had seen the proofs
(of his innocence), to imprison him for a time.
Allah says, `Then it occurred to them that it
would be in their interest to imprison Yusuf for a
time, even after they were convinced of his
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innocence and saw the proofs of his truth,
honesty and chastity.'
It appears, and Allah knows best, that they
imprisoned him after the news of what happened
spread. They wanted to pretend that Yusuf was
the one who tried to seduce the Aziz's wife and
that they punished him with imprisonment. This is
why when the Pharaoh asked Yusuf to leave jail a
long time afterwards, he refused to leave until his
innocence was ascertained and the allegation of
his betrayal was refuted. When this was
successfully achieved, Yusuf left the prison with
his honor intact, peace be upon him.

ن
َ ََ Aَ َ ْe
C  َﻡ َ* ُ اS
َﺥ
َ َو َد
12:36 And there entered with him two young men
in the prison.

ﺥ ًْا
َ ُ 3
ِ ْ, َأVِ# َأرَاVC# ِإ%َ  ُهQُ 
َ ل َأ
َ َ
One of them said: "Verily, I saw myself (in a dream)
pressing wine.''

S
ُ ْ ُآKَ ﺥْ"ًا
ُ Vِق َرأْﺱ
َ ْ(Aَ S
ُ ِ ْ َأVِ# َأرَاVC#ﺥ ُ ِإ
َ ل ا
َ ََو
ُ ْ!ْ ُ ِﻡF
 ا
The other said: "Verily, I saw myself (in a dream)
carrying bread on my head and birds were eating
thereof.''

َ ِ!
ِ ْ5ُ ْك ِﻡ َ ا
َ َا#َ #ْوِیِ ِ ِإKَ ِ َ!ْOC #َ
(They said): "Inform us of the interpretation of this.
Verily, we think you are one of the doers of good.''
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Two Jail Mates ask Yusuf to interpret their Dreams
Allah tells:

ل
َ َﺥ ًْا َو
َ ُ 3
ِ ْ, َأIِ# َأرَاIC# ِإ%َ  ُهQُ 
َ َل أ
َ َ ن
َ ََ Aَ َ ْe
C  َﻡ َ* ُ اS
َﺥ
َ َو َد
ِ ِْوِیKَ ِ َ!ْOC #َ ُ ْ!ْ ُ ِﻡF
  اS
ُ ْ ُآKَ ﺥْ"ًا
ُ Iِق َرأْﺱ
َ ْ(Aَ S
ُ ِ ْ َأIِ# َأرَاIC#ﺥ ُ ِإ
َ ا
?٣٦= َ ِ!
ِ ْ5ُ ْك ِﻡ َ ا
َ َا#َ #ِإ
And there entered with him two young men in the
prison. One of them said: "Verily, I saw myself (in a
dream) pressing wine.''
The other said: "Verily, I saw myself (in a dream)
carrying bread on my head and birds were eating
thereof.''
(They said): "Inform us of the interpretation of this.
Verily, we think you are one of the doers of good.''
Qatadah said,
"One of them was the king's distiller and the
other was his baker.''
Each of these two men had a dream and asked
Yusuf to interpret it for them.

 أَنS
َ َْ ِ ِْوِیKَ ِ َ ُ ُ ْK #َ _
  ِ ِإ#ِ َ*َمٌ ُْ َزT
َ َ ُ ِْK_ َی
َ ل
َ َ
َ ُ َ ِ ْKَی
12:37 He said: "No food will come to you as your
provision, but I will inform its interpretation before
it comes.

VC َرVِ!َ ,
َ  َذِ ُ َ ِﻡ
This is of that which my Lord has taught me.
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ْﺥ َ ِة ُه
ِ_
i ِ ْن ِ ِ َو ُه
َ (ُ!_ ُیْ ِﻡ
  َ(ْ ٍمMَ  ِﻡ7
ُ ْ َ َآVC#ِإ
ن
َ ُو9ِ آَـ
Verily, I have abandoned the religion of a people
that believe not in Allah and are disbelievers in the
Hereafter.''

ن
َ َب ﻡَ آ
َ (ُ)ْ* َو َیU
َ َـ5ْءِي ِإْ َهِ َ َوِإﺱ%َ ءَاMَ  ِﻡ7
ُ ْ*َ  وَا
ْ ٍءVJ
َ ك ِ ِ ِﻡ
َ ِ ْ]#4  أَن%َ!َ
12:38 "And I have followed the religion of my
fathers, - Ibrahim, Ishaq and Yaqub and never
could we attribute any partners whatsoever to
Allah.

َ َ ْس َوَـ ِ  َأآ
ِ ! اVَ,
َ َْ!َ َو,
َ ِ  اS
ِ ْNAَ  ِﻡ
َ ِذ
ن
َ _ َی]ْ ُُو
َ س
ِ !ا
This is from the grace of Allah to us and to mankind,
but most men thank not.

Yusuf calls His Jail Mates to Tawhid even before He interprets
Their Dreams
Yusuf, peace be upon him, told the two men that he has
knowledge in the interpretation of whatever they saw in their
dream, and that he will tell them about the interpretation of the
dreams before they become a reality.
This is why he said,

... ِ ِْوِیKَ ِ َ ُ ُْK #َ _
  ِ ِإ#ِ َ*َمٌ ُْ َزT
َ َ ُ ِْK_ َی
َ ل
َ َ
He said: "No food will come to you as your provision, but
I will inform you of its interpretation,
Mujahid commented, Dِ ِ َEز
َ ْ2ُ ٌَم:G
َ َH%ُ ِ ْAَ َی
come to you as your provision), this day,
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(No food will

... َ ُ ِْK أَن َیS
َ َْ ِْوِیKَ ِ َ ُ ُ ْK #َ _
  ِإ...
but I will inform you of its interpretation before it
comes.
As-Suddi said similarly.

ُن ِّ ِ َوه
َ (ُ!_ ُیْ ِﻡ
  َ(ْ ٍمMَ  ِﻡ7
ُ ْ َ َآIC# ِإIC َرIِ!َ ,
َ   َذِ ُ َ ِﻡ...
?٣٧= ن
َ ُوAِ َﺥ َ ِة ُهْ آ
ِ ِ
This is of that which my Lord has taught me. Verily, I
have abandoned the religion of a people that believe not
in Allah and are disbelievers in the Hereafter.''
Yusuf said that, this knowledge is from Allah Who
taught it to me, because I shunned the religion of
those who disbelieve in Him and the Last Day,
who neither hope for Allah's reward nor fear His
punishment on the Day of Return,

... ب
َ (ُ)ْ* َو َیU
َ5
َ ْ ِإَْاهِ َ َوِإﺱIﺉِـ%َ. Mَ  ِﻡ7
ُ ْ*َ  وَا
And I have followed the religion of my fathers, - Ibrahim,
Ishaq and Yaqub,
Yusuf said, `I have avoided the way of disbelief
and polytheism, and followed the way of these
honorable Messengers,' may Allah's peace and
blessings be on them.
This, indeed, is the way of he who seeks the path of
guidance and follows the way of the Messengers, all the
while shunning the path of deviation. It is he whose
heart Allah will guide, teaching him what he did not
know beforehand. It is he whom Allah will make an
Imam who is imitated in the way of righteousness, and
a caller to the path of goodness.
Yusuf said next,

Vَ,
َ َْ!َ َو,
َ ِ ّ اS
ِ ْNAَ  ِﻡ
َ ِْ ٍء َذIJ
َ ك ِّ ِ ِﻡ
َ ِ ْ]#4 ن َ!َ أَن
َ َ ﻡَ آ...
... س
ِ !ا
and never could we attribute any partners whatsoever to
Allah. This is from the grace of Allah to us and to
mankind,
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this Tawhid -Monotheism-, affirming that there is
no deity worthy of worship except Allah alone
without partners,

... َ!َْ,
َ ِ ّ اS
ِ ْNAَ  ِﻡ...
is from the grace of Allah to us,
He has revealed it to us and ordained it on us,

... س
ِ ! اVَ,
َ  َو...
and to mankind,
to whom He has sent us as callers to Tawhid,

?٣٨= ن
َ _ َی]ْ ُُو
َ س
ِ ! َوَـ ِ  َأآْ َ َ ا...
but most men thank not.
they do not admit Allah's favor and blessing of
sending the Messengers to them, but rather,

ْ دَا َر اْ َ(َا ِرDُ (اْ َ(ْ َﻡ4
َ ًْا َوَأ9 ا ِ ُآ7
َ َ ْ*#ِ ُْ(اQ َ
Have changed the blessings of Allah into disbelief,
and caused their people to dwell in the house of
destruction. (14:28)

Qُ 
ِ ﺥٌْ َأ ِم ا ُ اْ(َا
َ ن
َ (ُC 9َ  ﻡ4 ٌْ ِ َءَأرَْبe
C  اV
ِ َ 
ِ َ3ی
 ُرD)َ ْا
12:39 "O two companions of the prison! Are many
different lords (gods) better or Allah, the One, the
Irresistible!''

ْ ُؤ ُآ%َ ُْ َوءَا#َ أ%َﺱ ْ ُ ُ(ه
َ  ًء%َ ْ_ َأﺱ
  ِ ِإ#ِ ن ِﻡ دُو
َ ُوQُ ْ*َ َﻡ
ٍ َـFْﺱ
ُ َ ِﻡDِ ُ ل ا
َ "َ #َ أ%ﻡ
12:40 "You do not worship besides Him but only
names which you have named (forged) - you and
your fathers - for which Allah has sent down no
authority.
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ِ  _
 ْ ُ ِإ5
ُ ْن ا
ِ ِإ
The command is for none but Allah.

َ َ ْ ُ َوَـ ِ  َأآC )َ ْی ُ اCQ ا
َ ِ_ ِإی ُ ذ
 ُواْ ِإQُ ْ*َ _
 َأﻡَ َ َأ
ن
َ (ُ َْ*_ َی
َ س
ِ !ا
He has commanded that you worship none but Him;
that is the straight religion, but most men know
not.''
Allah tells:

... ِ ْe
C  اI
ِ َ 
ِ َیَ ﺹ
O two companions of the prison!
Prophet Yusuf went on calling his two prison companions
to worship Allah alone, without partners, and to reject
whatever is being worshipped instead of Him like the
idols, which were worshipped by the people of the two
men, Yusuf said,

?٣٩= ر
ُ D)َ ْ اQُ 
ِ ﺥٌْ َأ ِم اّ ُ اْ(َا
َ ن
َ (ُC 9َ َ ﻡ4 ٌ َأَأرَْب...
Are many different lords (gods) better or Allah, the One,
the Irresistible!
to Whose grace and infinite kingdom everything
and everyone has submitted in humiliation.

... ُ ُؤآ%َ.َ ُْ و#َﺱ ُْ ُ(هَ أ
َ _ َأﺱْ َء
  ِ ِإ#ِ ن ِﻡ دُو
َ ُوQُ ْ*َ َﻡ
"You do not worship besides Him but only names which
you have named (forged) - you and your fathers Prophet Yusuf explained to them next that it is
because of their ignorance that they worship false
deities and give them names, for these names
were forged and are being transferred from one
generation to the next generation. They have no
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proof or authority that supports this practice,
hence his statement to them,

... ن
ٍ َFْﺱ
ُ َ ِﻡDِ ُ ّل ا
َ "َ #َ ﻡ أ...
for which Allah has sent down no authority,
or proof and evidence.

... ُ _ ِإی
 ُواْ ِإQُ ْ*َ _
 _ ِّ ِ َأ َﻡ َ َأ
 ُْ ِإ5
ُ ْن ا
ِ  ِإ...
The command is for none but Allah. He has commanded
that you worship none but Him;
He then affirmed that the judgement, decision,
will and kingdom are all for Allah alone, and He
has commanded all of His servants to worship
none but Him.
He said,

... ُ C )َ ْی ُ اCQ ا
َ ِ َذ...
that is the straight religion,
`this, Tawhid of Allah and directing all acts of
worship at Him alone in sincerity, that I am
calling you to is the right, straight religion that
Allah has ordained and for which He has revealed
what He wills of proofs and evidences,'

?٤٠= ن
َ (ُ َْ*_ َی
َ س
ِ ! َوَـ ِ  َأآْ َ َ ا...
but most men know not.
and this is why most of them are idolators,

َ ِ! ِ ُْ ِﻡ7
َ ْ َﺹ
َ ْ(َس َو
ِ ! َأآْ َ ُ ا%ََوﻡ
And most of mankind will not believe even if you
eagerly desire it. (12:103)
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ﺥ ًْا َوَأ ﻡ
َ ُ   َرVِ)َْ Aَ َ  ُآQُ 
َ  َأ%ْ ِ َأﻡe
C  اV
ِ َ 
ِ َ3ی
ُ ْ_ﻡ
i اV
َN
ِ ُ ِ ﺱ
ِ ْْ ُ ِﻡ رأF
  اS
ُ ْ ُآKَ Aَ 
ُ َْ3ُ Aَ ُ ﺥ
َ_
iا
ن
ِ َِ ْ9َ َْ ِ ِA ِى/ا
12:41 "O two companions of the prison! As for one
of you, he will pour out wine for his master to drink;
and as for the other, he will be crucified and birds
will eat from his head. Thus is the case judged
concerning which you both did inquire.''

The Interpretation of the Dreams
When Yusuf finished calling them, he started interpreting their
dreams for them, Yusuf said,

... ﺥ ًْا
َ ُ   َرIِ)َْ Aَ َ  ُآQُ 
َ ْ ِ َأﻡ َأe
C  اI
ِ َ 
ِ َیَ ﺹ
O two companions of the prison! As for one of you, he
will pour out wine for his master to drink;
to the man who saw in a dream that he was
pressing wine. He did not direct this speech at
him, however, so that to lessen the grief of the
other person.
This is why he made his statement indirect,

... ِ ﺱ
ِ ْْ ُ ِﻡ رأF
  اS
ُ ْ ُآKَ Aَ 
ُ َْ3ُ Aَ ُ ﺥ
َ  َوَأﻡ ا...
and as for the other, he will be crucified and birds will
eat from his head.
which is the interpretation of the other man's
dream in which he saw himself carrying bread
above his head.
Yusuf told them that the decision about their matter has
already been taken and it shall come to pass. This is
because the dream is tied to a bird's leg, as long as it is
not truthfully interpreted. If it is interpreted, then it
becomes a reality.
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Ath-Thawri said that Imarah bin Al-Qa`qa` narrated that
Ibrahim said that Abdullah bin Mas`ud said,
"When they said what they said to him, and he
explained their dreams to them, they replied,
`We did not see anything at all.' This is when he
said,

?٤١= ن
ِ َِ ْ9َ َْ ِ ِA ِي/ﻡْ ُ اt
َ اI
َN
ِ ُ ...
Thus is the case judged concerning which you
both did inquire.''
The understanding in this is that he who claims that he
saw a dream and was given its interpretation, then he
will be tied to its interpretation, and Allah has the best
knowledge.
There is an honorable Hadith that Imam Ahmad
collected from Mu`awiyah bin Haydah that the Prophet
said,

7َ*َ  ِ َتْ َو,
ُ ذَاoِAَ ،َْ ْ*ُ َْ َ ِﺉ ٍ ﻡT
َ S
ِ ْP ِرVَ,
َ َؤْی4 ا
The dream is tied to a bird's leg, as long as it is
not interpreted. If it is interpreted, it becomes a
reality.


َ C َرQَ !ِ, Vِ#ْ َ اذْ ُآDُ ْ!ﻡC ج
ٍ َ# ُ # ِى َ  َأ/ِ ل
َ ََو
12:42 And he said to the one whom he knew to be
saved: "Mention me to your king.''

َ ِ!ﺱ
ِ َ ْNِ ِ ْe
C  اVِA s
َ ِ َAَ ِ C َـ ُ ِذآْ َ َرFْ]
 َْ ُ ا#KَAَ
But Shaytan made him forget to mention it to his
master. So (Yusuf) stayed in prison a few (more)
years.
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Yusuf asks the King's Distiller to mention Him to the King
Allah tells:

َ ْن ِذآ
ُ َFْ]
 َ ُ ا#َKAَ 
َ C َرQَ !ِ, Iِ#ْ َ اذْ ُآDُ ْ!ﻡC ج
ٍ َ# ُ #   َأ
َ ِي/ِ ل
َ ََو
?٤٢= َ ِ!ﺱ
ِ َ ْNِ ِ ْe
C  اIِA s
َ ِ َAَ ِ C َر
And he said to the one whom he knew to be saved:
"Mention me to your king.'' But Shaytan made him
forget to mention it to his master. So (Yusuf) stayed in
prison a few (more) years.
Yusuf knew that the distiller would be saved. So
discretely, so that the other man's suspicion that he
would be crucified would not intensify, he said, "َ Iِ >ِْ2اذْ ُآ

َ 4C ( َرMention me to your King), asking him to mention his
story to the king.
That man forgot Yusuf's request and did not mention his
story to the king, a plot from the devil, so that Allah's
Prophet would not leave the prison. This is the correct
meaning of, Dِ 4C ر
َ 2َ ْن ِذآ
ُ َLْ 3
M  اﻝ5ُ ََA&َ (But Shaytan made him
forget to mention it to his master),
that it refers to the man who was saved.
As was said by Mujahid, Muhammad bin Ishaq
and several others.
As for, `a few years', or, Bida` in Arabic,
it means between three and nine, according to
Mujahid and Qatadah.
Wahb bin Munabbih said,
"Ayub suffered from the illness for seven years,
Yusuf remained in prison for seven years and
Bukhtanassar (Nebuchadnezzar - Chaldean king
of Babylon) was tormented for seven years.''
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ٌْﺱ
َ  Dُ ُْ ُآKن َی
ٍ َ ﺱ
ِ ت
ٍ َ )َ َ َ ْﺱ
َ  َأرَىVC# ِإ
ُ َِ ْل ا
َ ََو
7
ٍ ﺥ َ یَ َِـ
َ ْ ٍ َوُأNﺥ
ُ 7
ٍ ﺱ!ْ َُـ
ُ َ ْﺱ
َ َفٌ َوe,
ِ
12:43 And the king (of Egypt) said: "Verily, I saw
(in a dream) seven fat cows, whom seven lean ones
were devouring, and seven green ears of corn, and
(seven) others dry.

ن
َ ؤْیَ َ*ْ ُُو4 ِ ُْ !ُ إِن آV
َ  ُرؤْیَـVِA Vِ#(ُْA َأ
ُ َ َْ اDی4 Kَی
O notables! Explain to me my dream, if it be that
you can interpret dreams.''

َ ِ ِ_َْـ ِ ِ*َـ
iاS
ِ ْوِیKَ ِ ُ ْ5#َ َ َأَْـ ٍ َوﻡs
ُ َـ:َُْ(اْ َأﺽ
12:44 They said: "Mixed up false dreams and we are
not skilled in the interpretation of dreams.''

ِ ِْوِیKَ ِ ُْ OُC #َ ْ ُأ#َ  َأMٍ  ُأ ﻡQَ ْ*َ َ  َ وَا د َآDُ ْ!َ ِﻡe#َ ِى/ل ا
َ ََو
ن
ِ (ُﺱ
ِ ْرKَAَ
12:45 Then the man who was released, now at
length remembered and said: "I will tell you its
interpretation, so send me forth.''

ن
ٍ َ ﺱ
ِ ت
ٍ َ )َ َ ِ ْﺱ
َ VِA َ!ِ ْA َأU
ُ یCQ3
C َ اDی4 ` َأ
ُ ﺱ
ُ (ُی
َ ﺥ
َ ْ ٍ َوُأNﺥ
ُ 7
ٍ ﺱْ ِ ﺱُ! َُـ
َ َفٌ َوe,
ِ ٌْﺱ
َ  Dُ ُْ ُآKَی
ن
َ (ُ َْ*ْ َیDُ *َ َ س
ِ ! اVَ ُ ِإP
ِ ْ َأرVCَ* 7
ٍ یَـ َِـ
12:46 (He said): "O Yusuf, the man of truth! Explain
to us seven fat cows whom seven lean ones were
devouring, and seven green ears of corn, and
(seven) others dry, that I may return to the people,
and that they may know.''
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VِA ُ رُو/َ Aَ ْ4 Qَ3
َ َ Aَ ًﺱ!ِ َ َدَأ
ِ ُ ْﺱ
َ ن
َ (ُ,ل َ"ْ َر
َ َ
ن
َ (ُْ ُآKَ  ﻡC {
ً َِ _
 ﺱُ! ُِ ِ ِإ
12:47 (Yusuf) said: "For seven consecutive years,
you shall sow as usual and that which you reap you
shall leave it in the ears, (all) except a little of it
which you may eat.''

_
   ِإDُ َ ُْ ْﻡQ َ َْ ُآْ َ ﻡKَادٌ َیQJ
ِ ٌْﺱ
َ 
َ ِ ذQِ ْ*َ  ِﻡVِْK  َیYُ
ن
َ (ُ!3
ِ ْ5ُ  ﻡC {
ً َِ
12:48 "Then will come after that, seven hard
(years), which will devour what you have laid by in
advance for them, (all) except a little of that which
you have guarded (stored).''

ِ ِAس َو
ُ !ث ا
ُ َ:ِ ِ ُیA ٌَم, 
َ ِ ذQِ ْ*َ  ِﻡVِْK  َیYُ
ن
َ ُو3
ِ ْ*َی
12:49 "Then thereafter will come a year in which
people will have abundant rain and in which they
will press (wine and oil).''

The Dream of the King of Egypt
Allah tells:

َ ْﺱ
َ َفٌ َوe,
ِ ٌْﺱ
َ  Dُ ُْ ُآKن َی
ٍ َ ﺱ
ِ ت
ٍ ﺱْ َ َ َ)َا
َ  َأرَىIC# ِإ
ُ َِ ْل ا
َ ََو
ُْ !ُي إِن آ
َ َ ُرؤْیIِA Iِ#(ُْA َأ
ُ َ َْ اDی4 ت یَ َأ
ٍ َِ َﺥ َ ی
َ ْ ٍ َوُأNﺥ
ُ ت
ٍ {
َ ُ!ُﺱ
?٤٣= ن
َ ؤْیَ َ*ْ ُُو4 ِ
And the king (of Egypt) said: "Verily, I saw (in a dream)
seven fat cows, whom seven lean ones were devouring,
and seven green ears of corn, and (seven) others dry. O
notables! Explain to me my dream, if it be that you can
interpret dreams.''
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The King of Egypt had a dream that Allah the Exalted
made a reason for Yusuf's release from prison, with his
honor and reputation preserved. When the king had this
dream, he was astonished and fearful and sought its
interpretation. He gathered the priests, the chiefs of his
state and the princes and told them what he had seen in
a dream, asking them to interpret it for him. They did
not know its interpretation and as an excuse, they said,

... { ٍم
َ ْث َأ
ُ َ:َُْ(اْ َأﺽ
They said: "Mixed up false dreams, (which you saw),

?٤٤= َ ِ َِ*ِ { ِم
َ ْt
َ اS
ِ ْوِیKَ ِ ُ ْ5#َ َ َوﻡ...
and we are not skilled in the interpretation of dreams.
They said, had your dream been a vision rather
than a mixed up false dream, we would not have
known its interpretation.

... Mٍ  ُأ ﻡQَ ْ*َ َ  َ وَا د َآDُ ْ!َ ِﻡe#َ ِي/ل ا
َ ََو
Then the man who was released, now
remembered and said:

at length

The man who was saved from the two, who were
Yusuf's companions in prison, remembered.
Shaytan plotted to make him forget the request
of Yusuf, to mention his story to the king. Now,
years later, he remembered after forgetfulness
and said to the king and his entourage,

... ِ ِْوِیKَ ِ ُOُC #َ ْ ُأ#َ  َأ...
I will tell you its interpretation,
the interpretation of this dream,

?٤٥= ن
ِ (ُﺱ
ِ ْرKَAَ ...
so send me forth.
to the prison, to Yusuf, the man of truth.
So they sent him, and he said to Yusuf,
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... َ!ِ ْA َأU
ُ یCQ3
C َ اDی4 ` َأ
ُ ﺱ
ُ (ُی
O Yusuf, the man of truth! Explain to us...
and mentioned the king's dream to him.

ت
ٍ {
َ ُ !ُﺱْ ِ ﺱ
َ َفٌ َوe,
ِ ٌْﺱ
َ  Dُ ُْ ُآKن َی
ٍ َ ﺱ
ِ ت
ٍ ﺱْ ِ َ َ)َا
َ IِA ...
ن
َ (ُ َْ*ْ َیDُ *َ َ س
ِ ! اVَ ُ ِإP
ِ ْ َأرIC*َ  ت
ٍ َِ َﺥ َ ی
َ ْ ٍ َوُأNﺥ
ُ
?٤٦=
...seven fat cows whom seven lean ones were
devouring, and seven green ears of corn, and
(seven) others dry, that I may return to the
people, and that they may know.''

Yusuf's Interpretation of the King's Dream
This is when Yusuf, peace be upon him, told the interpretation
of the dream, without criticizing the man for forgetting his
request that he had made to him. Neither did he make a
precondition that he be released before explaining the meaning.
Rather,

... ًﺱ!ِ َ َدَأ
ِ َ ْﺱ
َ ن
َ (ُ,ل َ"ْ َر
َ َ
(Yusuf) said: "For seven consecutive years, you shall
sow as usual)
`you will receive the usual amount of rain and
fertility for seven consecutive years.'
He interpreted the cows to be years, because
cows till the land that produce fruits and
vegetables, which represent the green ears of
corn in the dream.
He next recommended what they should do during these
fertile years,

?٤٧= ن
َ (ُْ ُآKَ  ﻡC {
ً َِ _
  ﺱُ! ُِ ِ ِإIِA ُ َرُو/Aَ ْ4 Qَ3
َ َ Aَ ...

... ٌَادQJ
ِ ٌْﺱ
َ 
َ ِ َذQِ ْ*َ  ِﻡIِْK  َیYُ
and that (the harvest) which you reap you shall leave it
in the ears, (all) except a little of it which you may eat.
Then will come after that, seven hard (years),
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He said, `Whatever you harvest during those
seven fertile years, leave it in the ears so as to
preserve it better. This will help the harvest stay
healthy longer, except the amount that you need
to eat, which should not be substantial. Stay
away from extravagance, so that you use what
remains of the harvest during the seven years of
drought that will follow the seven fertile years.'
This was represented by the seven lean cows that eat
the seven fat cows. During the seven years of drought,
they will eat from the harvest they collected during the
seven fertile years, as represented by the dry ears of
corn in the dream. Yusuf told them that during these
years, the remaining ears will not produce anything and
whatever they try to plant, will not produce any harvest,
so he said,

?٤٨= ن
َ (ُ!3
ِ ْ5ُ  ﻡC {
ً َِ _
   ِإDُ َ ُْ ْﻡQ َ َْ ُآْ َ ﻡK َی...
which will devour what you have laid by in advance for
them, (all) except a little of that which you have guarded
(stored).

?٤٩= ن
َ ُو3
ِ ْ*ِ ِ َیAس َو
ُ !ث ا
ُ َ:ِ ِ ُیA ٌَم, 
َ ِ َذQِ ْ*َ  ِﻡIِْK  َیYُ
"Then thereafter will come a year in which people will
have abundant rain and in which they will press (wine
and oil).''
He delivered the good news to them that after the
consecutive years of drought, there will come a
fertile year, during which people will receive rain
and the land will produce in abundance. The
people will then press wine and oil as usual.

ِ ِ Vِ#(ُْ اﺉ
ُ َِ ْل ا
َ ََو
12:50 And the king said: "Bring him to me.''
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ل
ُ َ َْ ُ ﻡKََْﺱA 
َ C  َرVَْ ِإP
ِ ْل ار
َ َ ل
ُ (ُ َء ُ ا ﺱ%َP  َAَ
ٌِ,
َ   ِهQِ َْ ِ VCن َر
   ِإDُ  َیQِ ْ*ْ َ َأیFَ Vِ!ْ َ( ِة اـC ا
But when the messenger came to him, (Yusuf) said:
"Return to your king and ask him, `What happened
to the women who cut their hands Surely, my Lord
(Allah) is Well-Aware of their plot.'''

ِ 
ِ ْ9# ,
َ `
َ ﺱ
ُ (ُْ ُ ُ  ِإذْ رَاوَد ُ  یFﺥ
َ َل ﻡ
َ َ
12:51 (The king) said (to the women): "What was
your affair when you did seek to seduce Yusuf.''

َْ ِ ِﻡ ﺱُ( ٍء,
َ َ!ْ ِ,
َ َش  ِ ﻡ
َ َ َ ُْ
The women said: "Allah forbid! No evil know we
against him!''

ُ 4 ْْ َر َود#َ  َأU
45
َ ْ ا2
َ 5
َ ْ3
َ َ َت اْ َ*"ِی ِ" ا
ُ  اﻡْ ََأ7
ِ ََ
َ ِQِ ـ3 ُ َ ِ َ ا#  ِ َوِإ
ِ ْ9# ,
َ
The wife of the Aziz said: "Now the truth is manifest
(to all); it was I who sought to seduce him, and he
is surely of the truthful. ''


ِ ْ:َ ِْ ُ ْ!ﺥ
ُ  َْ َأVC# ِ َ*َْ َ َأ
َ َِذ
12:52 (Then Yusuf said: "I asked for this inquiry) in
order that he may know that I betrayed him not in
(his) absence.''

َ ِ!Oِ َـGْ اQَ ِْى َآQْD_ َی
َ َ ن ا
 َوَأ
And, verily,
betrayers.

Allah

guides

not

the

plot

of

Vِْ9#َ ى ُءCَ  ُأ%ََوﻡ
12:53 "And I free not myself (from the blame).
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the

VC َ َر
ِ _ ﻡَ َر
 ( ِء ِإ4ِ ٌﻡ َرةt
َ X
َ ْ9! ن ا
 ِإ
Verily, the self is inclined to evil, except when my
Lord bestows His mercy (upon whom He wills).

ٌُِ(رٌ ر9w
َ VCن َر
 ِإ
Verily, my Lord is Oft-Forgiving, Most Merciful.''

The King investigates what happened between the Wife of the
Aziz, the Women in the City, and Yusuf
Allah narrates to us that when the king was conveyed the
interpretation of his dream, he liked Yusuf's interpretation and
felt sure that it was true. He realized the virtue of Prophet
Yusuf, recognized his knowledge in the interpretation of dreams
and valued his good conduct with his subjects in his country.

... ِ ِ Iِ#(ُْ اﺉ
ُ َِ ْل ا
َ ََو
The king said: "Bring him to me.
`Release him from prison and bring him to me.'

... 
َ C  َرVَْ ِإP
ِ ْل ار
َ َ ل
ُ (َُء ُ ا ﺱP  ََA ...
But when the messenger came to him, (Yusuf) said:
"Return to your king,
When the king's emissary came to Yusuf and
conveyed the news of his imminent release, Yusuf
refused to leave the prison until the king and his
subjects declare his innocence and the integrity of
his honor, denouncing the false accusation that
the wife of the Aziz made against him. He wanted
them to know that sending him to prison was an
act of injustice and aggression, not that he
committed an offense that warranted it. He said,

َ 4C ْ ِإﻝَ َرN@
ِ ْ( ارReturn to your lord (i.e. king...),
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The Sunnah of our Prophet praised Prophet Yusuf and
asserted his virtues, honor, elevated rank and patience,
may Allah's peace and blessings be on him.
The Musnad and the Two Sahihs recorded that Abu
Hurayrah said that the Messenger of Allah said,

 ِﻡ ْ ِإَْاهِ َ ِإذْ َل
C]
 ِ U
4
َ ْ ُ َأ5#َ
We are more liable to be in doubt than Ibrahim
when he said,

Vَْ(َ ْ اV
ِ ْ5ُ `
َ ْ َآVِ#ب َأ ِر
C َر
My Lord! Show me how You give life to the
dead... (2:260)

IِA 7
ُ ِْ َ ْ(َ َو،ٍQِیQJ
َ ٍ ْ ُرآVَْوِي ِإKن َی
َ َْ آQ)َ َ ًT(ُ n
ُ  ُ ا
َ َْو َی
Iِ,اQ ا7
ُ ْP
َ Kََ `
ُ ﺱ
ُ (ُ یs
َ ِ َ َْ ِ ﻡe
C ا
And may Allah send His mercy on Lut! He wished
to have powerful support! If I were to stay in
prison for such a long time as Yusuf did, I would
have accepted the offer.
In another narration collected by Ahmad from Abu
Hurayrah, the Prophet said about Yusuf's statement,

  ِهQِ َْ ِ ICن َر
   ِإDُ  َیQِ ْ*ْ َ َأیF
 َ Iِ{
 !ْ َ(ةِ اC ل ا
ُ َ َْ ُ ﻡKََْﺱA ...
?٥٠= ٌِ,
َ
"...and ask him, `What happened to the women
who cut their hands Surely, my Lord (Allah) is
Well-Aware of their plot.'''

ْر/*ُ ْ ا7
ُ ْ:َ َ ْ َوﻡَ اMَ َ َPoِْ ا7
ُ ْ,َ ْﺱKََ ،َ# َأ7
ُ ْ!َ(ْ ُآ
If it was me, I would have accepted the offer
rather than await my exoneration first.
Allah said (that the king asked),

... ِ 
ِ ْ9# ,
َ `
َ ﺱ
ُ (ُ  ی4 ُْ ُ  ِإذْ رَاوَدFﺥ
َ َل ﻡ
َ َ
He said, "What was your affair when you did seek to
seduce Yusuf!''
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The king gathered those women who cut their
hands, while being hosted at the house of the
wife of the Aziz. He asked them all, even though
he was directing his speech at the wife of his
minister, the Aziz in particular.

M %ُ Oُ ْL
َ َ;
He asked the women who cut their hands, 
(What was your affair...), what was your story
ِ ْPM َ '
َ ﺱ
ُ ُ ی
M ( ِإذْ رَاوَدwhen you
with regards to, Dِ 
did seek to seduce Yusuf) on the day of the
banquet?

... َْ ِ ِﻡ ﺱُ( ٍء,
َ َ!ْ ِ,
َ َش ِّ ِ ﻡ
َ َ َ ُْ ...
The women said: "Allah forbid! No evil know we against
him!''
The women answered the king, `Allah forbid that
Yusuf be guilty of this, for by Allah, we never
knew him to do evil.'
This is when,

... U
45
َ ْ ا2
َ 5
َ ْ3
َ ن
َ  اﻡْ ََأ ُة اْ َ*"ِی ِ" ا7
ِ ََ ...
The wife of
Hashasa...''

the

Aziz

said:

"Now

the

truth

has

or the truth is manifest to all, according to Ibn
Abbas, Mujahid and others.
Hashasa also means, `became clear and plain',

?٥١= َ ِ ِد3 ُ َ ِ َ ا#  ِ َوِإ
ِ ْ9# ,
َ ُ 4 ْ رَاوَد#َ  َأ...
it was I who sought to seduce him, and he is surely of
the truthful.
when he said, >ِْPM َ >ِIْو َد
َ > رَا
َ ( ِهIt was she that
sought to seduce me) (Ayah 26).

... 
ِ ْ:َ ِْ ُ ْ!ﺥ
ُ  َْ َأIC# ِ َ*َْ َ َأ
َ َِذ
in order that he may know that I betrayed him not in
(his) absence.
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She said, `I admit this against myself so that my
husband knows that I did not betray him in his
absence and that adultery did not occur. I tried to
seduce this young man and he refused, and I am
admitting this so that he knows I am innocent,'

?٥٢= َ ِ!َ ِﺉGْ اQَ ِْي َآQْD_ َی
َ َ ّن ا
  َوَأ...

... Iِْ9#َ ى ُءCَ َوﻡَ ُأ
And, verily, Allah guides not the plot of the betrayers.
And I free not myself (from the blame).
She said, `I do not exonerate myself from blame,
because the soul wishes and lusts, and this is
what made me seduce him,' for,

... I
َ C  َ َر
ِ _ ﻡَ َر
 ( ِء ِإ4ِ ٌﻡ َرةt
َ X
َ ْ9! ن ا
  ِإ...
Verily, the (human) self is inclined to evil, except when
my Lord bestows His mercy (upon whom He wills).
whom Allah the Exalted wills to grant them
immunity,

?٥٣= ٌِر
 ٌُ(ر9w
َ ICن َر
  ِإ...
Verily, my Lord is Oft-Forgiving, Most Merciful.
This is the most viable and suitable understanding for
the continuity of the story and the meanings of Arabic
speech.
Al-Mawardi mentioned this in his Tafsir, in support of it,
it was also preferred by Imam Abu Al-Abbas Ibn
Taymiyyah who wrote about it in detail in a separate
work.
It was said Yusuf peace be upon him is the one who said,

... ُ ْ!ﺥ
ُ  َْ َأIC# ِ َ*َْ َ َأ
َ َِذ
in order that he (the Aziz) may know that I
betrayed him not, (with his wife), Q
ِ ْ Rَ ِْﻝ4 in (his)
absence. until the end of Ayah (53)
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He said, `I sent back the emissary, so that the king
would investigate my innocence and the Aziz be certain
ُ > َﻝ<ْ َأC( َأI betrayed him not), with his wife, Q
ِ ْ Rَ ِْﻝ4
that, Dُ ْI

َ Iِ Sِ َTْْ"ِي َآ ْ َ" اﻝB َ َیDَ ّن اﻝ
M ( َوَأin (his) absence. And, verily,
Allah guides not the plot of the betrayers).'
This is the only explanation presented by Ibn Jarir AtTabari and Ibn Abi Hatim, but the first view is stronger
and more obvious because it is a continuation of what
the wife of the Aziz said in the presence of the king.
Yusuf was not present at all during this time, for he was
released later on and brought to the king by his order.

Vِْ9!َ ِ ُ ْ3ِْGَ ْ ِ ِ َأﺱVِ#(ُْ اﺉ
ُ َِ ْل ا
َ ََو
12:54 And the king said: "Bring him to me that I
may attach him to my person.''

ٌ ِیْ!َ ِﻡِ ٌ َأﻡQَ َ  اْ َ(ْ َم
َ # ل ِإ
َ َ َُ َ  َآAَ
Then, when he spoke to him, he said: "Verily, this
day, you are with us high in rank and fully trusted.''

ٌِ,
َ ٌِ9
َ VC#ض ِإ
ِ ْ_ر
i  ِﺉ ِ ا.َ"ﺥ
َ Vَ,
َ Vِ!ْ*َ ْPل ا
َ َ
12:55 (Yusuf) said: "Set me over the storehouses of
the land; I will indeed guard them with full
knowledge.''

Yusuf's Rank with the King of Egypt
Allah states that when he became aware of Yusuf's innocence
and his innocence of what he was accused of,

... Iِْ9!َ ِ ُ ْ3ِْGَ ْ ِ ِ َأﺱIِ#(ُْ اﺉ
ُ َِ ْل ا
َ ََو
And the king said: "Bring him to me that I may attach
him to my person.''
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`that I may make him among my close aids and
associates,'

... ُ َ َ  َآAَ ...
Then, when he spoke to him,
when the king spoke to Yusuf and further
recognized his virtues, great ability, brilliance,
good conduct and perfect mannerism,

?٥٤= ٌ ِیْ!َ ِﻡِ ٌ َأﻡQَ َ  اْ َ(ْ َم
َ # ل ِإ
َ َ ...
he said: "Verily, this day, you are with us high in rank
and fully trusted."
The king said to Yusuf, `You have assumed an
exalted status with us and are indeed fully
trusted.'
Yusuf, peace be upon him said,

?٥٥= ٌِ,
َ ٌِ9
َ IC#ض ِإ
ِ ْرt
َ  ِﺉ ِ ا.َ"ﺥ
َ Vَ,
َ Iِ!ْ*َ ْPل ا
َ َ
(Yusuf) said: "Set me over the storehouses of the land; I
will indeed guard them with full knowledge."
Yusuf praised himself, for this is allowed when
one's abilities are unknown and there is a need to
َ (Hafiz), an honest
do so. He said that he is, ٌW Pِ 
ٌ< َِ (`Alim), having knowledge and
guard,
wisdom about the job he is to be entrusted with.
Prophet Yusuf asked the king to appoint him as
minister of finance for the land, responsible for
the harvest storehouses, in which they would
collect produce for the years of drought which he
told them will come. He wanted to be the guard,
so that he could dispense the harvest in the
wisest, best and most beneficial way.
The king accepted Yusuf's offer, for he was eager to
draw Yusuf close to him and to honor him.
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s
ُ ْ
َ َDْ!ض َی َ َ (ُأ ِﻡ
ِ ْ_ر
i  اVِA `
َ ﺱ
ُ (ُِ !  َﻡ
َ ِ/َ َو َآ
12:56 Thus did We give full authority to Yusuf in the
land, to take possession therein, when or where he
likes.

َ ْPِ ُ َأN#ُ _
َ  ُء َو%َ]#  ِ َْ َ ِ!َ َﻡ
ُ ِ3#ُ  ُء%َ]َی
َ ِ!
ِ ْ5ُ ْا
We bestow of Our mercy on whom We will, and We
make not to be lost the reward of the good doers.

ن
َ (ُ) ُ(اْ َی#َِی َ ءَا َﻡ!ُ(اْ َوآ/C ٌْﺥ
َ ِﺥ َة
ِ_
i ْ ُ اP_
ّ َو
12:57 And verily, the reward of the Hereafter is
better for those who believed and had Taqwa.

Yusuf's Reign in Egypt
Allah said next,

... ض
ِ ْرt
َ  اIِA `
َ ﺱ
ُ (ُِ C!  َﻡ
َ ِ/َ َو َآ
Thus did We give full authority to Yusuf in the land, (in
Egypt),

...  َی]َءs
ُ ْ
َ َDْ! َی َ َ (ُأ ِﻡ...
to take possession therein, when or where he likes.
As-Suddi and Abdur-Rahman bin Zayd bin Aslam said
that this part of the Ayah means,
"To do whatever he wants therein.''
Ibn Jarir at Tabari said that it means,
"He used to move about freely in the land after
being imprisoned, suffering from hardship and the
disgrace of slavery.''
Allah said next,
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?٥٦= َ ِ!
ِ ْ5ُ ْْ َ اPِ ُ َأN#ُ _
َ ]َء َو#  ِ َْ َ ِ!َ َﻡ
ُ ِ3#ُ ...
We bestow of Our mercy on whom We will, and We make
not to be lost the reward of the good doers.
Allah says here, We did not let the patience of
Yusuf, from the harm his brothers exerted on him
and being imprisoned because of the wife of the
Aziz, to be lost. Instead, Allah the Exalted and
Most Honored rewarded him with His aid and
victory,

َ ِ!
ِ ْ5ُ ْْ َ اPِ ُ َأN#ُ _
َ  َو...
?٥٧= ن
َ (ُ)ُ(اْ َی#َ َﻡ!ُ(اْ َوآ. َ ِی/C ٌْﺥ
َ ﺥ َ ِة
ِ ْ ُ اPKَََو
And We make not to be lost the reward of the good
doers. And verily, the reward of the Hereafter is better
for those who believed and had Taqwa.
Allah states that what He has prepared for
Prophet Yusuf, peace be upon him, in
Hereafter is much greater, substantial
honored than the authority He gave him in
life.

His
the
and
this

Allah said about His Prophet Suleiman (Solomon),
peace be upon him,

ب
ٍ َ
ِ ِ ْ:َ ِ ْ
ِ َْﻡْ ُ! ْ َأوْ َأﻡA َ# ُؤ%َFَ, َا/هَـ
ب
ٍ َْ َ َﻡـ
ُ  َوVَ9ْ"ُ َ َ#Qَ !ِ, ُ َ ن
 َوِإ
"This is Our gift, so spend or withhold, no
account will be asked of you.'' And verily,
for him is a near access to Us, and a good
(final) return (Paradise). (38:39-40)
Yusuf, peace be upon him, was appointed
minister of finance by Ar-Rayyan bin Al-Walid,
king of Egypt at the time, instead of the Aziz who
bought him and the husband of she who tried to
seduce him.
According to Mujahid, the king of Egypt embraced
Islam at the hands of Yusuf, peace be upon him.
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ُ َ ْْ َو ُهDُ Aَ َ *َ Aَ ِ َْ,
َ ْﺥُ(ا
َ Qَ Aَ `
َ ﺱ
ُ (ُ َء ِإﺥْ َ( ُة ی%َPَو
ن
َ ﻡُ! ُِو
12:58 And Yusuf's brethren came and they entered
unto him, and he recognized them, but they
recognized him not.

ُْ ِﻡ ْ َأC ُْ  خ
ٍ Kَِ Vِ#(ُْل اﺉ
َ َ َْزِ ِهDe
َ ِ ُ َ"هD P
َ  ََو
َ ِ"ِ ْ!ُ ْﺥْ ُ ا
َ ْ#َ  َوَأS
َ َْ ْ اVِA أُوVC#ن َأ
َ ْ_ َ َو
َ َأ
12:59 And when he furnished them with their
provisions, he said: "Bring me a brother of yours
from your father. See you not that I give full
measure, and that I am the best of the hosts!''

ن
ِ (َُ ْ)َ _
َ ِى َوQ!ِ, ُْ َ S
َ ْ{ َآ
َ Aَ ِ ِ Vِ#(ُْKَ ْ ِنoAَ
12:60 "But if you bring him not to me, there shall be
no measure (of corn) for you with me, nor shall you
come near me.''

ن
َ (ُ*ِ َـ9َ #!ْ ُ َأَ ُ َوِإ,
َ ﺱ ُ! َ ِو ُد
َ َُْ(ا
12:61 They said: "We shall try to get permission
(for him) from his father, and verily, we shall do it.''

ْDُ *َ َ ْDِ َِ ِرVِA ْDُ َ *َ َـNِ ْْ َ*ُ(اP ِ ا#ِ َْ9ِ ِ ل
َ ََو
ن
َ (ُ*P
ِ ْْ َیDُ *َ َ ْDِ ِْ َأهVَْ َ)َُ(اْ ِإ# ِإذَا ا%َD#َ (ُAِ ْ*َی
12:62 And (Yusuf) told his servants to put their
money into their bags, so that they might know it
when they go back to their people; in order that
they might come again.
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Yusuf's Brothers travel to Egypt
Allah tells:

?٥٨= ن
َ ْ َو ُهْ َ ُ ﻡُ! ُِوDُ Aَ َ *َ Aَ ِ َْ,
َ ْﺥُ(ا
َ Qَ Aَ `
َ ﺱ
ُ (َُء ِإﺥْ َ( ُة یPَو
And Yusuf's brethren came and they entered unto him,
and he recognized them, but they recognized him not.
As-Suddi, Muhammad bin Ishaq and several others said
that the reason why Yusuf's brothers went to Egypt, is
that after Yusuf became minister of Egypt and the seven
years of abundance passed, then came the seven years
of drought that struck all areas of Egypt. The drought
also reached the area of Kana`an (Canaan), where
Prophet Yaqub, peace be upon him, and his children
resided.
Prophet Yusuf efficiently guarded the people's harvest
and collected it, and what he collected became a great
fortune for the people. This also permitted Yusuf to give
gifts to the people who sought his aid from various areas
who came to buy food and provisions for their families.
Yusuf would not give a family man more than whatever a
camel could carry, as annual provisions for them.
Yusuf himself did not fill his stomach from this food, nor
did the king and his aids eat except one meal a day. By
doing so, the people could sustain themselves with what
they had for the remainder of the seven years. Indeed,
Yusuf was a mercy from Allah sent to the people of
Egypt.
Yusuf's brothers were among those who came to Egypt
to buy food supplies, by the order of their father. They
knew that the Aziz of Egypt was selling food to people
who need it for a low price, so they took some
merchandise from their land with them to exchange it for
food. They were ten, because Yaqub peace be upon him
kept his son and Yusuf's brother Binyamin with him.
Binyamin was the dearest of his sons to him after Yusuf.
When Prophet Yusuf's brothers entered on him in his
court and the center of his authority, he knew them the
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minute he saw them. However, they did not recognize
him because they got rid of him when he was still young,
and sold him to a caravan of travelers while unaware of
their destination. They could not have imagined that
Yusuf would end up being a minister, and this is why
they did not recognize him, while he did recognize them.
As-Suddi said that;
Yusuf started talking to his brothers and asked
them, "What brought you to my land?''
They said, "O, Aziz, we came to buy provisions.''
He asked them, "You might be spies.''
They said, "Allah forbids.''
He asked them, "Where are you from?''
They said, "From the area of Kana`an, and our
father is Allah's Prophet Yaqub.''
He asked them, "Does he have other children
besides you?''
They said, "Yes, we were twelve brothers. Our
youngest died in the desert, and he used to be
the dearest to his father. His full brother is alive
and his father kept him, so that his closeness
compensates him for losing our youngest brother
(who died).''
Yusuf ordered that his brothers be honored and
allowed to remain,

... َْ ِز ِهDe
َ ِ ُ َ"هD P
َ  ََو
And when he furnished them with their provisions,
according to their needs and gave them what
they wanted to buy,

... ُْ ِﻡ ْ َأC ُ خ
ٍ Kَِ Iِ#(ُْل اﺉ
َ َ ...
he said: "Bring me a brother of yours from your father.
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he said to them, "Bring me your brother from
your father's side whom you mentioned, so that I
know that you have told me the truth.''
He continued,

?٥٩= َ ِ"
ِ !ُ ْﺥْ ُ ا
َ ْ#َ  َوَأS
َ َْ ْ اIِA أُوIC#َن أ
َ ْ_ َ َو
َ  َأ...
See you not that I give full measure, and that I am the
best of the hosts!
encouraging them to return to him.
He then threatened them,

... ِيQ!ِ, ُْ َ S
َ ْ{ َآ
َ Aَ ِ ِ Iِ#(ُْKَ ْ ِنoAَ
But if you bring him not to me, there shall be no
measure (of corn) for you with me.
He threatened them that if the next time they
come without Binyamin with them, they will not
be allowed to buy the food that they need,

?٦٠= ن
ِ (َُ ْ)َ _
َ  َو...
?٦١= ن
َ (ُ,
ِ َ9َ #!ْ ُ َأَ ُ َوِإ,
َ ﺱ ُ!َا ِو ُد
َ َُْ(ا
"...nor shall you come near me.''
They said: "We shall try to get permission (for him) from
his father, and verily, we shall do it.''
They said, `We will try our best to bring him with
us, so that we spare no effort to prove to you that
we are truthful in what we told you about
ourselves.'
Allah said,

... ِ #ِ َْ9ِ ِ ل
َ ََو
And (Yusuf) told his servants, (or his slaves),

... ْDُ َ ,
َ َNِ ْْ َ*ُ(اP ا...
to put their money,
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or the merchandise they brought with them to
exchange for food,

... ْDِ َِ ِرIِA ...
into their bags,
while they were unaware,

... ْDِ ِْ َأهVَ َ)َُ(اْ ِإ#َ ِإذَا اD#َ (ُAِ ْ*ْ َیDُ *َ َ ...
so that they might know it when they go back to
their people;

?٦٢= ن
َ (ُ*P
ِ ْْ َیDُ *َ َ ...
in order that they might come again.
It was said that Yusuf did this because he feared that his
brothers might not have any more merchandise they
could bring with them to exchange for food.

ْSﺱ
ِ ْرKَAَ S
ُ َْ َْ ُﻡ ِ! َ ِﻡ! ا#َKَْ َُ(اْ یDِ ِ َأVَ*ُ(ا ِإP
ِ َ  َرAَ
ن
َ (ُ\9ِ َـ5َ ُ َ #ْ َوِإSَ ْ#َ َ#َ َأﺥ%َ!*َ َﻡ
12:63 So, when they returned to their father, they
said: "O our father! No more measure of grain shall
we get (unless we take our brother). So send our
brother with us, and we shall get our measure and
truly, we will guard him.''

S
ُ َْ  َأﺥِ ِ ِﻡVَ,
َ ُْ ُ !ِ َأﻡ%َ _ َآ
 َْ ِ ِإ,
َ ُْ !ُ  َﻡ. ْSل َه
َ َ
12:64 He said: "Can I entrust him to you except as I
entrusted his brother (Yusuf) to you aforetime!

َ ِ 
ِ َ  ُ ا
َ ْ\ً َو ُه َ( َأر9ِ ﺥٌْ َـ
َ ُ َA
But Allah is the Best to guard, and He is the Most
Merciful of those who show mercy.''
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Yusuf's Brothers ask Yaqub's Permission to send Their
Brother Binyamin with Them to Egypt
Allah tells:

... ْDِ ِ َأVَ*ُ(ا ِإP
ِ َ  َرAَ
So, when they returned to their father,

... S
ُ َْ َْ ُﻡ ِ! َ ِﻡ! ا#َ َُ(اْ یَ َأ...
they said: "O our father! No more measure of grain shall
we get...''
after this time, unless you send our brother
Binyamin with us.

... ْSَ ْ#َ َ#َْ َﻡ َ*!َ َأﺥSﺱ
ِ ْرKَAَ ...
So send our brother with us, and we shall get our
measure
Some scholars read this Ayah in a way that means,
`and he shall get his ration.'
They said,

?٦٣= ن
َ (ُ\Aِ َ5َ ُ َ # َوِإ...
and truly, we will guard him.
`do not fear for his safety, for he will be returned
back to you.'
This is what they said to Ya`qub about their
brother Yusuf,

ن
َ (ُ\Aِ َ5َ ُ َ #ًا َیْ َْ َو َیْ َ*ْ َوِإQw
َ َ!*َ ﺱْ ُ َﻡ
ِ َْأر
"Send him with us tomorrow to enjoy
himself and play, and verily, we will take
care of him.'' (12:12)
This is why Prophet Yaqub said to them,
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... S
ُ َْ  َأﺥِ ِ ِﻡVَ,
َ ُْ ُ !ِ_ َآ َ َأﻡ
 َْ ِ ِإ,
َ ُْ !ُ َﻡ. ْSل َه
َ َ
He said: "Can I entrust him to you except as I entrusted
his brother (Yusuf) to you aforetime!
He asked them, `Will you do to him except what
you did to his brother Yusuf before, when you
took him away from me and separated me from
him.'

?٦٤= َ ِ 
ِ  ُ اا
َ ْ\ً َو ُه َ( َأرAِ َ ٌْﺥ
َ ُ َّA ...
But Allah is the Best to guard, and He is the Most
Merciful of those who show mercy.
Yaqub said, `Allah has the most mercy with me
among all those who show mercy, He is
compassionate with me for my old age,
feebleness and eagerness for my son. I invoke
Allah to return him to me, and to allow him and I
to be together; for surely, He is the Most Merciful
of those who show mercy.'

ْDِ َْْ ُر دتْ ِإDُ َ *َ َـNِ ُْواQP
َ ْ َوDُ *َ ُ(اْ َﻡَـ5َ Aَ  ََو
12:65 And when they opened their bags, they found
their money had been returned to them.

ُ ِ #َ َـ َ* ُ!َ ُر دتْ ِإَْ!َ َوNِ ِ /ِ  هَـVِ:ْ#َ ََ ﻡ#َKََُ(اْ ی
ٌٌِ َیSْ َآ
َ ِ َ*ِ ٍ ذS
َ ْ"ْدَا ُد َآ#َ َ َو#َ َأﺥ
ُ 9َ ْ5#َ َأهَْ!َ َو
They said: "O our father! What (more) can we
desire! This, our money has been returned to us; so
we shall get (more) food for our family, and we
shall guard our brother and add one more measure
of a camel's load. This quantity is easy (for the king
to give).''
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Vِ!! ُ ْKَ َ ِ ﻡ َ اC ً)Yِ ْ(ن َﻡ
ِ (ُُْ Vَ ُْ *َ ﺱَ ُ َﻡ
ِ ْل َ ْ ُأر
َ َ
ُْ ِ ط
َ َ5_ أَن ُی
 ِ ِ ِإ
12:66 He (Yaqub) said: "I will not send him with
you until you swear a solemn oath to me in Allah's
Name, that you will bring him back to me unless
you are yourselves surrounded (by enemies),''

ٌSِل َوآ
ُ (ُ)#َ َ ﻡVَ,
َ ُ ل ا
َ َ ْDُ )َ Yِ ْ(َ ءَا َ(ْ ُ ﻡ% َAَ
And when they had sworn their solemn oath, he
said: "Allah is the Witness to what we have said.''

They find Their Money returned to Their Bags
Allah says

... ْDِ َْْ ُر دتْ ِإDُ َ ,
َ َNِ ُْواQP
َ ْ َوDُ ,
َ َُ(اْ َﻡ5َ Aَ  ََو
And when they opened their bags, they found their
money had been returned to them.
Allah says, when Yusuf's brothers opened their bags,
they found their merchandise inside them, for Yusuf had
ordered his servants to return it to their bags. When
they found their merchandise in their bags,

... Iِ:ْ#َ ََ ﻡ#َ َُ(اْ یَ َأ...
They said: "O our father! What (more) can we desire...'',
what more can we ask for,

... َ!َْ ُ!َ ُر دتْ ِإ,
َ َNِ ِ /ِ  هَـ...
This, our money has been returned to us;
Qatadah commented (that they said),
"What more can we ask for, our merchandise was
returned to us and the Aziz has given us the
sufficient load we wanted.''
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They said next,

... َ!َْ ِ ُ َأه#َ  َو...
so we shall get (more) food for our family,
`if you send our brother with us the next time we
go to buy food for our family,'

... ٍ ِ*َ S
َ ْ"ْدَا ُد َآ#َ َ َو#َ َأﺥ
ُ 9َ ْ5#َ  َو...
and we shall guard our brother and add one more
measure of a camel's load.
since Yusuf, peace be upon him, gave each man a
camel's load of corn.

?٦٥= ٌٌِ َیSْ َآ
َ ِ َذ...
This quantity is easy (for the king to give).
They said these words to make their case more
appealing, saying that taking their brother with
them is worth this gain,

... ِ ّﻡ َ اC ً)Yِ ْ(ن َﻡ
ِ (ُُْ V
َ ُْ *َ ﺱَ ُ َﻡ
ِ ْل َ ْ ُأر
َ َ
He (Yaqub (Jacob)) said: "I will not send him with you
until you swear a solemn oath to me in Allah's
Name...''),
until you swear by Allah with the strongest oath,

... ُْ ِ ط
َ َ5_ أَن ُی
  ِ ِ ِإIِ!!ُ ْKَ َ ...
that you will bring him back to me unless you are
yourselves surrounded (by enemies),
unless you were all overwhelmed and were
unable to rescue him,

... ْDُ )َ Yِ ْ( َ(ْ ُ َﻡ.  َAَ ...
And when they had sworn their solemn oath,
he affirmed it further, saying,
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?٦٦= ٌSِل َوآ
ُ (ُ)#َ َ ﻡVَ,
َ ُ ّل ا
َ َ ...
he said: "Allah is the Witness to what we have said."
Ibn Ishaq commented,
"Yaqub did that because he had no choice but to
send them to bring necessary food supplies for
their survival. So he sent Binyamin with them.''

ب
ٍ ﺥُ(اْ ِﻡ ْ َأْ(َا
ُ ْ وَادQٍ 
ِ ب وَا
ٍ َ ﺥُ(اْ ِﻡ
ُ ْQَ _
َ V
 !ِ َ ل ی
َ ََو
ْ ٍءVJ
َ ﻡ َ ا ِ ِﻡC ُْ !َ, Vِ!ْw ُأ%َ َوﻡMٍ َ C9َ َ ﻡ4
12:67 And he said: "O my sons! Do not enter by one
gate, but enter by different gates, and I cannot
avail you against Allah at all.

S
ِ ْ َ َ َ( آAَ ِ َْ,
َ  َو7
ُ َْْ ِ َ َ( آ,
َ ِ  _
 ْ ُ ِإ5
ُ ْن ا
ِ ِإ
ن
َ (ُآC (َ َ ُ ْا
Verily, the decision rests only with Allah. In Him, I
put my trust and let all those that trust, put their
trust in Him.''

ْDُ ْ!,
َ Vِ!ْ:ن ُی
َ َ َأ َﻡ َ ُهْ َأُ(هُ ﻡ آs
ُ ْ
َ ْ ﺥُ(اْ ِﻡ
َ َوَ  َد
ََهNَ ب
َ (ُ)ْ* َیX
ِ ْ9#َ VِA Mً P
َ َ _
 ْ ٍء ِإVJ
َ ﻡ َ ا ِ ِﻡC
12:68 And when they entered according to their
father's advice, it did not avail them in the least
against (the will of) Allah; it was but a need of
Yaqub's inner self which he discharged.

ن
َ (ُ َْ*_ َی
َ س
ِ ! ْ!َ ُ َوَـ ِ  َأآْ َ َ ا,
َ َ C ٍ ْ,
ِ ُو/َ ُ # َوِإ
And verily, he was endowed with knowledge
because We had taught him, but most men know
not.
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Ya`qub orders His Children to enter Egypt from Different
Gates
Allah tells:

... Mٍ َ C 9َ َ ﻡ4 ب
ٍ ﺥُ(اْ ِﻡ ْ َأْ(َا
ُ ْ وَادQٍ 
ِ ﺥُ(اْ ِﻡ َبٍ وَا
ُ ْQَ _
َ I
 !ِ َ َل ی
َ ََو
And he said: "O my sons! Do not enter by one gate, but
enter by different gates,
Allah says that Yaqub, peace be upon him,
ordered his children, when he sent Binyamin with
them to Egypt, to enter from different gates
rather than all of them entering from one gate.
Ibn Abbas, Muhammad bin Ka`b, Mujahid, Ad-Dahhak
Qatadah, As-Suddi and several others said that;
he feared the evil eye for them, because they
were handsome and looked beautiful and
graceful. He feared that people might direct the
evil eye at them, because the evil eye truly
harms, by Allah's decree, and brings down the
mighty warrior-rider from his horse.
He next said,

... ْ ٍءIJ
َ ﻡ َ اّ ِ ِﻡC ُ!َ, Iِ!ْw َوﻡَ ُأ...
and I cannot avail you against Allah at all.
this precaution will not resist Allah's decision and
appointed decree.
Verily, whatever Allah wills, cannot be resisted or
stopped,

?٦٧= ن
َ (ُآC (َ َ ُ ْ اS
ِ ْ َ َ َ( آAَ ِ َْ,
َ  َو7
ُ َْْ ِ َ َ( آ,
َ ِ ِّ _
 ْ ُ ِإ5
ُ ْن ا
ِ  ِإ...

ْ ٍءIJ
َ ﻡ َ اّ ِ ِﻡC ُDْ!,
َ Iِ!ْ:ن ُی
َ َ َأ َﻡ َ ُهْ َأُ(هُ ﻡ آs
ُ ْ
َ ْ ﺥُ(اْ ِﻡ
َ َوَ  َد
...ََهNَ ب
َ (ُ)ْ* َیX
ِ ْ9#َ IِA Mً P
َ َ _
 ِإ
"Verily, the decision rests only with Allah. In Him, I put
my trust and let all those that trust, put their trust in
Him.''
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And when they entered according to their father's
advice, it did not avail them in the least against (the will
of) Allah; it was but a need of Yaqub's inner self which
he discharged,
as a precaution against the evil eye,

... ُ َ!ْ ,
َ َ C ٍ ْ,
ِ ُو/َ ُ #  َوِإ...
And verily, he was endowed with knowledge because We
had taught him,
According to Qatadah and Ath-Thawri,
he had knowledge that he implemented.
Ibn Jarir said that this part of the Ayah means,
he has knowledge that We taught him,

?٦٨= ن
َ (ُ َْ*_ َی
َ س
ِ ! َوَـ ِ  َأآْ َ َ ا...
but most men know not.

ْ#َ  َأVC#ل ِإ
َ َ ُ َوَى ِإَْ ِ َأﺥ. `
َ ﺱ
ُ (ُ یVَ,
َ َْوَ  َدﺥَُ(ا
ن
َ (َُ ْ*ُ(اْ َی#َْ ِ َ آXOِ َ َْ {
َ Aَ ك
َ (َُأﺥ
12:69 And when they went in before Yusuf, he took
his brother (Binyamin) to himself and said: "Verily,
I am your brother, so grieve not for what they used
to do.''

Yusuf comforts Binyamin
Allah tells:

َ ِ ْXOِ َ َْ {
َ Aَ ك
َ (ُْ َأﺥ#َ  َأIC#ل ِإ
َ َ ُ َوَى ِإَْ ِ َأﺥ. `
َ ﺱ
ُ (ُ یVَ,
َ ْﺥُ(ا
َ وََ  َد
?٦٩= ن
َ (َُ ْ*ُ(اْ َی#َآ
And when they went in before Yusuf, he took his brother
(Binyamin) to himself and said: "Verily, I am your
brother, so grieve not for what they used to do.''
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Allah states that when Yusuf's brothers went in
before him along with his full brother Binyamin,
he invited them to a place of honor as privileged
guests. He granted them gifts and generous
hospitality and kindness. He met his brother in
confidence and told him the story of what
happened to him and that he was in fact his
brother. He said to him, ْXYِ )َ ْOَ َ `(grieve not) nor
feel sad for what they did to me.'
He ordered Binyamin to hide the news from them
and to refrain from telling them that the Aziz is
his brother Yusuf. He plotted with him to keep
him in Egypt enjoying honor and great hospitality.

ِ ِ َأﺥS
ِ ْ َرVِA Mَ )َ َی
C  اS
َ *َ P
َ َْ ِز ِهDe
َ ِ ْ َ" ُهD P
َ  َAَ
12:70 So when he furnished them forth with their
provisions, he put the bowl in his brother's bag.

ن
َ (ُ ُْ ََ ِر# َ اْ*ِ ُ ِإDُ ذنٌ َأ یC َ ن ُﻡ
َ   َأ ذYُ
Then a crier cried: "O you (in) the caravan! Surely,
you are thieves!''

ن
َ ُوQ)ِ ْ9َ ْ ﻡذَاDِ َْ,
َ َُْ(اْ َوَأْ َُ(ا
12:71 They, turning towards them, said: "What is it
that you have lost?''

ْ#َ  َ*ِ ٍ َوَأS
ُْ
ِ ِ ِ  َء%َP َ ِ َو
ِ َِ ْع ا
َ ﺹ(َا
ُ Qُ )ِ ْ9#َ َُْ(ا
ٌِ,ِ ِ َز
12:72 They said: "We have lost the bowl of the king
and for him who produces it is (the reward of) a
camel load; and I will be bound by it.''
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Yusuf had His Golden Bowl placed in Binyamin's Bag; a Plot to
keep Him in Egypt
Allah tells:

... ٌذنC َ ن ُﻡ
َ   َأ ذYُ ِ ِ َأﺥS
ِ ْ َرIِA Mَ )َ َی
C َ اS*َ P
َ َْ ِز ِهDe
َ ِ ُ َ"هD P
َ  َAَ
So when he furnished them forth with their provisions,
he put the bowl in his brother's bag. Then a crier cried:
After Yusuf supplied them with their provisions, he
ordered some of his servants to place his silver bowl (in
Binyamin's bag), according to the majority of scholars.
Some scholars said that the king's bowl was made from
gold.
Ibn Zayd added that according to Ibn Abbas, Mujahid,
Qatadah, Ad-Dahhak and Abdur-Rahman bin Zayd,
the king used it to drink from, and later,
measured food grains with it since food became
scarce in that time,
Shu`bah said that Abu Bishr narrated that Sa`id bin
Jubayr said that Ibn Abbas said that;
the king's bowl was made from silver and he used
it to drink with. Yusuf had the bowl placed in
Binyamin's bag while they were unaware, and
then had someone herald,

?٧٠= ن
َ (ُ ُْ ََ ِر# َ اْ*ِ ُ ِإDُ  َأ ی...
O you (in) the caravan! Surely, you are thieves!

... ِDَْ,
َ َُْ(اْ َوَأْ َُ(ا
They, turning towards them, said:
They looked at the man who was heralding this
statement and asked him,

?٧١= ن
َ ُوQ)ِ ْ9َ  ﻡذَا...
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... 
ِ َِ ْع ا
َ ﺹ(َا
ُ Qُ )ِ ْ9#َ َُْ(ا
"What is it that you have lost''
They said: "We have lost the bowl of the king...'',
which he used to measure food grains,

... ٍ ِ*َ S
ُْ
ِ ِ ِ َءP َ ِ َو...
and for him who produces it is a camel load;
as a reward,

?٧٢= ٌِ,ز
َ ِ ِ ْ#َ  َوَأ...
and I will be bound by it.
as assurance of delivery of the reward.

!ض َوﻡَ ُآ
ِ ْ_ر
i  اVِA Qَ 
ِ ْ9!ُ ِ َ!ْOP
ِ ِ ْ ُْ ﻡ,
َ ْQ)َ َ ِ َ َُْ(ا
َ ِِ ﺱَـ
12:73 They said: "By Allah! Indeed you know that
we came not to make mischief in the land, and we
are no thieves!''

َ ِ/ِ  ُؤ ُ إِن آُ! ُْ آَـ.َ"P
َ َ Aَ َُْ(ا
12:74 They said: "What then shall be the penalty of
him, if you are (proved to be) liars.''


َ ِ/َ "َا ُؤ ُ َآP
َ (َ Dُ Aَ ِ ِْ َرVِA Qَ P
ِ َ" ُؤ ُ َﻡ ُوP َُْ(ا
َ ِ ِْ"ِى ا\ـe#َ
12:75 They (Yusuf's brothers) said: "His penalty
should be that he, in whose bag it is found, should
be held for the punishment (of the crime). Thus we
punish the wrongdoers!''
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 ِء%َ,َ ِﻡ ِوDP
َ َ ْGَ ْ  اﺱYُ ِ ِ ِء َأﺥ%َ, ِوS
َ َْ ْDِ ِ َ ,
ِ ْوKَِ َأQَ َ Aَ
ِ َِأﺥ
12:76 So he (Yusuf) began (the search) in their
bags before the bag of his brother. Then he brought
it out of his brother's bag.

_
  ِإ
ِ َِ ْ دِی ِ اVِA ُ َ َأﺥ/َ ﺥ
ُ ْKَ ِ ن
َ َ` ﻡَ آ
َ ﺱ
ُ (ُِ َ#ْQ ِآ
َ ِ/َ َآ
ُ  َء ا%َ]أَن َی
Thus did We plan for Yusuf. He could not take his
brother by the law of the king (as a slave), except
that Allah willed it.

ٌِ,
َ ٍ ْ,
ِ  ذِىS
C ق ُآ
َ ْ(Aَ  ُء َو%َ]#  ﻡ7
ٍ َـP ُ َد َرAَ ْ#َ
We raise to degrees whom We will, but over all
those endowed with knowledge is the All-Knowing
(Allah).
After Yusuf's servants accused his brothers of theft,

?٧٣= َ ِر
ِ َض َوﻡَ ُآ! ﺱ
ِ ْرt
َ  اIِA Qَ 
ِ ْ9!ُِ !َ ْOP
ِ ِ ُْ ﻡ,
َ ْQ)َ َ ِ َّ َُْ(ا
They said: "By Allah! Indeed you know that we came not
to make mischief in the land, and we are no thieves!
`Ever since you knew us, you, due to our good
conduct, became certain that, ض
ِ ْ َ" &ِ> ا َ[ر
ِ ْPIُ َ ِﻝIْY@
ِ M;

َ Eِ  ﺱَ ِرMI( َو;َ ُآwe came not to make mischief in the
land, and we are no thieves!).
They said, `Theft is not in our character, as you
came to know.'
Yusuf's men said,

... ُ  ُؤ.َ"P
َ َ Aَ َُْ(ا
They said: "What then shall be the penalty of him,
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in reference to the thief, if it came out that he is
one of you,

?٧٤= َ ِ إِن آُ! ُْ آَ ِذ...
if you are (proved to be) liars.
They asked them, `What should be the thief's
punishment if he is one of you!'

َ ِ ِ\ْ"ِي اe#َ 
َ ِ/َ "َا ُؤ ُ َآP
َ (َ Dُ Aَ ِ ِْ َرIِA Qَ P
ِ  ُؤ ُ َﻡ ُو.َ"P
َ َُْ(ا
?٧٥=

They said: "His penalty should be that he, in whose bag
it is found, should be held for the punishment. Thus we
punish the wrongdoers!''
This was the law of Prophet Ibrahim, peace be
upon him, that the thief be given as a slave to the
victim of theft. This is what Yusuf wanted, and
this is why he started with their bags first before
his brother's bag, to perfect the plot,

... ِ َِء َأﺥ, ِوS
َ َْ ْDِ ِ َ ,
ِ ْوKَِ َأQَ َ Aَ
So he (Yusuf) began (the search) in their bags
before the bag of his brother.

... ِ َِء َأﺥ,َ ِﻡ ِوDP
َ َ ْGَ ْ  اﺱYُ ...
Then he brought it out of his brother's bag.
Therefore, Yusuf took Binyamin as a slave
according to their judgement and the law which
they believed in.
So Allah said;

... `
َ ﺱ
ُ (ُِ َ#ْQ ِآ
َ ِ/َ  َآ...
Thus did We plan for Yusuf.
and this is a good plot that Allah likes and
prefers, because it seeks a certain benefit using
wisdom and the benefit of all.
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Allah said next,

... 
ِ َِ ْ دِی ِ اIِA ُ َ َأﺥ/َ ﺥ
ُ ْKَ ِ ن
َ َ ﻡَ آ...
He could not take his brother by the law of the king,
as a captive, for this was not the law of king of
Egypt, according to Ad-Dahhak and several other
scholars.
Allah only allowed Yusuf to take his brother as a
captive after his brothers agreed to this
judgement beforehand, and he knew that this
was their law.

... ُ ّ_ أَن َی]َء ا
  ِإ...
except that Allah willed it.
This is why Allah praised him when He said,

... ]َء# ﻡC ت
ٍ َP ُ َد َرAَ ْ#َ ...
We raise to degrees whom We will,
just as He said in another Ayah,

ُْ !ِِی َ ءَا َﻡ!ُ(اْ ﻡ/ ِ ا ُ اAَ َْی
Allah will exalt in degree those of you who
believe. (58:11)
Allah said next,

?٧٦= ٌِ,
َ ٍ ْ,
ِ  ذِيS
C ق ُآ
َ ْ(Aَ  َو...
but over all those endowed with knowledge is the AllKnowing.
Al-Hasan commented,
"There is no knowledgeable person, but there is
another person with more knowledge until it ends
at Allah the Exalted and Most Honored."
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In addition, Abdur-Razzaq recorded that Sa`id bin
Jubayr said, that we were with Ibn Abbas when he
narrated an amazing Hadith.
A man in the audience said, `All praise is to Allah!
There is an all-knowing above every person
endowed with knowledge.'
Ibn Abbas responded, `Worse it is that which you
said! Allah is the All-Knowing and His knowledge
is above the knowledge of every knowledgeable
person.'
Simak narrated that Ikrimah said that Ibn Abbas said
C ق ُآ
َ ْ&َ ( َوbut over all
about Allah's statement, ٌ< ِ َ <ٍ ْ ِ \ ذِي
those endowed with knowledge is the All-Knowing
(Allah),
"This person has more knowledge than that
person, and Allah is above all knowledgeable
persons.''
Similar was narrated from Ikrimah.
Qatadah said,
"Over every person endowed with knowledge is a
more knowledgeable person until all knowledge
ends with Allah. Verily, knowledge started from
Allah, and from Him the scholars learn, and to
Him all knowledge returns.''
Abdullah bin Mas`ud read the Ayah this way,

C ق ُآ
َ ْ&َ " ) َوAnd above every scholar, is the
(ٌ< ِ َ <ٍ \ َ ِﻝ
All-Knower (Allah).''

S
ُ َْ ق َأخٌ  ُ ِﻡ
َ َ ﺱ
َ ْQ)َ Aَ َُْ(اْ إِن َیْ ِق
12:77 They (Yusuf's brothers) said: "If he steals,
there was a brother of his (Yusuf) who did steal
before (him).''
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ْDُ َ َهQِ ْ ِ َوَْ ُی
ِ ْ9#َ VِA `
ُ ﺱ
ُ (ُﺱ هَ ی
َ KَAَ
But these things did Yusuf keep
revealing not the secrets to them.

in

himself,

ن
َ (ُ93
ِ َ َ ِ َْْ,ً وَا ُ َأ#َ ﻡi J
َ ُْْ#ل َأ
َ َ
He said (within himself): "You are in an evil
situation, and Allah is the Best Knower of that
which you describe!''

Yusuf's Brothers accuse Him of Theft!
Allah tells that after Yusuf's brothers saw that the king's bowl
was taken out of Binyamin's bag,

... S
ُ َْ ق َأخٌ  ُ ِﻡ
َ َ ﺱ
َ ْQ)َ Aَ َُْ(اْ إِن َیْ ِق
They said: "If he steals, there was a brother of his who
did steal before.
They tried to show themselves as innocent from
being like Binyamin, saying that he did just like a
brother of his did beforehand, meaning Yusuf,
peace be upon him!
Allah said,

... ِ 
ِ ْ9#َ IِA `
ُ ﺱ
ُ (ُﺱ هَ ی
َ KَAَ ...
But these things did Yusuf keep in himself,
meaning the statement that he said afterwards,
i.e.,

... ل
َ َ ْDُ َ َهQِ ْ َوَْ ُی...
revealing not the secrets to them.

?٧٧= ن
َ (ُ93
ِ َ َ ِ َْْ,ً وَاّ ُ َأ#َ ﻡi J
َ ُْ#َ أ...
You are in an evil situation, and Allah is the Best
Knower of that which you describe!
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Yusuf said this to himself and did not utter it
aloud, thus intending to hide what he wanted to
say to himself even before he said it.
Al-Awfi reported that Ibn Abbas said about Allah's
ِ ْPَ >ِ& '
ُ ﺱ
ُ ُهَ ی2M ﺱ
َ Aَ&َ (But these things did Yusuf
statement, Dِ 
keep in himself),
"He kept in himself (his statement next), 2
^ﺵ
َ ْ<)ُ َأ
ن
َ ُP
ِ َ َH4ِ ْ<َْ  َأDُ ًَّ وَاﻝ%;M (You are in an evil
situation, and Allah is the Best Knower of that
which you describe!).''

َ#Qَ 
َ ْ َأ/G
ُ Aَ ً َآًِاGْJ
َ ًن َ ُ َأ
 َ اْ َ*"ِی ُ" ِإDی4 Kََُ(اْ ی
َ ِ!
ِ ْ5ُ ْك ِﻡ َ ا
َ َا#َ # ُ ِإ#َ ََﻡ
12:78 They said: "O Aziz! Verily, he has an old
father (who will grieve for him); so take one of us
in his place. Indeed we think that you are one of the
doers of good.''

 ِإذًا%ـ# ُ ِإQَ !ِ, َ!*َ َ َﻡَـ#ْQP
َ _ َﻡ َو
  ِإ/َ ﺥ
ُ ْK# ل َﻡ*َ َذ ا ِ أَن
َ َ
ن
َ (ُ ِ\َـ
12:79 He said: "Allah forbid, that we should take
anyone but him with whom we found our property.
Indeed (if we did so), we should be wrongdoers.''

Yusuf's Brothers offer taking One of Them instead of
Binyamin as a Slave, Yusuf rejects the Offer
When it was decided that Binyamin was to be taken and kept
with Yusuf according to the law they adhered by, Yusuf's
brothers started requesting clemency and raising compassion in
his heart for them,

... ً َآًِاGْJ
َ ًن َ ُ َأ
 َ اْ َ*"ِی ُ" ِإDی4 ََُ(اْ یَ أ
They said, "O Aziz! Verily, he has an old father...''
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who loves him very much and is comforted by his
presence from the son that he lost,

... ُ #َ ََ َﻡ#Qَ 
َ ْ َأ/G
ُ Aَ ...
so take one of us in his place.
instead of Binyamin to remain with you,

?٧٨= َ ِ!
ِ ْ5ُ ْك ِﻡ َ ا
َ َا#َ # ِإ...
Indeed we think that you are one of the doers of good.
the good doers, just, and accepting fairness.

... ُ Qَ !ِ, َ!,
َ ََ َﻡ#ْQP
َ _ َﻡ َو
  ِإ/َ ﺥ
ُ ْK# ل َﻡ*َ َذ اّ ِ أَن
َ َ
He said: "Allah forbid, that we should take anyone but
him with whom we found our property...'',
according to the judgement that you gave for his
punishment,

?٧٩= ن
َ (ُ َِ\  ِإذًا%ـ# ِإ...
Indeed, we should be wrongdoers.
if we take an innocent man instead of the guilty
man.

+e
ِ #َ ُْ(ا3َﺥ
َ ُ ْ!ﺱُ(اْ ِﻡKََْ َْ  اﺱAَ
12:80 So, when they
consulted in private.

despaired

of

him,

they

َ ﻡC ً)Yِ ْ(َْ ُْ ﻡ,
َ /َ ﺥ
َ ْ َأQَ ْن َأَ ُآ
 ل َآِ ُ ُهْ َأَْ َ*َْ ُ(اْ َأ
َ َ
ض
َ ْ_ر
iحا
َ َ َْ ْ َأAَ `
َ ﺱ
ُ (ُ یVِA ُْ TAَ َ ﻡS
ُ َْ ا ِ َو ِﻡ
َ ِ ِ َـ5ْﺥْ ُ ا
َ (َ  َو ُهVِ ُ ْ ُ َ ا5 َأوْ َیVِ َأVِ ن
َ ْ َذK َیV
َ
The eldest among them said: "Know you not that
your father did take an oath from you in Allah's
Name, and before this you did fail in your duty with
Yusuf. Therefore I will not leave this land until my
father permits me, or Allah decides my case and He
is the Best of the judges.
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َق َوﻡ
َ َ ﺱ
َ 
َ !َ ْن ا
 َ ِإ#َKَ)ُ(ُ(اْ یAَ ُِْ َأVَ*ُ(اْ ِإP
ِ ْار
َ ِ\9ِ  َـ
ِ ْ:َ ِْ !ِ ْ!َ َوﻡَ ُآ,
َ َ ِ _
  ِإ%َ#ْQDِ J
َ
12:81 "Return to your father and say, `O our father!
Verily, your son has stolen, and we testify not
except according to what we know, and we could
not know the Unseen!

#َ َوِإDِA َ!َْ ْ َأVَِ وَاّ ِ*ْ َ اDِA ! ُآVِ اMَ  اْ َ)ْ َیS
ِ Oَ ْوَاﺱ
ن
َ (ُQِ َـ3َ
12:82 "And ask (the people of) the town where we
have been, and the caravan in which we returned;
and indeed we are telling the truth.''

Yusuf's Brothers consult Each Other in Confidence; the
Advice Their Eldest Brother gave Them
Allah tells:

... +e
ِ #َ ُْ(ا3َﺥ
َ ُ ْ!ﺱُ(اْ ِﻡKََْ َْ  اﺱAَ
So, when they despaired of him, they consulted in
private.
Allah narrates to us that Yusuf's brothers were
desperate because they could not secure the
release of their brother Binyamin, even though
they had given a promise and sworn to their
father to bring him back. They were unable to
َ (in
fulfill their promise to their father, so, َُ 
private), away from people's eyes, _ `
ِ َ (they
consulted), among themselves,

...ُ ِل َآ
َ َ ...
The eldest among them said,
and his name, as we mentioned, was Rubil, or Yahudha.
He was the one among them who recommended
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throwing Yusuf into a well, rather than killing him. So
Rubil said to them,

... ِ ّﻡ َ اC ً)Yِ ْ(َُْ ﻡ,
َ /َ ﺥ
َ ْ َأQَ ْن َأَ ُآ
  ُهْ َأَْ َ*َْ ُ(اْ َأ...
Know you not that your father did take an oath from you
in Allah's Name,
that you will return Binyamin to him.
However, you were not able to fulfill this promise.

... `
َ ﺱ
ُ (ُ یIِA ُْ TAَ َ ﻡS
ُ َْ  َو ِﻡ...
and before this you did fail in your duty with
Yusuf.

... ض
َ ْرt
َ حا
َ َ َْ ْ َأAَ ...
Therefore I will not leave this land,
I will not leave Egypt,

... Iِ َأIِ ن
َ ْ َذK َیV
َ  
َ ...
until my father permits me,
allows me to go back to him while he is pleased
with me,

... Iِ ُ ّْ ُ َ ا5 َأوْ َی...
or Allah decides my case,
by using the sword, or, they says; by allowing me
to secure the release of my brother,

?٨٠= َ ِ َ ِآ5ْ ا
ُ ْﺥ
َ (َ  َو ُه...
and He is the Best of the judges.
He next ordered them to narrate to their father what happened
so that they could present their excuse about that happened to
Binyamin and as claim their innocence before him.
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َ!ْ ِ,
َ َ ِ _
 َ ِإ#ْQDِ J
َ َق َوﻡ
َ َ ﺱ
َ 
َ !َ ْن ا
 َ ِإ#َ)ُ(ُ(اْ یَ َأAَ ُْ ِ َأVَ*ُ(اْ ِإP
ِ ْار
...
"Return to your father and say, `O our father! Verily,
your son has stolen, and we testify not except according
to what we know, and we could not know the Unseen!
Rubil said to them (to say to their father),

?٨١= َ ِ\Aِ َ 
ِ ْ:َ ِْ ! َوﻡَ ُآ...
and we could not know the Unseen!
or, `we did not know that your son
committed theft,' according to Qatadah
Ikrimah.

had
and

Abdur-Rahman bin Zayd bin Aslam said that it means,
`we did not know that Binyamin stole something
that belonged to the king, we only stated the
punishment of the thief,'

... َDِA ! ُآIِ اMَ ل اْ َ)ْ َی
ِ Kَْوَاﺱ
And ask (the people of) the town where we have been,
in reference to Egypt, according to Qatadah, or
another town.

... َDِA َ!َْ ْ َأIِ وَاْ ِ*ْ َ ا...
and the caravan in which we returned,
`about our truthfulness, honesty, protection and
sincere guardianship,

?٨٢= ن
َ (َُ ِد3َ # َوِإ...
and indeed we are telling the truth.
in what we have told you, that Binyamin stole and
was taken as a captive as compensation for his
theft.'
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ٌSِ P
َ ٌْ3
َ Aَ  ُْ َأﻡًْا
ُ 9ُ #َْ َ ُْ أ7َ( ﺱ
َ ْSَ ل
َ َ
12:83 He (Ya`qub) said: "Nay, but your own selves
have beguiled you into something. So patience is
most fitting (for me).

ُ ِ5
َ ْ ُ ُه َ( اْ َ*ِ ُ ا#  ِ*ً ِإP
َ ْDِ ِ Vِ!َ ِ ْK ا ُ أَن َیVَ,
َ
May be Allah will bring them (back) all to me. Truly,
He! Only He is All-Knowing, All-Wise.''

`
َ ﺱ
ُ (ُ یVَ,
َ َ9ﺱ
َ Kَل ی
َ َْ َوDُ ْ!,
َ V(َ َ َو
12:84 And he turned away from them and said:
"Alas, my grief for Yusuf!''

ٌِ\ َ( َآDُ Aَ ن
ِ ْ"5
ُ ْْ!َ ُ ِﻡ َ ا,
َ ْ7N
 َ ْوَا
And he lost his sight because of the sorrow that he
was suppressing.

َْﺽً َأو
َ ن
َ (َُ V
َ `
َ ﺱ
ُ (ُْ ُآ ُ ی/َ Kَُ ْ9َ nَ َُْ(ا
َ َِِـDْن ِﻡ َ ا
َ (َُ
12:85 They said: "By Allah! You will never cease
remembering Yusuf until you become weak with old
age, or until you be of the dead.''

ََْ ُ ِﻡ َ ا ِ ﻡ, ا ِ َوَأVَ ِإVِ#ْ"
ُ  َوVCَ (ُْJ َأ%َ # ل ِإ
َ َ
ن
َ (ُ َْ*َ _
َ
12:86 He said: "I only complain of my grief and
sorrow to Allah, and I know from Allah that which
you know not.''
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Allah's Prophet Yaqub receives the Grievous News
Allah's Prophet Yaqub repeated to his children the same words
he said to them when they brought false blood on Yusuf' shirt,

... ٌSِ P
َ ٌْ3
َ Aَ  ُْ َأﻡًْا
ُ 9ُ #َْ َ ُْ أ7َ( ﺱ
َ ْSَ ل
َ َ
He (Yaqub) said: "Nay, but your own selves have
beguiled you into something. So patience is most fitting
(for me).
Muhammad bin Ishaq said,
"When they went back to Yaqub and told him
what happened, he did not believe them and
thought that this was a repetition of what they
َ &َ ًا2ْ;<ْ َأ%ُ 
ُ Pُ َ<ْ أ%ُ َﻝ?ْ َﻝM ﺱ
َ ْ\4َ
did to Yusuf. So he said, ٌ2ْO
ٌ\ Hِ @
َ (Nay, but your own selves have beguiled
you into something. So patience is most fitting
(for me).
Some said that; since this new development
came after what they did before (to Yusuf), they
were given the same judgement to this later
incident that was given to them when they did
what they did (to Yusuf). Therefore, Yaqub's
statement here is befitting, ًا2ْ;<ْ َأ%ُ 
ُ Pُ َ<ْ أ%ُ َﻝ?ْ َﻝM ﺱ
َ ْ\4َ
ٌ\ Hِ @
َ ٌ2ْO
َ &َ (Nay, but your own selves have
beguiled you into something. So patience is most
fitting (for me). He then begged Allah to bring
back his three sons: Yusuf, Binyamin and Rubil to
him.''
Rubil had remained in Egypt awaiting Allah's decision
about his case, either his father's permission ordering
him to go back home, or to secure the release of his
brother in confidence. This is why Yaqub said,

... ُ ِ*َ ْ ُ ُه َ( ا#  ِ*ً ِإP
َ ْDِ ِ Iِ!َ ِ ْK اّ ُ أَن َیVَ,
َ ...
May be Allah will bring them (back) all to me. Truly, He!
Only He is All-Knowing,
in my distress,
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?٨٣= ُ ِ5
َ ْ ا...
the All-Wise,
in
His
decisions
and
preordainment He appoints.

the

decree

and

Allah said next,

... `
َ ﺱ
ُ (ُ یVَ,
َ Vَ9ﺱ
َ ل یَ َأ
َ َْ َوDُ ْ!,
َ V(َ َ َو
?٨٤= ٌِ\ َ( َآDُ Aَ ن
ِ ْ"5
ُ ْْ!َ ُ ِﻡ َ ا,
َ ْ7N
 َ ْ وَا...
And he turned away from them and said: "Alas, my grief
for Yusuf!''
He turned away from his children
remembered his old grief for Yusuf,

and

... `
َ ﺱ
ُ (ُ یVَ,
َ Vَ9ﺱ
َ  یَ َأ...
Alas, my grief for Yusuf!
The new grief, losing Binyamin and Rubil,
renewed his old sadness that he kept to himself.
Abdur-Razzaq narrated that Ath-Thawri said that Sufyan
Al-Usfuri said that Sa`id bin Jubayr said,
"Only this nation (the following of Prophet
Muhammad) were given Al-Istirja'. Have you not
heard the statement of Yaqub, peace be upon
him,

ٌِ\ َ( َآDُ Aَ ن
ِ ْ"5
ُ ْْ!َ ُ ِﻡ َ ا,
َ ْ7N
 َ ْ` وَا
َ ﺱ
ُ (ُ یVَ,
َ Vَ9ﺱ
َ  یَ َأ...
?٨٤=
"Alas, my grief for Yusuf !'' And he lost his sight
because of the sorrow that he was suppressing.''
According to Qatadah and other scholars,
Yaqub suppressed his sorrow
complain to a created being,
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and

did

not

Ad-Dahhak also commented,
"Yaqub was aggrieved, sorrowful and sad.''
Yaqub's children felt pity for him and said, while feeling sorrow
and compassion,

... `
َ ﺱ
ُ (ُْ ُآ ُ ی/َ Kَُ ْ9َ nَ َُْ(ا
They said: "By Allah! You will never cease remembering
Yusuf,
`you will keep remembering Yusuf,

... ً َﺽ
َ ن
َ (َُ V
َ ...
until you become weak with old age,
until your strength leaves you,'

?٨٥= َ َِِDْن ِﻡ َ ا
َ (َُ ْ َأو...
or until you be of the dead.
They said, `if you continue like this, we fear for
you that you might die of grief,'

... ِ ّ اVَ ِإIِ#ْ"
ُ  َوICَ (ُْJ َ َأ# ل ِإ
َ َ
He said: "I only complain of my grief and sorrow to
Allah.''
When they said these words to him, Yaqub said,

>ِْa
ُ > َوC=4َ ُ%َْ َأﺵHM ( ِإI only complain of my grief and
sorrow) for the afflictions that struck me, Dِ ِّإﻝَ اﻝ
(to Allah) alone,

?٨٦= ن
َ (ُ َْ*َ _
َ ََْ ُ ِﻡ َ اّ ِ ﻡ, َوَأ...
and I know from Allah that which you know not.
I anticipate from Allah each and every
type of goodness.'
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Ibn Abbas commented on the meaning of, َ َ; Dِ ّ اﻝ
َ ;ِ <ُ َْ َوَأ
ن
َ ُHَْ:َ (and I know from Allah that which you know not),
"The vision that Yusuf saw is truthful and Allah
will certainly make it come true.''

ْ_ َیَْـُ(ا
َ ` َوَأﺥِ ِ َو
َ ﺱ
ُ (ُُ(اْ ِﻡ ی
5
َ َAَ ْ اذْ َهُ(اV
 !ِ َ ی
ِ ح ا
ِ ِْﻡ رو
12:87 "O my sons! Go you and inquire about Yusuf
and his brother, and never give up hope of Allah's
mercy.

ن
َ ُو9ِ _ اْ َ)(ْ ُم اَْـ
 ح ا ِ ِإ
ِ ْ ِﻡ روX
ُ َ_ یَیْـ
َ ُ # ِإ
Certainly no one despairs of Allah's mercy, except
the people who disbelieve.''

4 N
4 !َ َوَأهَْ!َ ا
 َ اْ َ*"ِی ُ" َﻡDی4 Kََْ ِ َُ(اْ ی,
َ ْﺥُ(ا
َ َ  َدAَ
%َ!َْ,
َ ْقQ 3
َ َ  َوS
َ َْ ْف َ!َ ا
ِ ْوKَAَ َ ٍةPْ"ﻡ4 Mٍ ,
َ َNِ ِ َ!ْOP
ِ َو
12:88 Then, when they entered unto him, they said:
"O Aziz! A hard time has hit us and our family, and
we have brought but poor capital, so pay us full
measure and be charitable to us.

َ ِQC 3
َ َ ُ ْْ"ِى اeن ا َ َی
 ِإ
Truly, Allah does reward the charitable.''

Yaqub orders His Children to inquire about Yusuf and His
Brother
Allah tells what Yaqub said to his children:

ُ # ح اّ ِ ِإ
ِ ْﺱُ(اْ ِﻡ روKََْ _
َ ` وََأﺥِ ِ َو
َ ﺱ
ُ (ُُ(اْ ِﻡ ی
5
َ َ Aَ ْ اذْ َهُ(اI
 !ِ َ َی
?٨٧= ن
َ ُوAِ َْ_ اْ َ)(ْ ُم ا
 ح اّ ِ ِإ
ِ ْس ِﻡ رو
ُ Kَْ_ َی
َ
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"O my sons! Go you and inquire about Yusuf and his
brother, and never give up hope of Allah's mercy.
Certainly no one despairs of Allah's mercy, except the
people who disbelieve.''
Allah states that Yaqub, peace be upon him,
ordered his children to go back and inquire about
the news of Yusuf and his brother Binyamin, in a
good manner, not as spies. He encouraged them,
delivered to them the good news and ordered
them not to despair of Allah's mercy.
He ordered them to never give up hope in Allah,
nor to ever discontinue trusting in Him for what
they seek to accomplish.
He said to them that only the disbelieving people
despair of Allah's mercy.

Yusuf's Brothers stand before Him
Allah said next,

... ِ َْ,
َ ْﺥُ(ا
َ َ  َدAَ
Then, when they entered unto him,
when they went back to Egypt and entered upon
Yusuf,

... 4 N
4 !َ َوَأهَْ!َ ا
 َ اْ َ*"ِی ُ" َﻡDی4  َُ(اْ یَ َأ...
they said: "O Aziz! A hard time has hit us and our
family...''
because of severe droughts and the scarcity of
food,

... َ ٍةPْ"ﻡ4 Mٍ ,
َ َNِ ِ َ!ْOP
ِ  َو...
and we have brought but poor capital,
means, `we brought money for the food we want
to buy, but it is not substantial,' according to
Mujahid, Al-Hasan and several others.
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Allah said that they said next,

... S
َ َْ ْف َ!َ ا
ِ ْوKَAَ ...
so pay us full measure,
meaning, `in return for the little money we
brought, give us the full measure that you gave
us before.'
Ibn Mas`ud read this Ayah in a way that means,
"So give the full load on our animals and be
charitable with us.''
Ibn Jurayj commented,
"So be charitable to us by returning our brother
to us.''
And when Sufyan bin Uyaynah was asked if the
Sadaqah (charity) was prohibited for any Prophet before
our Prophet, he said,
"Have you not heard the Ayah,

َ ِQC 3
َ َ ُ ْْ"ِي اeن اّ َ َی
  ِإ%َ!َْ,
َ ْقQ 3
َ َ  َوS
َ َْ ْف َ!َ ا
ِ ْوKَAَ ...
?٨٨=
so pay us full measure and be charitable to us.
Truly, Allah does reward the charitable.''
Ibn Jarir At-Tabari collected this statement.

ن
َ (ُDِ َـP ُْ #َ` َوَأﺥِ ِ ِإذْ أ
َ ﺱ
ُ (ُِ َُْ*Aَ ِ ْ ُْ ﻡ,
َ ْSل َه
َ َ
12:89 He said: "Do you know what you did with
Yusuf and his brother, when you were ignorant!''

`
ُ ﺱ
ُ (ُ ی7
َ #ّ_ 
َ # َُ(اْ َأ ِء
12:90 They said: "Are you indeed Yusuf!''
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U
ِ   ُ َﻡ َی# ِإ%َ!َْ,
َ ُ ْ َﻡ  اQَ Vَِا َأﺥ/` َوهَـ
ُ ﺱ
ُ (ُْ ی#َ ل َأ
َ َ
He said: "I am Yusuf, and this is my brother. Allah
has indeed been gracious to us.

َ ِ!
ِ ْ5ُ ْْ َ اPِ ُ َأN_ ُی
َ َ ن ا
 oِAَ ِْْ3َو ِی
He who has Taqwa, and is patient, then surely,
Allah makes not the reward of the good doers to be
lost.''

َ ِOF
ِ َـGَ !َْ!َ َوإِن ُآ,
َ ُ ك ا
َ َ Yَ . ْQ)َ َ ِ َ َُْ(ا
12:91 They said: "By Allah! Indeed Allah has
preferred you above us, and we certainly have been
sinners.''

ُ 
َ ْ ُ ا ُ َ ُْ َو ُه َ( َأر9ِ ْ:َْ ُُ اْ َ(ْ َم َی,
َ 
َ _ ََْی
َ ل
َ َ
َ ِ 
ِ َ ا
12:92 He said: "No reproach on you this day; may
Allah forgive you, and He is the Most Merciful of
those who show mercy!

Yusuf reveals His True Identity to His Brothers and forgives
Them
Allah says, when Yusuf's brothers told him about the afflictions
and hardship, and shortages in food they suffered from in the
aftermath of the drought that struck them, and he remembered
his father's grief for losing his two children, he felt compassion,
pity and mercy for his father and brothers. He felt this way,
especially since he was enjoying kingship, authority and power,
so he cried and revealed his true identity to them when he
asked them,

?٨٩= ن
َ (َُ ِهP ُْ #َ` َوَأﺥِ ِ ِإذْ أ
َ ﺱ
ُ (ُِ ُْ*َ Aَ ِ ُْ ﻡ,
َ ْSل َه
َ َ
He said: "Do you know what you did with Yusuf and his
brother, when you were ignorant!
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meaning, `when you separated between Yusuf
and his brother,'

ن
َ (َُ ِهP ُْ #َ ِإذْ أ...
when you were ignorant!
He said, `What made you do this is your
ignorance of the tremendous sin you were about
to commit.'
It appears, and Allah knows best, that Yusuf
revealed his identity to his brothers only then by
Allah's command, just as he hid his identity from
them in the first two meetings, by Allah's
command. When the affliction became harder,
Allah sent His relief from that affliction, just as He
said He does,

ن َﻡ َ اْ ُ*ْ ِ ُیًْا
 oِAَ
ن َﻡ َ اْ ُ*ْ ِ ُیًْا
 ِإ
Verily, along with every hardship is relief.
Verily, along with every hardship is relief.
(94:5-6)
This is when they said to Yusuf,

... `
ُ ﺱ
ُ (ُ ی7
َ #َKَ 
َ # َُ(اْ َأِإ
Are you indeed Yusuf,
in amazement, because they had been meeting
him for more than two years while unaware of
who he really was. Yet, he knew who they were
and hid this news from them. Therefore, they
asked in astonishment,

... Iَِا َأﺥ/` َوهَـ
ُ ﺱ
ُ (ُْ ی#َ ل َأ
َ َ `
ُ ﺱ
ُ (ُ ی7
َ #َKَ 
َ #  َأِإ...
Are you indeed Yusuf! He said: "I am Yusuf, and
this is my brother...''
Yusuf said next,
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... َ!َْ,
َ ُ ّْ َﻡ  اQَ ...
`Allah has indeed been gracious to us.
by gathering us together after being separated all
this time,'

?٩٠= َ ِ!
ِ ْ5ُ ْْ َ اPِ ُ َأN_ ُی
َ َ ّن ا
 oِAَ ِْ ْ3 َو ِیU
ِ   ُ َﻡ َی#  ِإ...

... َ!َْ,
َ ُ ّك ا
َ َ Yَ . ْQ)َ َ ِ َّ َُْ(ا
"Verily, he who has Taqwa, and is patient, then surely,
Allah makes not the reward of the good doers to be
lost.''
They said: "By Allah! Indeed Allah has preferred you
above us.''
They affirmed Yusuf's virtue above them, being
blessed with beauty, conduct, richness, kingship,
authority and, above all, Prophethood.

?٩١= َ ِOT
ِ َGَ ! َوإِن ُآ...
and we certainly have been sinners.''
They admitted their error and acknowledged that
they made a mistake against him,

... َْ ُ ُ اْ َ(ْ َم,
َ 
َ _ ََْی
َ ل
َ َ
He said: "No reproach on you this day.''
He said to them, `There will be no blame for you
today or admonishment, and I will not remind you
after today of your error against me.'
He then multiplied his generosity by invoking Allah for
them for mercy,

?٩٢= َ ِ 
ِ  ُ اا
َ ْ ُ اّ ُ َ ُْ َو ُه َ( َأر9ِ ْ: َی...
may Allah forgive you, and He is the Most Merciful of
those who show mercy!
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ًِا3َ ت
ِ ْK َیVِْ ِ َأP َوVَ,
َ ُ (ُ)ْKَAَ َا/ هَـVِ3ِ )َ ِ ْاذْ َهُ(ا
َ ِ*َ ْPهِْ ُْ َأKَِ Vِ#(َُْوأ
12:93 "Go with this shirt of mine, and cast it over
the face of my father, his vision will return, and
bring to me all your family.''

`
َ ﺱ
ُ (ُ یZ
َ  رِیQُ P
ِt
َ VC#ل َأُ( ُهْ ِإ
َ َ ُ ِ*ْ ا7
ِ َ3
َ Aَ  ََو
ن
ِ ُوQ!C 9َ ُ _ أَن
َ ْ(َ
12:94 And when the caravan departed, their father
said: "I do indeed sense the smell of Yusuf, if only
you think me not senile.''

ِ ِیQ)َ ْ ا
َ ِﺽَـ
َ Vِ9َ 
َ # َُ(اْ َ ِ ِإ
12:95 They said: "By Allah! Certainly, you are in
your old Dalal (error).''

Yaqub finds the Scent of Yusuf in his Shirt!
Allah tells about what Yusuf said to his brothers:

... َا/ هَـIِ3ِ )َ ِ ْاذْ َهُ(ا
"Go with this shirt of mine,
Yusuf said, `Take this shirt of mine,

... ًِا3َ ت
ِ ْK َیIِْ ِ َأP َوVَ,
َ ُ (ُ)ْKَAَ ...
and cast it over the face of my father, his vision will
return,'
because Yaqub had lost his sight from excessive
crying,

?٩٣= َ ِ*َ ْPهِْ ُْ َأKَِ Iِ#(ُْ َوأ...
and bring to me all your family.
all the children of Yaqub.
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... ُ ِ*ْ ا7
ِ َ3
َ Aَ  ََو
And when the caravan departed, (from Egypt),

... ْل َأُ( ُه
َ َ ...
their father said...,
Yaqub, peace be upon him, said to the children
who remained with him,

?٩٤= ن
ِ ُوQ!C 9َ ُ _ أَن
َ ْ(َ `
َ ﺱ
ُ (ُ یZ
َ  رِیQُ P
ِ Kََ IC# ِإ...
`I do indeed feel the smell of Yusuf, if only you think me
not senile.
except that you might think me senile because of
old age.'
Abdur-Razzaq narrated that Ibn Abbas said,
"When the caravan departed (from Egypt), a wind
started blowing and brought the scent of Yusuf's
َ ﺱ
ُ ُ یb
َ @ ُ" رِی
ِ Aَ> َﻝCِإ
shirt to Yaqub. He said, ' َﻝْ َ أَن
ن
ِ "ُوIC Pَ ُ (I do indeed feel the smell of Yusuf, if only
you think me not senile.) He found his scent from
a distance of eight days away!''
Similar was also reported through Sufyan AthThawri and Shu`bah and others reported it from
Abu Sinan.
Yaqub said to them,
not senile).

ن
ِ "ُوIC Pَ ُ ( َﻝْ َ أَنif only you think me

Ibn Abbas, Mujahid, Ata, Qatadah and Sa'id bin Jubayr
commented,
"If only you think me not a fool!''
Mujahid and Al-Hasan said that it means,
"If only you think me not old.''

... ِ َّ َُْ(ا
They said: "By Allah!
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Their answer to him was,

?٩٥= ِ ِیQ)َ ْ ا
َ ِ{
َ ﺽ
َ Iِ9َ 
َ #  ِإ...
Certainly, you are in your old Dalal.
meaning, `in your old error,' according to Ibn
Abbas.
Qatadah commented,
"They meant that, `because of your love for
Yusuf you will never forget him.' So they uttered
a harsh word to their father that they should
never have uttered to him, nor to a Prophet of
Allah.''
Similar was said by As-Suddi and others.

ًِا3َ Q َ َْرA ِ Dِ ْP َوVَ,
َ ُ َ)ْ َء اْ َ]ِ ُ َأ%َP  أَن% َAَ
12:96 Then, when the bearer of the good news
arrived, he cast it (the shirt) over his face, and his
vision returned.

ن
َ (ُ َْ*َ _
َ ََْ ُ ِﻡ َ ا ِ ﻡ, َأVC#ْ  ُْ ِإSُ ل َأَْ َأ
َ َ
He said: "Did I not say to you, `I know from Allah
that which you know not!'''

َ ِOF
ِ  ُآ! ﺥَـ# ِإ%َ!َ (ُ#ْ َ!َ ُذ9ِ ْ:َ َْ اﺱ#َKََُ(اْ ی
12:97 They said: "O our father! Ask forgiveness
(from Allah) for our sins, indeed we have been
sinners.''

ُ ِ ُ( ُر ا9:َ ْ ُ ُه َ( ا#  ِإVC ُ َ ُْ َر9ِ ْ:َ ْف َأﺱ
َ ْ(ﺱ
َ ل
َ َ
12:98 He said: "I will ask my Lord for forgiveness
for you, verily, He! Only He is the Oft-Forgiving, the
Most Merciful.''
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Yahudha brings Yusuf's Shirt and Good News
Allah tells:

... ًِا3َ Q َ َْرA ِ Dِ ْP َوVَ,
َ ُ َ)ْء اَْ]ِ ُ َأP
َ َ  أَنAَ
Then, when the bearer of the good news arrived, he cast
it (the shirt) over his face, and his vision returned.
Ibn Abbas and Ad-Dahhak said;

2ُ 3
ِ Oَ ْ( اﻝgood news),

means information.
Mujahid and As-Suddi said that;
the bearer of good news was Yahudha, son of
Yaqub.
As-Suddi added,
"He brought it (Yusuf's shirt) because it was he
who brought Yusuf's shirt stained with the false
blood. So he liked to erase that error with this
good act, by bringing Yusuf's shirt and placing it
on his father's face. His father's sight was
restored to him.''
Ya`qub said to his children,

?٩٦= ن
َ (ُ َْ*َ _
َ ََْ ُ ِﻡ َ اّ ِ ﻡ, َأIC#  ُْ ِإSُل َأَْ َأ
َ َ ...
He said: "Did I not say to you, `I know from Allah that
which you know not'),
that I know that Allah will return Yusuf to me and
that, ن
ِ "ُوIC Pَ ُ ' َﻝْ َ أَن
َ ﺱ
ُ ُ یb
َ @ ُ" رِی
ِ Aَ> َﻝC( ِإI do indeed feel
the smell of Yusuf, if only you think me not
senile).

Yusuf's Brothers feel Sorry and Regretful
This is when Yusuf's brothers said to their father, with humbleness,

?٩٧= َ ِOT
ِ َ ُآ! ﺥ#ُ( َ!َ ِإ#ْ َ!َ ُذ9ِ ْ:َ َْ اﺱ#ََُ(اْ یَ َأ
?٩٨= ُ ِ
 ُ( ُر ا9:َ ْ ُ ُه َ( ا# ِإI
َ C  ُ َ ُْ َر9ِ ْ:َ ْف َأﺱ
َ ْ(ﺱ
َ ل
َ َ
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"O our father! Ask forgiveness (from Allah) for our sins,
indeed we have been sinners.'' He said: "I will ask my
Lord for forgiveness for you, verily, He! Only He is the
Oft-Forgiving, the Most Merciful.''
and He forgives those who repent to Him.
Abdullah bin Mas`ud, Ibrahim At-Taymi, `Amr bin Qays,
Ibn Jurayj and several others said that;
Prophet Yaqub delayed fulfilling their request until
the latter part of the night.

ْﺥُ(ا
ُ ْل اد
َ َ` ءَاوَى ِإَْ ِ َأ َ َ(یْ ِ َو
َ ﺱ
ُ (ُ یVَ,
َ ْﺥُ(ا
َ َ  َدAَ
َ ِ! َء ا ُ ءَا ِﻡ%َJ ْ َ إِن3ِﻡ
12:99 Then, when they came in before Yusuf, he
took his parents to himself and said: "Enter Egypt, if
Allah wills, in security.''

َاQe
ﺱ
ُ ُ َ ْوا4ﺥ
َ ش َو
ِ ْ*َ ْ اVَ,
َ ِ ْ َ َأ َ َ(یAَ َو َر
12:100 And he raised his parents to the `Arsh and
they fell down before him prostrate.

VCَ َرDَ*َ P
َ ْQَ S
ُ َْ  ِﻡV ُرؤْیَـS
ُ ْوِیKَ َا/ هَـ7
ِ َ Kَل ی
َ ََو
+)
َ
And he said: "O my father! This is the interpretation
of my dream aforetime! My Lord has made it come
true!

َ ﻡC ُْ ِ  َء%َPْ ِ َوe
C  ِﻡ َ اVِ!P
َ َ ْ ِإذْ َأﺥVَ َ 
َ ْْ َأQَ َو
Vِ(َ ْ َو َْ َ ِإﺥVِ!َْ ُ َـFْ]
 غ ا
َ "# ِ أَنQْ*َ ْ ِو ِﻡQَ ْا
He was indeed good to me, when He took me out of
the prison, and brought you (all here) out of the
Bedouin life, after Shaytan had sown enmity
between me and my brothers.
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ُ ِ5
َ ْ ُ ُه َ( اْ َ*ِ ُ ا#  ُء ِإ%َ] َ َیC ٌ`ِFَ VCن َر
 ِإ
Certainly, my Lord is the Most Courteous and Kind
unto whom He wills. Truly, He! Only He is the AllKnowing, the All-Wise.

Yusuf welcomes His Parents; His Dream comes True
Allah tells:

... ِ ْوَى ِإَْ ِ َأ َ َ(ی. `
َ ﺱ
ُ (ُ یVَ,
َ ْﺥُ(ا
َ َ  َدAَ
Then, when they came in before Yusuf, he took his
parents to himself,
Yusuf had asked his brothers to bring all of their family,
and they all departed their area and left Kana`an to
Egypt. When Yusuf received news of their approach to
Egypt, he went out to receive them.
The king ordered the princes and notable people to go
out in the receiving party with Yusuf to meet Allah's
Prophet Yaqub, peace be upon him. It is said that the
king also went out with them to meet Yaqub.
Yusuf said to his family, after they entered unto him and
he took them to himself,

?٩٩= َ ِ! ِﻡ. ُ َّء اJ  إِن
َ ْ3ﺥُ(اْ ِﻡ
ُ ْل اد
َ َ َو...
and said: "Enter Egypt, if Allah wills, in security.''
He said to them, `enter Egypt', meaning, `reside
in Egypt', and added, `if Allah wills, in security',
in reference to the hardship and famine that they
suffered.

Dِ ْ َی4َ  َأDِ ْ وَى ِإَﻝc (and he took his parents to himself),
As-Suddi and Abdur-Rahman bin Zayd bin Aslam said
that;
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his parents were his father and maternal aunt, as
his mother had died long ago.
Muhammad bin Ishaq and Ibn Jarir At-Tabari said,
"His father and mother were both alive.''
Ibn Jarir added,
"There is no evidence that his mother had died
before then. Rather, the apparent words of the
Qur'an testify that she was alive.''
This opinion has the apparent and
meaning that this story testifies to.

suitable

Allah said next,

... ش
ِ ْ*َ ْ اVَ,
َ ِ ْ َ َأ َ َ(یAَ َو َر
And he raised his parents to Al-'Arsh,
According to Ibn Abbas, Mujahid and several others,
he raised them to his bedstead where he sat.
Allah said,

... ًاQe
ﺱ
ُ ُ َ ْوا4ﺥ
َ  َو...
and they fell down before him prostrate.
Yusuf's parents and brothers prostrated before
him, and they were eleven men,

... S
ُ َْ ي ِﻡ
َ َ ُرؤْیS
ُ ْوِیKَ َا/ هَـ7
ِ َ  َوَلَ یَ َأ...
And he said: "O my father! This is
(interpretation) of my dream aforetime...'',

the

Ta'wil

in reference to the dream that he narrated to his
father before, ًO َآْ َآ2
َ3
َ َ "َ 
َ ? َأ
ُ ْ> َرَأیC( ِإI saw (in a
dream) eleven stars...). (12:4)
In the laws of these and previous Prophets, it was
allowed for the people to prostrate before the men of
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authority, when they met them. This practice was
allowed in the law of Adam until the law of `Isa, peace
be upon them, but was later prohibited in our law.
Islam made prostration exclusively for Allah Alone, the
Exalted and Most Honored. The implication of this
statement was collected from Qatadah and other
scholars.
When Mu`adh bin Jabal visited the Sham area, he found
them prostrating before their priests. When he returned
(to Al-Madinah), he prostrated before the Messenger of
Allah, who asked him,

َا یَ ُﻡ*َ ُذ ؟/ﻡَ َه
What is this, O, Mu`adh?
Mu`adh said, "I saw that they prostrate before
their priests. However, you, O Messenger of Allah,
deserve more to be prostrated before.''
The Messenger said,

ْت اْ ََْأ َة َأن
ُ ْ َﻡKََ ،ٍQ
َ Kَِ Qَ e
ُ ًْا أَنْ َیQ
َ  ِﻡًا َأ. 7
ُ ْ!َ(ْ ُآ
َDَْ,
َ ِ )C 
َ ِ \
َ *ِ ِ َDP
ِ ْ ِ َ"وQَ e
ُ َْ
If I were to order anyone to prostrate
before anyone else (among the creation), I
would have ordered the wife to prostrate
before her husband because of the
enormity of his right on her.
Therefore, this practice was allowed in previous
laws, as we stated.
This is why they (Yaqub and his wife and eleven
sons) prostrated before Yusuf, who said at that
time,

...+)
َ ICَ َرDَ*َ P
َ ْQَ S
ُ َْ ي ِﻡ
َ َ ُرؤْیS
ُ ْوِیKَ َا/ هَـ7
ِ َ  یَ َأ...
O my father! This is the Ta'wil of my dream
aforetime! My Lord has made it come true!
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using the word, `Ta'wil', to describe what
became of the matter, later on.
Allah said in another Ayah,

ُ ُْوِیKَ VِْKْوِیَ ُ َی(ْ َم َیKَ _
 ن ِإ
َ \ُو
ُ !َْ یSَه
Await they just for its Ta'wil! On the Day
the event is finally fulfilled..., (7:53)
meaning, on the Day of Judgement what
they were promised of good or evil will
surely come to them.
Yusuf said,

... +)
َ ICَ َرDَ*َ P
َ ْQَ ...
My Lord has made it come true!
mentioning that Allah blessed him by making his
dream come true,

... ْ ِوQَ ْﻡ َ اC ُِ َءPْ ِ َوe
C  ِﻡ َ اIِ!P
َ َ ْ ِإذْ َأﺥIَ َ 
َ ْْ َأQَ  َو...
He was indeed good to me, when He took me out of the
prison, and brought you (all here) out of the Bedouin
life,
out of the desert, for they lived a Bedouin life and
raised cattle, according to Ibn Jurayj and others.
He also said that they used to live in the Arava,
Ghur area of Palestine, in Greater Syria.
Yusuf said next,

 َ َی]َءC ٌ`ِFَ ICن َر
  ِإIِ(َ ْ َو َْ َ ِإﺥI!ِ َْ ن
ُ َFْ]
 غ ا
َ "#  أَنQِ ْ*َ  ِﻡ...
...
after Shaytan had sown enmity between me and my
brothers. Certainly, my Lord is the Most Courteous and
Kind unto whom He wills.
for when Allah wills something, He brings forth its
reasons and elements of existence, then wills it
into existence and makes it easy to attain,
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... ُ ِ*َ ْ ُ ُه َ( ا#  ِإ...
Truly, He! Only He is the All-Knowing.
what benefits His servants,

?١٠٠= ُ ِ5
َ ْ ا...
the All-Wise.
in
His
statements,
actions,
decrees,
preordainment and what He chooses and wills.

s
ِ _َدِی
i اS
ِ ْوِیKَ  ِﻡVِ!َ ْ ,
َ  َو
ِ ُْ ْ ِﻡ َ اVِ!َ َْ . ْQَ ب
C َر
ض
ِ ْ_ر
i ت وَا
ِ (َ  َـ
  َ اT
ِ َA
12:101 "My Lord! You have indeed bestowed on me
of the sovereignty, and taught me something of the
interpretation of dreams - the (Only) Creator of the
heavens and the earth!

Vِ!ْ)5
ِ ْ ُﻡِْ ً َوَأVِ!A (َ َ ﺥ َ ِة
ِ_
i َُ وَا#Q4  اVِA V
C ِ َو7
َ #َأ
َ ِ5ِـ3ِ
You are my Wali in this world and in the Hereafter.
Cause me to die as a Muslim, and join me with the
righteous.''

Yusuf begs Allah to die as A Muslim
Allah tells about Yusuf's invocation:

ت
ِ  َوَا
  َ اT
ِ َA s
ِ َدِیt
َ اS
ِ ْوِیKَ  ِﻡIِ!َ ْ ,
َ  َو
ِ ُْ ْ ِﻡ َ اIِ!َ َْ . ْQَ ب
C َر
َ ِ5ِ3ِ Iِ!ْ)5
ِ ْ ُﻡِْ ً َوَأIِ!A (َ َ ﺥ َ ِة
ِ َ َوا#ُ Q4  اIِA ICِ َو7
َ #َض أ
ِ ْرt
َ وَا
?١٠١=

"My Lord! You have indeed bestowed on me of the
sovereignty, and taught me something of the
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interpretation of dreams - the (Only) Creator of the
heavens and the earth! You are my Wali in this world
and in the Hereafter. Cause me to die as a Muslim, and
join me with the righteous.''
This is the invocation of Yusuf, the truthful one, to his
Lord the Exalted and Most Honored. He invoked Allah
after His favor was complete on him by being reunited
with his parents and brothers, after He had bestowed on
him Prophethood and kingship.
He begged his Lord the Exalted and Ever High, that as
He has perfected His bounty on him in this life, to
continue it until the Hereafter.
He begged Him that, when he dies, he dies as a Muslim,
as Ad-Dahhak said, and to join him with the ranks of the
righteous, with his brethren the Prophets and
Messengers, may Allah's peace and blessings be on them
all.
It is possible that Yusuf, peace be upon him, said this
supplication while dying.
In the Two Sahihs it is recorded that A'ishah, may Allah
be pleased with her, said that while dying, the
Messenger of Allah was raising his finger and said thrice,

Vَْ,Kَْ اU
ِ ِA  اIِA  Dُ ا
O Allah to Ar-Rafiq Al-A`la (the uppermost,
highest company in heaven).
It is also possible that long before he died, Yusuf begged
Allah to die as a Muslim and be joined with the ranks of
the righteous.


َ َُْ(ِ ِ ِإ# 
ِ ْ:َ ْ ِء ا%َ#َ ِﻡ ْ أ
َ َِذ
12:102 That is of the news of the Ghayb (Unseen)
which We reveal to you.
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ن
َ ْ َ*ُ(اْ َأﻡْ َ ُهْ َو ُهْ َی ْ ُُوPِْ ِإذْ َأDْیQَ َ 7
َ !َُوﻡَ آ
You were not (present) with them when they
arranged their plan together, and (while) they were
plotting.

َ ِ! ِ ُْ ِﻡ7
َ ْ َﺹ
َ ْ(َس َو
ِ ! َأآْ َ ُ ا%ََوﻡ
12:103 And most of mankind will not believe even if
you desire it eagerly.

َ ِ َْ*َـC ٌْ_ ِذآ
 ْ ٍ ِإنْ ُه َ( ِإPَِْ ِﻡ ْ َأ,
َ ْDُ ُKََْ ََوﻡ
12:104 And no reward you ask of them for it; it (the
Qur'an) is no less than a Reminder unto the
`Alamin (men and Jinn).

This Story is a Revelation from Allah
Allah says;

... 
َ َُْ(ِ ِ ِإ# 
ِ ْ:َ َْء ا#َ ِﻡ ْ أ
َ َِذ
That is of the news of the Ghayb (Unseen) which We
reveal to you.
Allah narrated to Muhammad, peace be upon him,
the story of Yusuf and his brothers and how Allah
raised him over them, giving him the better end,
triumph, the sovereignty and wisdom (i.e.,
Prophethood), even though they tried to harm
and kill him.
Allah said, `This and similar stories are part of
the unseen incidents of the past, O Muhammad,

َ ْ  ِإَﻝDِ 
ِ ُ (which We reveal to you) and inform you
of, O Muhammad, because it carries a lesson, for
you to draw from and a reminder to those who
defy you.'
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Allah said next,

... ْDِ ْیQَ َ 7
َ !ُ َوﻡَ آ...
`You were not (present) with them,
you did not witness their conference nor saw
them,

... ْْ َ*ُ(اْ َأﻡْ َ ُهP ِإذْ َأ...
when they arranged their plan together,
to throw Yusuf into the well,

?١٠٢= ن
َ  َو ُهْ َی ْ ُُو...
and (while) they were plotting.
against him. We taught you all this through Our
Revelation which We sent down to you.'
Allah said in other Ayat,

ْDُ َ ْ ِإذْ ُیْ)ُ(ن َأَْـDِ ْیQَ َ 7
َ !َُوﻡَ آ
You were not with them, when they cast
lots with their pens.

َ ْ_ﻡ
i  اVَ ﻡُ(ﺱVَ ِإ%َ!ْN
َ َ ْ ِإذV
C ِ ْ:َ ْ ا
ِ ِ#َeِ 7
َ !َُوﻡَ آ
And you were not on the western side,
when We made clear to Musa the
commandment... (28:44) until,

َ!َْ َدی# ْ( ِر ِإذ4F ا
ِ #ِ َeِ 7
َ ْ!َوﻡَ ُآ
And you were not at the side of the Tur
when We did call. (28:46)
Allah also said,

َ!ِ ْ ءَایَـDِ َْ,
َ (َُْ َ ْ َیQ َﻡS
ِ ْ َأهVِA ًَوِیY 7
َ !َُوﻡَ آ
And you were not a dweller among the
people of Madyan, reciting Our verses to
them. (28:45)
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Allah states that Muhammad is His Messenger and that
He has taught him the news of what occurred in the
past, which carry lessons for people to draw from, so
that they acquire their safety in their religious affairs as
well as their worldly affairs. Yet, most people did not and
will not believe, so Allah said,

?١٠٣= َ ِ! ِ ُْ ِﻡ7
َ ْ َﺹ
َ ْ(َس َو
ِ !َوﻡَ َأآْ َ ُ ا
And most of mankind will not believe even if you desire it
eagerly.
Allah said in similar Ayat,

ِ  اS
ِ ِﺱ
َ ,
َ ك
َ (4N
ِ ض ُی
ِ ْ_ر
i  اVِA ْ َأآْ َ َ َﻡF
ِ ُ َوإِن
And if you obey most of those on the earth, they
will mislead you far away from Allah's path.
(6:116)

َ ِ!ﻡْ ِﻡ4 ْن َأآْ َ ُ ُه
َ َ َوﻡَ آMً  َیt
َ 
َ ِ َذIِA ن
 ِإ
Verily, in this is an Ayah, yet most of them are
not believers. (26:8)
Allah said next,

... ٍ ْPَْ ِ ِﻡ ْ َأ,
َ ْDُ ُKََْ ََوﻡ
And no reward you ask of them for it;
Allah says, `You, O Muhammad, do not ask them
in return for this advice and your call to all that is
good
and
righteous,
for
any
price
or
compensation for delivering it. Rather, you do so
seeking Allah's Face and to deliver good and
sincere advice to His creatures,

?١٠٤= َ ِ ََ*ْC ٌْ_ ِذآ
  ِإنْ ُه َ( ِإ...
it (the Qur'an) is no less than a Reminder unto the
`Alamin (men and Jinn).
with which they remember, receive guidance and
save themselves in this life and the Hereafter.'
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َDَْ,
َ ن
َ و4ُ ض َی
ِ ْ_ر
i ت وَا
ِ (َ  َـ
  اVِA Mٍ ﻡ ءَا َیC یC Kََو َآ
ن
َ (َُ ُﻡ*ْ ِﺽDْ!,
َ َْو ُه
12:105 And how many a sign in the heavens and the
earth they pass by, while they are averse
therefrom.

ن
َ (ُﻡ]ْ ِآ4 ْ_ َو ُه
 َوﻡَ ُیْ ِﻡ ُ َأآْ َ ُ ُهْ ِ ِ ِإ
12:106 And most of them believe not in Allah
except that they attribute partners unto Him.

ُ Dُ َ ِ ْKَ ْب ا ِ َأو
ِ َا/,
َ ْ ﻡC ٌMَ J
ِ َw ْDُ َ ِ ْKَ  ِﻡ!ُ(اْ أَنKَAَ َأ
ن
َ _ َی]ْ ُ*ُو
َ ْ َو ُهMً َ ْ:َ Mُ ,
َ ا
12:107 Do they then feel secure from the coming
against them of the covering veil of the torment of
Allah, or of the coming against them of the (Final)
Hour, all of a sudden while they perceive not!

People neglect to ponder the Signs before Them
Allah says;

َDْ!,
َ َْ َو ُهDَْ,
َ ن
َ و4ُ ض َی
ِ ْرt
َ ت وَا
ِ  َوَا
  اIِA Mٍ  َی. ﻡC یC Kََو َآ
?١٠٥= ن
َ (ُُﻡ*ْ ِﺽ
And how many a sign in the heavens and the earth they
pass by, while they are averse therefrom.
Allah states that most people do not think about
His signs and proofs of His Oneness that He
created in the heavens and earth.
Allah created brilliant stars and rotating heavenly objects
and planets, all made subservient. There are many plots
of fertile land next to each other on earth, and gardens,
solid mountains, lively oceans, with their waves
smashing against each other, and spacious deserts.
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There are many live creatures and others that have died;
and animals, plants and fruits that are similar in shape,
but different in taste, scent, color and attributes.
All praise is due to Allah the One and Only, Who created
all types of creations, Who Alone will remain and last
forever. It is He Who is unique in His Names and
Attributes.
Allah said next,

?١٠٦= ن
َ (ُﻡ]ْ ِآ4 ُ_ َوه
 َوﻡَ ُیْ ِﻡ ُ َأآْ َ ُ ُهْ ِّ ِ ِإ
And most of them believe not in Allah except that they
attribute partners unto Him.
Ibn Abbas commented,
"They have a part of faith, for when they are
asked, `Who created the heavens? Who created
the earth? Who created the mountains?' They
say, `Allah did.' Yet, they associate others with
Him in worship.''
Similar is said by Mujahid, Ata, Ikrimah, AshSha`bi, Qatadah, Ad-Dahhak and Abdur-Rahman
bin Zayd bin Aslam.
In the Sahih, it is recorded that;
during the Hajj season, the idolators used to say
in their Talbiyah: "Here we rush to Your service.
You have no partners with You, except a partner
with You whom You own but he owns not!''
Allah said in another Ayah,

ٌِ\,
َ ٌْ\
ُ َ ك
َ ْ]
C ن ا
 ِإ
Verily, joining others in worship with Allah is a
great Zulm (wrong) indeed. (31:13)
This indeed is the greatest type of
associating others with Allah in worship.
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Shirk,

It is recorded in the Two Sahihs that Abdullah bin
Mas`ud said,
"I said, `O Allah's Messenger! What is the
greatest sin?'
He said,

َ)َﺥ
َ (َ ا َو ُه+Q#ِ n
ِ S
َ *َ ْeَ َْأن
That you call a rival to Allah while He alone
created you.''
Al-Hasan Al-Basri commented on Allah's statement, َ;و
َ
ن
َ ُآ2ِ ْ3; <ُ َوهM  ِإDِ ِّﻝ4 ْ< ُه2ُ =َ ْ َأآ
ُ ;ِ ْd( ُیAnd most of them believe
not in Allah except that they attribute partners unto
Him),
"This is the hypocrite; if he performs good deeds,
he does so to show off with the people, and he is
an idolator while doing this.''
Al-Hasan was referring to Allah's statement,

ْْ َوِإذَا َﻡُ(اDُ ,
ُ ن ا َ َو ُه َ( ﺥَ ِد
َ (ُ,Qِ َـG)ِ َ ُی9ِ ن اْ ُ!َـ
 ِإ
ن
َ ْ ُآُو/_ َی
َ س َو
َ !ن ا
َ ءُو.َ ُیVَََ( ِة َﻡُ(اْ ُآ3
  اVَِإ
{
ً َِ _
 ا َ ِإ
Verily, the hypocrites seek to deceive
Allah, but it is He Who deceives them. And
when they stand up for As-Salah, they
stand with laziness and to be seen of men,
and they do not remember Allah but little.
(4:142)
There is another type of hidden Shirk that most
people are unaware of.
Hammad bin Salamah narrated that Asim bin Abi AnNajud said that Urwah said,
"Hudhayfah visited an ill man and saw a rope tied
around his arm, so he ripped it off while reciting,
ن
َ ُآ2ِ ْ3; <ُ َوهM  ِإDِ ِّﻝ4 ْ< ُه2ُ =َ ْ َأآ
ُ ;ِ ْd( َو;َ ُیAnd most of them
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believe not in Allah except that they attribute
partners unto Him).
In a Hadith, from Ibn Umar collected by At-Tirmidhi who
said it was Hasan, the Prophet said,

َْكJْ َأQ)َ Aَ n
ِ ْ ِ ا:َ ِ `
َ َ
َ ْ َﻡ
He who swears by other than Allah, commits
Shirk.
Imam Ahmad, Abu Dawud and other scholars of Hadith
narrated that Abdullah bin Mas`ud said that the
Messenger of Allah said,

ْكJ
ِ Mَ َ(َ C وَا  َ ِﺉ َ وَاVَ4 ن ا
 ِإ
Verily, Ar-Ruqa, At-Tama'im and At-Tiwalah
are all acts of Shirk.
In another narration collected by Ahmad and Abu
Dawud, the Prophet said,

S4ْ ِه ُ ُ ِ  َ(آ/ ُیn
َ  َوَ ِ  ا،ْكٌ َوﻡَ ِﻡ! ِإJ
ِ  َ َ ُةF
C ا
Verily, At-Tiyarah (omen) is Shirk; everyone
might feel a glimpse of it, but Allah dissipates it
with Tawakkul.''
Allah said next,

... ِ ّب ا
ِ َا/,
َ ْ ﻡC ٌMَ J
ِ َw ْDُ َ ِ ْKَ  ِﻡ!ُ(اْ أَنKَAَ َأ
Do they then feel secure from the coming against them
of the covering veil of the torment of Allah!
Allah asks, `Do these idolators who associate
others with Allah in the worship, feel secure from
the coming of an encompassing torment from
where they perceive not!'

?١٠٧= ن
َ _ َی]ْ ُ*ُو
َ ْ َو ُهMً َ ْ:َ Mُ ,
َ  ُ اDُ َ ِ ْKَ ْ َأو...
or of the coming against them of the (Final) Hour, all of
a sudden while they perceive not!
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Allah said in other Ayat,

ْض َأو
َ ْ_ر
i  ُ اDِ ِ ُ ` ا
َ 
ِ ْGت أَن َی
ِ َOC
 ی َ َﻡ َُواْ ا/ِ  ِﻡ َ اKَAَ َأ
ن
َ _ َی]ْ ُ*ُو
َ s
ُ ْ
َ ْ ب ِﻡ
ُ َا/*َ ْ ُ اDُ َ ِ ْKَی
َ "ِیe
ِ ْ*ُ ِ ُ َ هAَ ْDِ ِ 4)َ َ VِA ْ ُه/َ ﺥ
ُ ْKَأوْ َی
ٌِن َر ُْ َ َؤُوفٌ ر
 oِAَ ف
ٍ (4 G
َ َ Vَ,
َ ْ ُه/َ ﺥ
ُ ْKَأوْ َی
Do then those who devise evil plots feel secure
that Allah will not sink them into the earth, or
that the torment will not seize them from
directions they perceive not! Or that He may
catch them in the midst of their going to and
from, so that there be no escape for them (from
Allah's punishment)! Or that He may catch them
with gradual wasting (of their wealth and health)!
Truly, Your Lord is indeed full of kindness, Most
Merciful. (16:45-47)
and,

ن
َ (ُ  ِﺉ%َ# ْﺱ!َ ََـً َو ُه
ُ ْKَ ُDَ ِ ْK اْ ُ)َى أَن َیS
ُ ْ ِﻡ َ َأهKَ Aَ َأ
ن
َ (ُ*َ ْ َو ُهْ َیVً5ﺽ
ُ َ!ﺱ
ُ ْKَ ْDُ َ ِ ْK اْ ُ)َى أَن َیS
ُ َْأ َو َأ ِﻡ َ َأه
ن
َ ُو
ِ َـGْ_ اْ َ)(ْ ُم ا
 ْ َﻡ ُ َﻡْ َ ا ِ ِإKَ{ ی
َ Aَ ِ  ِﻡ!ُ(اْ َﻡْ َ اKَAَ َأ
Did the people of the towns then feel secure
against the coming of Our punishment by night
while they were asleep!
Or, did the people of the towns then feel secure
against the coming of Our punishment in the
forenoon while they were playing!
Did they then feel secure against the plan of
Allah!
None feels secure from the plan of Allah except
the people who are the losers. (7:97-99)
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ِ ْ َو َﻡ#َ ِ َ ٍة َأ3َ Vَ,
َ ِ  اVَُ( ِإ,ْ َأدVِِﺱ
َ ِ /ِ ْ هَـSُ
Vِ!*َ َ  ا
12:108 Say "This is my way; I invite unto Allah with
sure knowledge, I and whosoever follows me.

َ ِْ ِﻡ َ اْ ُ]ْ ِآ#َ  َأ%َن ا ِ َوﻡ
َ َ5ْﺱ
ُ َو
And Glorified and Exalted be Allah. And I am not of
the idolators.''

The Messenger's Way
Allah tells His messenger to say:

ِ ّن ا
َ َ5ْﺱ
ُ  َوIِ!*َ َ  ْ َو َﻡ ِ ا#َ ِ َ ٍة َأ3َ Vَ,
َ ِ ّ اVَُ( ِإ,ْ َأدIِِﺱ
َ ِ /ِ ْ هَـSُ
?١٠٨= َ ِآ
ِ ْ]ُ ْْ ِﻡ َ ا#َ َوﻡَ َأ
Say "This is my way; I invite unto Allah with sure
knowledge, I and whosoever follows me. And Glorified
and Exalted be Allah. And I am not of the idolators.''
Allah orders His Messenger to say to mankind and the
Jinns that this is his way, meaning, his method, path and
Sunnah, concentrating on calling to the testimony that
there is no deity worthy of worship except Allah alone
without partners.
The Messenger calls to this testimonial with sure
knowledge, certainty and firm evidence. He calls to this
way, and those who followed him call to what Allah's
Messenger called to with sure knowledge, certainty and
evidence, whether logical or religious evidence,

... ِ ّن ا
َ َ5ْﺱ
ُ  َو...
And Glorified and Exalted be Allah.
This part of the Ayah means, I glorify, honor,
revere and praise Allah from having a partner,
equal, rival, parent, son, wife, minister or advisor.
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All praise and honor be to Allah, glorified He is
from all that they attribute to Him,

ْ ٍءVJ
َ ﻡC   َوإِنDِ ِA ض َو َﻡ
ُ ْ_ر
i ْ ُ وَا
 ت ا
ُ (َ  َـ
  َ ُ اZ
ُ C 
َ ُ
ً ِ
َ ن
َ َ ُ آ# ْ ِإDُ 5
َ َِْ ن
َ (ُD)َ ْ9َ _
 ِ  ِ َوَـQَ ْ 5
َ ِ Z
ُ C 
َ _ ُی
 ِإ
ُ(رًا9w
َ
The seven heavens and the earth and all that is
therein, glorify Him, and there is not a thing but
glorifies His praise. But you understand not their
glorification. Truly, He is Ever Forbearing, OftForgiving. (17:44)

S
ِ ْﻡ ْ َأهC ْDِ َْ ِإVِ(4# _
ً َP_ ِر
  ِإ
َ َِْ ﺱْ!َ ِﻡ
َ ْ َأر%ََوﻡ
اْ ُ)َى
12:109 And We sent not before you (as
Messengers) any but men unto whom We revealed,
from among the people of townships.

Mُ َ )ِ َـ, ن
َ َ` آ
َ ْ\ُواْ َآ
ُ !َAَ ض
ِ ْ_ر
i  اVِA َْْ َیُِواAَ َأ
ْDِ َِْ ِی َ ِﻡ/ا
Have they not traveled in the land and seen what
was the end of those who were before them!

ن
َ (ُ)ِ ْ*َ {
َ Aَ ِی َ ا )َ(اْ َأ/C ٌْﺥ
َ _ﺥِ َ ِة
i َا ُر اQََو
And verily, the home of the Hereafter is the best for
those who have Taqwa. Do you not then
understand!

All of the Prophets are Humans and Men
Allah says;

... ِDَْ ِإIِ(4# _
ً َP_ ِر
  ِإ
َ َِْ ﺱْ!َ ِﻡ
َ َْوﻡَ َأر
And We sent not before you (as Messengers) any but
men unto whom We revealed,
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Allah states that He only sent Prophets and
Messengers from among men and not from
among women, as this Ayah clearly states.
Allah did not reveal religious and legislative laws to any
woman from among the daughters of Adam. This is the
belief of Ahlus-Sunnah wal-Jama`ah.
Sheikh Abu Al-Hasan,
mentioned that;

Ali

bin

Ismail

Al-Ash`ari

it is the view of Ahlus-Sunnah wal-Jama`ah,
that there were no female Prophets, but there
were truthful believers from among women. Allah
mentions the most honorable of the truthful
female believers, Maryam, the daughter of Imran,
when He said,

ُ ﻡ4  َوُأS
ُﺱ
ُ 4 ْ ِﻡ َِْ ِ ا7َﺥ
َ ْQَ ٌ_ َرﺱُ(ل
  اْ ُ َﻡْ َی َ ِإZ
ُ َِ ْﻡ ا
*َ َمF
 ن ا
ِ{
َ ْ ُآKَ َی#ٌَ آM)َ یCQﺹ
ِ
The Messiah ('Isa), son of Maryam (Mary), was no
more than a Messenger; many were the
Messengers that passed away before him. His
mother was a Siddiqah (truthful believer). They
both used to eat food. (5:75)
Therefore, the best description Allah gave her is
Siddiqah.
Had she been a Prophet, Allah would have
mentioned this fact when He was praising her
qualities and honor. Therefore, Mary was a
truthful believer according to the words of the
Qur'an.

All Prophets were Humans not Angels
Ad-Dahhak reported that Ibn `Abbas commented on Allah's
statement, ً َ@ر
ِ M  ِإ
َ ِْOEَ ِ; َIْ ﺱ
َ ْ( َو;َ َأرAnd We sent not before you
(as Messengers) any but men),
"They were not from among the residents of the heaven
(angels), as you claimed.''
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This statement of Ibn Abbas is supported by Allah's
statements,

*َ َمF
 ن ا
َ (ُْ ُآKَ َ ْDُ # _ ِإ
 ﺱِ َ ِإ
َ ُْ ْ ِﻡ َ ا
َ ََْ َ!ْﺱ
َ ْ َأر%ََوﻡ
ق
ِ _ﺱْ(َا
i  اVِA ن
َ (ُ]ْ َو َی
And We never sent before you any of the
Messengers, but verily, they ate food and walked
in the markets. (25:20)

َ ِیQُِ(اْ ﺥَـ#َ*َ َم َوﻡَ آF
 ن ا
َ (ُْ ُآK_ َی
 ًاQَP
َ ْDُ  َ*ْ!َـP
َ ََوﻡ
َ ِAُْ ْ ُء َوَأهَْْ!َ ا%َ]# ْ َو َﻡDُ ْ!َـe
َ #َKAَ Qَ ْ,(َ ْ ُ اDُ ْ!َـQَ ﺹ
َ  Yُ
And We did not create them with bodies that ate
not food, nor were they immortals. Then We
fulfilled to them the promise. So We saved them
and those whom We willed, but We destroyed
extravagant, (21:8-9)

S
ِﺱ
ُ 4 ﻡ َ اC ً,ْQِ 7
ُ !ُْ ﻡَ آSُ
Say: "I am not a
Messengers.'' (46:9)

new

thing

among

the

Allah said next,

...  اْ ُ)َىS
ِ ْﻡ ْ َأهC ...
from among the people of townships,
meaning, from among the people of cities, not
that they were sent among the Bedouins who are
some of the harshest and roughest of all people.

Drawing Lessons from the Incidents of the Past
Allah said next,

... ض
ِ ْرt
َ  اIِA َْْ َیُِواAَ  َأ...
Have they not traveled in the land,
meaning, `Have not these people who rejected
you, O Muhammad, traveled in the land,'
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... ْDِ َِْ ِی َ ِﻡ/ اMُ َ ِ َ, ن
َ َ` آ
َ ْ\ُواْ َآ
ُ !َAَ ...
and seen what was the end of those who were before
them,
that is, the earlier nations that rejected the
Messengers, and how Allah destroyed them. A
similar end is awaiting all disbelievers.
Allah said in another Ayah,

%َDِ ن
َ (ُ)ِ ْ*ْ ُُ(بٌ َیDُ َ ن
َ (َُ Aَ ض
ِ ْ_ر
i  اVِA َْْ َیُِواAَ َأ
Have they not traveled through the land, and
have they hearts wherewith to understand!
(22:46)
When they hear this statement, they should
realize that Allah destroyed the disbelievers and
saved the believers, and this is His way with His
creation.
This is why Allah said,

... ِْی َ ا )َ(ا/C ٌْﺥ
َ ﺥ َ ِة
ِ َا ُر اQَ َو...
And verily, the home of the Hereafter is the best for
those who have Taqwa.
Allah says, `Just as We saved the faithful in this
life, We also wrote safety for them in the
Hereafter, which is far better for them than the
life of the present world.'
Allah said in other Ayah,

َْ َو َی(ْ َم َی)ُ( ُم#Q4 َ( ِة ا5
َ ْ اVِA ِْی َ ءَا َﻡ!ُ(ا/ﺱَ!َ وَا
ُ  ُ ُر3
ُ !َ!َ #ِإ
Qُ َـDْJ_
iا
ا ِرQْ ﺱُ( ُء اDُ َ َوMُ !َ ْ*ْ ُ اDُ َْ َوDُ ُ  َر/ِ ْ* ُ ا\ـِ ِ َ َﻡ9َ !َ_ ی
َ َی(ْ َم
Verily, We will indeed make victorious Our
Messengers and those who believe in this world's
life and on the Day when the witnesses will stand
forth (i.e. Day of Resurrection). The Day when
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their excuses will be of no profit to the
wrongdoers. Theirs will be the curse, and theirs
will be the evil abode (in Hellfire). (40:51-52)

?١٠٩= ن
َ (ُ)ِ ْ*َ {
َ Aَ  َأ...
Do you not then understand!

ْ َء ُه%َP ُْ(ا/ِ ْ ُآQَ ْDُ # (اْ َأ4!
َ  َوS
ُﺱ
ُ 4  اX
َ  ِإذَا اﺱْ ََْـV
َ
 ُء%َ]#  َﻡV
َe
C !ُ Aَ َ#ُ ْ3#َ
12:110 (They were reprieved) until, when the
Messengers gave up hope and thought that they
were denied, then came to them Our help, and
whomsoever We willed were rescued.

َ ِْ ِﻡeُ ْ ِ اْ َ)(ْ ِم ا,
َ َ!ﺱ
ُ ْKَ د4 َ _ ُی
َ َو
And Our punishment cannot be warded off from the
people who are criminals.
Allah says:

 َﻡI
َe
C !ُ Aَ َ#ُ ْ3#َ َْء ُهP ُْ(ا/ِ ْ ُآQَ ُْD# (اْ َأ4!
َ  َوS
ُﺱ
ُ 4 س ا
َ Kََْ ْ ِإذَا اﺱV
َ
?١١٠= َ ِﻡ
ِ ْeُ ْ ِ اْ َ)(ْ ِم ا,
َ َ!ﺱ
ُ ْKَ د4 َ _ ُی
َ ]َء َو#
(They were reprieved) until, when the Messengers gave
up hope and thought that they were denied, then came
to them Our help, and whomsoever We willed were
rescued.
Allah states that He sends His aid and support to
His Messengers, peace be upon them, when
distress and hardship surround them and they
eagerly await Allah's aid.
Allah said in another Ayah,

ِ ْ ُ ا3#َ Vَِی َ ءَا َﻡ!ُ(اْ َﻡ َ* ُ َﻡ/ل وَا
ُ (ُل ا ﺱ
َ (ُ) َیV
َ َْو ُزْ ِ"ُ(ا
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...and were so shaken that even the Messenger
and those who believed along with him said,
"When (will come) the help of Allah!'' (2:214)
As for saying of Allah,

ُْا4.ِ ( ُآthey were denied),

There are two recitations for it.
One of them is with a Shadda (meaning: they
were betrayed by their people).
And this is the way A'ishah, may Allah be pleased
with her, recited it.
Al-Bukhari said that Urwah bin Az-Zubayr narrated that
he asked Aishah about the meaning of the following
ُﺱ
ُ 2س اﻝ
َ Aَْ )َ ْ ِإذَا اﺱM)
َ (`until when the Messengers
verse, \
give up hope...),
Respite will be granted, is it denied or betrayed?
A'ishah replied, "betrayed.''
Urwah said, "I said, `They were sure that their
people betrayed them, so why use the word
`thought''?
She said, `Yes, they were sure that they betrayed
them.'

ُ M اْ َأIَf( َوand they thought that
I said, ُْا4.ِ "ْ ُآEَ ْ<B
they were denied (by Allah))!
A'0ishah said, `Allah forbid! The Messengers did
not suspect their Lord of such a thing.'
I asked, `So what does this Ayah mean?'
She said,
`This Verse is concerned with the
Messengers' followers who had faith in
their
Lord
and
believed
in
their
Messengers. The period of trials for those
followers was long and Allah's help was
delayed until the Messengers gave up
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hope for the conversion of the disbelievers
amongst their nation and suspected that
even their followers were shaken in their
belief, Allah's help then came to them.'''
Ibn Jurayj narrated that Ibn Abi Mulaikah said that Ibn
Abbas read this Ayah this way,

ُْ(ا/ِ ْ ُآQَ ْDُ # (اْ َأ4!
َ َو
and they thought they were denied.
Abdullah bin Abi Mulaikah said,
"Then Ibn Abbas said to me that they were
humans. He then recited this Ayah,

ِ ْ ُ ا3#َ Vَِی َ ءَا َﻡ!ُ(اْ َﻡ َ* ُ َﻡ/ل ا ﺱُ(لُ وَا
َ (ُ) َیV
َ
ٌْ َ ا ِ َِی3#َ ن
 _ ِإ
َ َأ
...even the Messenger and those who
believed along with him said, "When (will
come) the help of Allah!''
Yes! Certainly, the help of Allah is near!
(2:214)''
Ibn Jurayj also narrated that Ibn Abi Mulaykah
said that Urwah narrated to him that;
Aishah did not agree to this and rejected it. She
said,
"Nothing
that
Allah
has
promised
Muhammad, peace be upon him, but
Muhammad knew for certainty that it shall
come, until he died. However, the
Messengers were tried with trials until they
thought that those believers, who were
with them, did not fully support them.''
Ibn Abi Mulaykah said that Urwah narrated that
Aishah recited this Ayah this way,

ُْ(ا/ ْ ُآQَ ْDُ # (اْ َأ4!
َ َو
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and they thought that they were betrayed.
Therefore, there is another way of reciting this word, and
there is a difference of opinion about its meaning.
We narrated the meaning that Ibn Abbas gave.
Ibn Mas`ud said, as Sufyan Ath-Thawri narrated from
him, that he read the Ayah this way,

ُْ(ا/ِ ْ ُآQَ ْDُ # (اْ َأ4!
َ  َوS
ُﺱ
ُ 4 س ا
َ Kََْْ ِإذَا اﺱV
َ
until, when the Messengers gave up hope and
thought that they were denied.
Abdullah commented that this is the recitation that you
dislike.
Ibn Abbas also commented on the Ayah, س
َ Aَْ )َ ْ ِإذَا اﺱM)
َ
ُْا4.ِ "ْ ُآEَ ْ<Bُ M اْ َأIَfﺱ ُ\ َو
ُ 2( اﻝuntil, when the Messengers gave
up hope and thought that they were denied),
"When the Messengers gave up hope that their
people would accept their messages, and their
people thought that their Messengers had not
said the truth to them, Allah's victory came then,
َء3M َ; >
َ`
C Iُ &َ (and whomsoever We willed were
rescued).
Ibn Jarir At-Tabari narrated that Ibrahim bin Abi Hamzah
(Hurrah) Al-Jazari said,
"A young man from Quraysh asked Sa'id bin
Jubayr `O, Abu Abdullah! How do you read this
word, for when I pass by it, I wish I had not read
this Surah,

...ُْ(ا/ِ ْ ُآQَ ْDُ # (اْ َأ4!
َ  َوS
ُﺱ
ُ 4 س ا
َ Kََْ ْ ِإذَا اﺱV
َ
until, when the Messengers gave up hope
and thought that they were denied...
He said, `Yes, it means, when the Messengers
gave up hope that their people will believe in
them and those to whom the Messengers were
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sent thought that the Messengers were not
truthful.'''
Ad-Dahhak bin Muzahim commented,
"I have not seen someone who is called to
knowledge and is lazy accepting the invitation,
until today! If you traveled to Yemen just to get
this explanation, it will still be worth it.''
Ibn Jarir At-Tabari narrated that;
Muslim bin Yasar asked Sa`id bin Jubayr about
the same Ayah and he gave the same response.
Muslim stood up and embraced Sa'id bin Jubayr,
saying, "May Allah relieve a distress from you as
you relieved a distress from me!''
This was reported from Sa'id bin Jubayr through
various chains of narration.
This is also the Tafsir that Mujahid bin Jabr and
several other Salaf scholars gave for this Ayah.
However, some scholars said that the Ayah,
ُْا4.ِ ( ُآand thought that they were denied),

ْ"Eَ ْ<Bُ M اْ َأIَfَو

is in reference to the believers who followed the
Messengers, while some said it is in reference to
the disbelievers among the Messengers' nation. In
the latter case, the meaning becomes:
`and the disbelievers thought that the
Messengers were not given a true promise
of victory.'
Ibn Jarir At-Tabari narrated that Tamim bin Hadhlam
said that I heard Abdullah bin Mas`ud comment on this
Ayah, \
ُﺱ
ُ 2س اﻝ
َ Aَْ )َ ْ ِإذَا اﺱM)
َ (until, when the Messengers
gave up hope),
"their people will believe in them, and their
people thought when the respite was long, that
the Messengers were not given a true promise.''
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ِ َْـt
َ  اVِْْ َةٌ _و,
ِ ْDِ 3
ِ 3
َ َ VِA ن
َ َْ آQ)َ َ
12:111 Indeed in their stories, there is a lesson for
men of understanding.

ِ ْیQَ ِى َْ َ َی/ اU
َ ِیQْ3َ ِ ْ ََى َوَـ9ُِیً یQ
َ ن
َ َﻡَ آ
ن
َ (ُ! ْ َ)(ْ ٍم ُیْ ِﻡMً َ ًْى َو َرQْ ٍء َو ُهVJ
َ S
C ُ آS
َ ِ3ْ9َ َو
It (the Qur'an) is not a forged statement but a
confirmation of that which was before it and a
detailed explanation of everything and a guide and
a mercy for the people who believe.

A Lesson for Men Who have Understanding
Allah says;

... ب
ِ َْt
َ  اIِْوKُC ٌْ َة,
ِ ْDِ 3
ِ 3
َ َ IِA ن
َ َْ آQ)َ َ
Indeed in their stories, there is a lesson for men of
understanding.
Allah states here that the stories of the
Messengers and their nations and how we saved
the believers and destroyed the disbelievers are,
ب
ِ َOْوْﻝِ> ا َ[ﻝAُﻝC ٌة2َ ْOِ
(a lesson for men of
understanding), who have sound minds.

... ْ ََى9ِیً ُیQ
َ ن
َ َ ﻡَ آ...
It is not a forged statement.
Allah says here that this Qur'an could not have
been forged; it truly came from Allah,

... ِ ْیQَ ِي َْ َ َی/ اU
َ ِیQْ3َ ِ  َوَـ...
but a confirmation of that which was before it,
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in reference to the previously revealed Divine
Books, by which this Qur'an testifies to the true
parts that remain in them and denies and refutes
the forged parts that were added, changed and
falsified by people.
The Qur'an accepts or abrogates whatever Allah
wills of these Books

... ْ ٍءIJ
َ S
  ُآS
َ ِ3ْ9َ  َو...
and a detailed explanation of everything,
Meaning the allowed, the prohibited,
preferred and the disliked matters.

the

•

The Qur'an deals with the acts of worship, the
obligatory and recommended matters, forbids the
unlawful and discourages from the disliked.

•

The Qur'an contains major facts regarding the
existence and about matters of the future in
general terms or in detail.

•

The Qur'an tells us about the Lord, the Exalted
and Most Honored, and about His Names and
Attributes and teaches us that Allah is glorified
from being similar in any way to the creation.

Hence, the Qur'an is,

?١١١= ن
َ (ُ! َ)(ْ ٍم ُیْ ِﻡC Mً َ ًْى َو َرQ َو ُه...
a guide and a mercy for the people who believe.
with which their hearts are directed from
misguidance to guidance and from deviation to
conformance, and with which they seek the mercy
of the Lord of all creation in this life and on the
Day of Return.
We ask Allah the Most Great to make us among
this group in the life of the present world and in
the Hereafter, on the Day when those who are
successful will have faces that radiate with light,
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while those whose faces are dark will end up with
the losing deal.
This is the end of the Tafsir of Surah Yusuf; and all the thanks
and praises are due to Allah, and all our trust and reliance are
on Him Alone.
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